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Abstract
This study investigates the feasibility of using TTO and Ag+ alone and
in combination either as free or liposome encapsulated agents. Based on the
minimum lethal concentration (MLC), the fractional lethal concentration index
(FLCI) showed that treatment with unencapsulated combinations of TTO and
Ag+ exerted a synergistic effect against P. aeruginosa (FLCI = 0.263) and
indifferent effects against S. aureus and C. albicans (0.663 and 0.880,
respectively). Using polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) emulsified agents in combination,
showed synergistic effects against P. aeruginosa and S. aureus (FLCI =
0.325 and 0.375, respectively), but C. albicans remained indifferent (FLCI =
0.733).

Time

kill

experiments

revealed

that

the

combined

agent

concentrations and elimination time (to the lowest limit of detection, LOD) are
as follows: C. albicans: 0.12%v/vTTO:2.5x10-4Ag+:1.5hrs, P. aeruginosa:
1%v/vTTO:3.2x10-4Ag+:15mins and S. aureus: 1.2%v/vTTO:3.2x10-4Ag+:30mins.
Repeating these experiments with emulsified TTO encapsulated in liposomes
(lipo-TTO:PVA30-70kDa) against P. aeruginosa and S. aureus reduced the
effective amount of TTO required (compared to free TTO). However, this was
not observed in C. albicans. The required effective concentration of Ag+ from
liposome encapsulated Ag+ (lipo-Ag+) was shown to remain the same as free
Ag+. The effective concentration and elimination time of liposomal agents in
combination are as follows: C. albicans: 0.05%v/vTTO:PVA:8.9x10-5Ag:PVA:2.0hrs,
P.

aeruginosa:

0.25%v/vTTO:PVA:3.2x10-4Ag:PVA:30mins

and

S.

aureus:

0.05%v/vTTO:PVA:6.0x10-4Ag:PVA:1.5hrs. These results showed the potential of
using TTO and Ag+ in combination, along with liposome delivery systems to
effectively lower the MLC.

Scanning electron micrographs of microorganisms exposed to Ag+
showed a reduction in cell size when compared to untreated cells.
Transmission electron micrograph of C. albicans showed the cell surface
damaging potential of Ag+. Furthermore, this investigation also demonstrated
the feasibility of using chitosan hydrogels as an alternative delivery system
for TTO and/or Ag+. The development of these controlled release systems to
deliver alternative antimicrobial agents may allow sustained targeted delivery
at microbiocidal concentrations.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
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1.

Introduction
The use of metal ions and essential oils as antimicrobial agents is of

particular interest in topical wound management. Management of wounds
such as varicose skin ulcers and burns is aimed at inducing rapid healing
without scarring. Infection of these wounds can delay the healing process
leading to chronic ulcers and may proceed to systemic infection.

Topical application of antimicrobial agents is common since effective
concentrations may be difficult to achieve with systemic drugs as the effects
of the wound trauma may impede delivery of the agent into the wound
(Glasser et al., 2010; Toy and Macera, 2011). The reduced concentration
may also create selective pressure for antibiotic resistance.

The current problems posed by increasing antibiotic resistance in
Gram-positive bacteria (MRSA, Vancomycin resistant enterococci, VRE) and
Gram-negative

bacteria

(New

Delhi

metallo-β-lactamase-1,

NDM-1,

ciproﬂoxacin-resistant P. aeruginosa) (Kumarasamy et al., 2010; Tacconelli,
2009) have renewed interest in non or pre-antibiotic antibacterial agents such
as silver ions (Ag+) and tea tree oil (TTO) (Atiyeh et al., 2007; Warnke et al.,
2009). These agents are effective in treating topical infections but the healing
of the wound may require repeated application or use of high concentrations
that may have adverse effects on the patient. Approaches to treatment that
allow reduced concentration (combined agents) or delivery via controlled
release delivery systems (liposomes) are therefore of interest (Karpanen et
al., 2008; Reddy and Swarnalatha, 2010).
13

1.1. Benefits and problems associated with microorganisms
Interactions between humans and microorganisms may be either
beneficial or harmful. Some examples of beneficial uses of microorganisms in
industry include:


Agricultural industry

-



Food production

- cheese, yoghurt, baked goods and alcohols.



Medical applications

- production of antibiotics, vaccines, vitamins,

nitrogen fixing bacteria.

pharmaceutically active compounds such as
statins, clavulanic acid and acarbose.
 Biotechnology

- production of biofertilizers, biodegradable
plastics,

biopulping,

bioremediation

(extraction

of

to

enzymes

accelerate

degradation process) and production of
biofuels

(bio-production

of

fuels

from

complex carbohydrates).
(Baianu et al., 2010; Demain, 2000; Gavrilescu and Chisti, 2005).

However, not all microorganisms are beneficial and many cause serious
problems ranging from food spoilage to pathogenic infections in plants,
animals and man. Some of these infectious diseases in man may be caused
by the natural flora that has invaded sites other than their normal niche. For
example, opportunistic natural flora of the skin may cause infection to open
wounds, burns and varicose skin ulcers.

Apart from the risk of invasive

infection from these sites, the colonisation per se, can cause a marked
deterioration in wound healing, delaying the normal healing process (Wild et
14

al., 2010; Toy and Macera, 2011). Effective antimicrobial treatment of
infected wounds is clearly desirable to reduce wound healing times and
scarring.

The nature of burn wounds and varicose ulcers in particular may involve
relatively lengthy treatment with antibiotics which carries the attendant risk of
selecting drug resistant bacteria. Various approaches have been conducted
to find the best method to treat and overcome this problem. The increasing
incidence and broadening spectrum of pathogens resistant to antibiotics, has
refocused scientific interest on the use of alternative antimicrobial
compounds (Robinson et al., 2010; Warnke et al., 2009). Alternative, nonantibiotic based treatments are attractive due to their decreased side effects
compared to synthetic drugs, and their multiple target sites within the
microorganisms, which may contribute to reduced development of resistant
strains (Bowler et al., 2001). Despite their usefulness and long history of use,
these agents are mainly restricted to topical applications against infected
wounds, skin burns, ulcers and fungal infections of the skin.

1.2. Microorganisms and wound management
In healthy individuals, the skin supports a natural microflora comprising
a balanced community of microorganisms, which rarely cause infection.
However, a disturbance to the normal ratio of microflora or an exposure of
subcutaneous tissue due to trauma may result in pathogenic invasion by
these microorganisms (Bowler et al., 2001). Colonization of wounds by these
opportunistic pathogens is usually polymicrobial. The diversity and
15

proliferation of the pathogens is influenced by various factors including, the
type, depth, location of the trauma as well as the host immune system
response (Bowler et al., 2001). The presence of microorganisms at a wound
site does not confirm infection (Vowden and Cooper, 2006). Infection only
occurs when the host immune system can no longer cope with the virulence
factors expressed by the colonizing microorganisms, thus triggering a series
of systemic responses which delay the healing process (Bowler et al., 2001;
Vowden and Cooper, 2006).

The increasing occurrence of hospital infections and widespread
emergence of resistant microorganisms contribute to escalating treatment
costs. Additionally, hypersensitivity reactions to antibiotics and the lack of
access to new treatments within the health care industry, makes provision of
sufficient support and care for patients difficult (Glasser et al., 2010). Modern
lifestyles which frequently lack physical activity increase the possibility of
developing various life-long (interconnected) health conditions, e.g. diabetes,
obesity and hypertension in old age. These underlying health conditions may
influence the complexity and severity of wound healing. In addition, the
growing size and longevity of the elderly population has increased the
prevalence of wounds associated with these conditions, including slow/nonhealing ulcers (Bowler et al., 2001). The improvement in medical facilities has
increased the number of patients surviving from complicated wounds, such
as those caused by burns. Although rates of survival have improved,
severely burned patients usually require extended stays in hospital, suffer
from lowered immunity and extensive loss of skin. Such patients are prone to

16

infection by both common wound pathogens as well as antibiotic resistant
microorganisms, which may further complicate the treatment regime (Glasser
et al., 2010).

Besides patient microflora, other sources of infection include those
acquired directly or indirectly via air, other infected patients, health care
workers, contaminated medical devices, hospital environment and external
sources e.g. visitors (Mears et al., 2009). In this thesis, representative skin
microflora from different groups (Gram positive, Gram negative and yeast),
commonly known for being pathogenic and problematic with respect to
wound treatment and healing, were chosen for study.

Recently attention has focused on the use of alternative (pre-antibiotic
era) agents, especially those with multiple target sites and the ability to
enhance wound healing. These include naturally occurring agents such as
plant-derived essential oils and heavy metal ions. The useful properties of
alternative antimicrobial agents, together with advances in drug delivery
technologies may be able to enhance and expand the medical applications of
these agents. Combining these alternative antimicrobial agents with
advanced drug delivery systems aims to:


Promote bioavailability of agent at microbiocidal concentrations.



Reduce drug concentration to enhance safety and practicality of
application.



Minimise scarring and promote wound healing processes.

17



Reduce discomfort and pain in consideration of the patients psychological
needs.



Decrease the frequency of dressing changes.

These aims would increase convenience, provide less opportunity for
infection and/or reinfection of the wound and ultimately reduce treatment
costs.

1.2.1. Wound healing mechanism
Wound healing is a complex cascading event involving cellular,
enzymatic and biochemical pathways, spanning from the time the skin is
damaged until the wound is completely healed (Fonder et al., 2008; Ovington,
2007). Maintenance of healthy wound site homeostasis is thus important to
maximize wound healing capacity, especially in immuno-compromised
patients or those with underlying chronic health conditions (discussed above).
The events in wound healing have been divided into four main stages,
namely

exudative,

resorptive,

proliferative

and

regenerative

phase

(Stojadinovic et al., 2008; Wild et al., 2010; Gurtner et al., 2008; Shaw and
Martin, 2009) as detailed in Figure1a, b, c and d.
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Figure 1: Diagramatic overview of the progressive phases of wound healing
(modified from Shaw and Martin, 2009)
a: Exudative phase
In the exudative phase, haemostasis and clot formation occurs. The ruptured
cells and vessels at wound edges release stress signals including damageassociated molecular pattern molecules (DAMPS). These stress signals
initiate vasoconstriction, trigger platelets to release inflammatory response
mediators and activate the clotting cascade. The clot formed (fibrin matrix)
provides support for infiltrating inflammatory cells and triggers the release of
inflammatory mediators.

Copyrighted image removed
Refer to Shaw and Martin, 2009
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b: Resorptive phase
Inflammatory responses, redness, swelling, heat, pain and loss of function
occur in the resorptive phase. In contrast to the exudative phase, vasodilation
facilitates the leakage of neutrophils and macrophages into the wound site.
These cells aid in the removal of bacterial cells and damaged extracellular
matrix molecules (via phagocytosis and generation of reactive oxygen
species) to facilitate the migration of tissue repair molecules.

Copyrighted image removed
Refer to Shaw and Martin, 2009
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c: Proliferative phase
In the proliferative phase, angiogenesis occurs to provide oxygen and
nutrients to the growing tissues. Wound closure is initiated by wound
contraction and migration of epithelial cells from the wound edge.
Progressive wound closure is accompanied by the formation of provisional
matrix (type III collagen), granulation tissues (randomly deposited collagen,
capillaries and fibroblasts), as well as the proliferation of keratinocytes and
endothelial cells.

Copyrighted image removed
Refer to Shaw and Martin, 2009
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d: Regenerative phase
In the final stage of wound healing, re-epithelialisation occurs to ensure full
closure of the wound and a scar is formed. In this regenerative phase,
functional networks of blood vessels are refined whilst neutrophils and
macrophages clear from the site. Tissue remodelling takes place to arrange
the newly synthesized type I collagens to replace the provisional matrix (type
III collagen) to increase tensile strength of the new structure.

Copyrighted image removed
Refer to Shaw and Martin, 2009

Generally, wound healing follows this sequence but, being non-linear,
the stages may move forwards and backwards, based on intrinsic and
extrinsic factors as well as the severity of the wound (Wild et al., 2010). The
rate of wound healing differs between individuals and is influenced by factors
such as type and depth of wound, age, nutrition, immune status, underlying
health conditions as well as local microbial burden.

22

Microbial infection in particular retards wound healing by increasing the
bio-burden at wound sites, thus stalling the normal process at the
inflammatory phase. It is common for chronic wounds to become
contaminated and colonized by microorganisms. Such colonization by
microorganisms,

especially

common

skin

commensals

such

as

Staphylococcus epidermidis and Corynebacterium species, does not usually
impair wound healing, provided the population remains below the critical
threshold of approximately 105 cells per gram of wound tissue (Stojadinovic
et al., 2008). Their presence and production of proteolytic enzymes may help
to stimulate the activity of neutrophils, thereby encouraging an inflammatory
response which may facilitate wound healing (Schultz et al., 2003).
Cutaneous wounds offer a favourable (moist, warm, nutritious) environment
to support bacterial growth and proliferation, which may lead to an imbalance
of the commensal microflora resulting in heavy colonization and infection
(Gallant-Behm et al., 2005; Bowler et al., 2001). When acute wounds
become

infected

and

reach

critical

colonization

by

pathogenic

microorganisms, the stimulated pro-inflammatory environment (due to
microbial production of toxins, proteases or pro-inflammatory molecules), will
stop the process of wound healing and the site develops into a chronic
wound (Gallant-Behm et al., 2005; Stojadinovic et al., 2008). Critical
colonization is defined as a condition in which bacterial infection exceeds the
ability of the host’s immune system to eliminate further proliferation and
colonization (Stojadinovic et al., 2008).
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A common concept known as “TIME” has been developed as a strategy
to address biological factors when treating chronic non-healing wounds
(Granick et al., 2006; Schultz et al., 2003; Stojadinovic et al., 2008). In the
"TIME" concept, non-healing wound beds are assessed and prepared to
achieve conditions which promote the healing process. Accordingly, the
steps in the “TIME” concept are:
T - Tissues at the wound site should be assessed for non-viablility or
deficiency, followed by debridement to remove infected, necrotic tissues
or cell debris. If left in place, these materials impede migration of wound
cells (keratinocytes, collagen, granulation tissues, cytokines and growth
factors) and support bacterial proliferation in a protease rich
environment, impairing the wound healing process.
I

- Inflammation and infection at wound site are addressed. Infected
tissues and microorganism are removed, and further treatment involves
using topical or systemic antimicrobial agents, protease inhibitors and
anti-inflammatory agents to reduce the bacterial bio-burden and relieve
inflammatory symptoms.

M - Moisture balance at the wound site is maintained to promote better
healing. Desiccated wound beds slow epithelial cell migration, and
despite the benefits of moist wound healing (which may reduce wound
pain, tenderness, fibrosis and produce better cosmetic outcomes),
excessive fluid results in maceration at the wound site as well as
surrounding skin and facilitates infection. The use of suitable wound
dressings with properties to absorb or donate fluid to the wound can
only be applied after consideration of the following:
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Anatomical location of the wound.



Amount of exudate/fluid.



Condition of the wound in terms of the surrounding skin.



Requirement for space fillers.

E - Epithelial edge migrations at the wound site are observed as visible
signs of healing (wound closure), but when there appears to be no
significant improvements, patients are re-assessed to determine the
cause of the delayed healing. Efforts to facilitate healing of deep or
large wounds may include surgical procedures such as grafting or flaps.

Based on the “TIME” concept framework a quick response to eliminate
infection at a wound site and facilitate healing with the aid of combined
antibiotics or other antimicrobial agents is desirable. However the extensive
use of conventional antibiotics and synthetic antimicrobial drugs have raised
concerns

about

the

widespread

emergence

of

multidrug

resistant

microorganisms (Hamilton-Miller, 2004). Using alternative compounds and/or
pre-antibiotic agents, especially those with multiple target sites, is less likely
to lead to the development of resistant microorganisms via selective pressure
compared to those treated with conventional antibiotics possessing a single
target site. The combination of these agents with advances in wound
dressings and drug delivery systems may help address issues with current
wound management strategies.
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1.2.2. Common problems
The increasing occurrence of antibiotic resistant strains and reports of
hospital cross infections are driving the need to find alternatives to
conventional wound management approaches. Development of resistance is
not limited to bacteria but many strains of fungi and yeasts, especially
Candida species (Warnke et al., 2009). Resistant strains usually develop as
a result of microorganisms transfering, acquiring and rearranging resistance
genes (Elliott and Lambert, 1999), or via selective pressure, due to extensive
use of broad spectrum antimicrobial agents and/or exposure to sub-lethal
concentrations (Filius and Gyssens, 2002). Formation of biofilms may also
play a role in the development of resistance. When persistent variants
surviving amongst the incompletely irradicated biofilm community are
exposed to sublethal concentrations of drugs, they may develop resistance
over the duration of the treatment regime (Tamilvanan et al., 2008).

Many different factors have contributed to the increased rate of hospital
infections. Sources of infection may be internal between hospital wards,
healthcare worker-to-patient, patient-to-patient and contaminated medical
devices (Mears et al., 2009; Warnke et al., 2009). Visitors-to-patient may be
involved either as an external source or by spreading infection between
locations in the hospital. In addition, infection can also be spread via air from
the hospital environment and from sources outside the hospital establishment
(Mears et al., 2009). This increases healthcare cost by complicating and/or
extending treatment regimes, and the length of hospitalization (Mears et al.,
2009; Tamilvanan et al., 2008; Warnke et al., 2009). There has been
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increasing interest in the use of alternative, broad spectrum, pre-antibiotic
antimicrobial agents such as essential oils and metal ions to address these
issues. The antimicrobial efficacy of such agents have shown the feasibility
for application to current health care and wound management systems
(Pandey et al., 2010; Robinson et al., 2010). Basic approaches to address
such issues include careful consideration of the type of dressing used with
respect to different wound types, facilitate healing, as well as reduce further
complications whilst minimizing discomfort or side effects (Lagana and
Anderson, 2010; Spann et al., 2004; Wright et al., 1998).

1.2.3. Topical drug/antimicrobial agents and delivery systems
Topical antimicrobial agents are applied directly to the wound site for
most types and stages of wounds (Glasser et al., 2010). This versatility
enables the use of topical antimicrobials for first line treatment, prior to
determination of suitable specific treatment. Direct application to the site may
help avoid other effects such as systemic toxicity (Glasser et al., 2010).
Ideally, the chosen antimicrobial agent should be broad spectrum, have
persistent antimicrobial activity and minimal toxicity to healthy host cells
(Spann et al., 2004). However, considering the numerous factors which
influence the wound healing process, Turner (1989) emphasized that “there
is no single dressing that can produce the optimum microenvironment for all
wounds or for (all) the healing stages of one wound” (Turner, 1989 in Hanna
and Giacopelli, 1997). Thus it is important to choose the most suitable
antimicrobial agent and dressing combination when managing wounds to
maximize the rate of recovery. Commonly used topical antimicrobial agents
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are available in different forms (solution, cream, ointment and incorporated
into various types of dressings). These help to ease application, depending
on the location of the wound. In addition to incorporation of antimicrobial
agents into dressings or coating on devices, the beneficial use of other drug
delivery systems such as liposomes and hydrogels, have been reported
(Bhattarai et al., 2010; Furneri et al., 2000).

Examples of topical antimicrobial solutions are hydrogen peroxide (3%
solution), chlorhexidine diacetate (2% solution), povidone iodine (10%
solution) and Dakin’s solution (0.25% sodium hypochlorite) (Boyce et al.,
1995; Farstvedt et al., 2004). Common topical antimicrobial creams and/or
ointments are silver sulphadiazine (Spann et al., 2004), cerium nitrate,
bacitracin (Neosporin®) (Spann et al., 2004), mafenide acetate (sulfamylon®),
bismuth tribromophenate (Xeroform®), bacitracin zinc, neomycin sulphate,
polymyxin B (all three ingredients contained in Topisporin and Mycitracin),
mupirocin (Bactroban®), gentamicin sulphate (Garamycin®) and nystatin
(Nystop®) (further details are given in Table 1).
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Table 1: Common topical antimicrobial and their uses
Types of topical antimicrobials
Antiseptic solutions e.g. Povidone
Iodine, Chlorhexidine Diacetate (2%
solution) and Dakin’s solution (DS)
(0.25% sodium hypochlorite)

Use / Comments

Reference

 Used to clean wounds to reduce bacterial load.
 Broad spectrum antimicrobial action.
 May be inactivated by blood serum e.g. povidone iodine.

Boyce et al., 1995;
Farstvedt et al., 2004

 May cause dermal sensitivity e.g. povidone iodine.
 Ag+ have the ability to break up and disrupt biofilm structures
at concentrations above 50 ppb (≈0.05 ppm).

Silver compounds e.g. silver
sulphadiazine (Silvadene®, Geben
cream) and silver nitrate

 They interfere with cell wall synthesis and bacterial electron
transport which inhibits cellular respiration as well as
function.
 Ag+ has broad spectrum antimicrobial activity against Grampositive and Gram-negative bacteria (including
Staphylococcus aureus, Pseudomonas spp.) and fungi.

Farstvedt et al., 2004;
Glasser et al., 2010;
Percival et al., 2008;
Spann et al., 2004

 Can increase epithelialisation.
 Increased spectrum of activity compared to single agents.
Triple Antibiotic Ointment (TA)
(Bacitracin, Polymyxin B, and
Neomycin)

 Active against a variety of burn wound isolates,
Staphylococcus aureus, Streptococcus pneumoniae,
Escherichia coli, Neisseria, and Pseudomonas aeruginosa
but does not provide adequate coverage against Serratia
marcescens.

Glasser et al., 2010;
Spann et al., 2004
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Table 1 continued
Types of topical antimicrobials

Use / Comments

Reference

 Blocks bacterial cell wall synthesis by inhibiting the regeneration
of phospholipid receptors involved in peptidoglycan synthesis
and disrupts the cytoplastic membrane by forming a complex
with C55-prenol pyrophosphate.
Bacitracin (Neosporin®)

 Bactericidal for a variety of Gram-positives especially
(Staphylococci and β-hemolytic streptococci).

Spann et al., 2004;
Glasser et al., 2010

 Resistance is uncommon but has been reported in some strains
of staphylococci.
 Inactive against most Gram-negative microorganisms including
Pseudomonas aeruginosa.
 Potential for allergic cross reactivity between polymyxin and
bacitracin.
 Disrupts cell membrane phospholipids by surfactant-like action,
resulting in increased permeability of the bacterial cell.
Polymyxin B

 Limited spectrum of activity on Gram-negative bacteria,
bactericidal against Pseudomonas aeruginosa, Proteus
mirabilis, Serratia marcescens, Escherichia coli, Enterobacter
and Klebsiella.

Spann et al., 2004

 Inactive against most Gram-positive bacteria and Providencia.
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Table 1 continued
Types of topical antimicrobials

Use / Comments
 Inhibits bacterial protein synthesis.

Gentamicin sulfate

 Active on Gram-negative bacteria including Pseudomonas
aeruginosa.

Reference
Lio and Kaye, 2004;
Farstvedt et al.,
2004

 Disrupts cytoplasmic membrane.
 Minimally absorbed by the skin, nontoxic, low potential of skin
irritation.

Chlorhexidine

Spann et al., 2004

 Active on Gram-positive and most Gram-negative bacteria as
well as viruses.
 Inhibits bacterial nucleotide synthesis.
®

Mafenide acetate (sulfamylon )

 Bacteriostatic against Gram-positive and Gram-negative
microorganisms including Pseudomonas aeruginosa.

Glasser et al., 2010

 Inhibits bacterial protein synthesis by preventing incorporation
of isoleucine.
Mupirocin (Bactroban®)

 Active on aerobic Gram-positive cocci (Staphylococcus aureus,
Staphylococcus epidermidis, and β-hemolytic streptococci),
some Gram-negatives.

Spann et al., 2004
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Table 1 continued
Types of topical antimicrobials

Use / Comments

Reference

 Inhibits protein synthesis by binding with 30S subunit and
ribosomal RNA, causing misreading of the bacterial genetic
code. May also inhibit bacterial DNA polymerase.
Neomycin sulphate

 Bactericidal against most Gram-negative bacteria except
Pseudomonas aeruginosa, active against some Gram-positive
bacteria, including staphylococci.

Spann et al., 2004;
Glasser et al., 2010

 Not effective against Streptococci, Gram-positive bacilli and
lacks activity against anaerobes such as Bacteroides spp.

Wound dressings provide the wound site with a temporary closure whilst allowing oxygen permeability, thus avoiding further
trauma, infection and possible dehydration (Mi et al., 2003; Ovington, 2007). Wound dressings are generally homogenous films with
a composite laminate of two or more materials. Alternatively, they may be laminated membranes with a dense outer layer to prevent
entry of contaminants and water, over a porous sublayer to absorb wound exudates while allowing re-attachment of tissues (Mi et
al., 2003). The different types of wound dressings currently used in practice are summarised in Table 2.
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Table 2: Types of wound dressing
Dressing type

Example of commercially available products

Comments

Alginates

Algisite® M (non-woven calcium alginate
fibre), Algosteril®,
Sorbalgon® (calcium 
®
alginate), Kaltocarb (calcium alginate fibre),
Kaltostat®, Sorbsan® (calcium alginate fibres
in non-woven pads), Melgisorb®, Seasorb®
and Kaltogel® (calcium/sodium alginate 
gelling fibre)


®

Hydrocolloids

®

®

Comfeel , Cutinova , DuoDERM , Restore
and Tegasorb™

®







Chitosan/chitin
HemCon®
dressing



Reference

Biocompatible, forms a gel on contact with wound
exudate thus eliminating fibre entrapment in the
wound and reduces pain/discomfort when changing Knill et al.,
2004
dressing.
Keeps wounds moist to encourage better healing.
Conformable material made of gelatine, pectin and
carboxymethylcellulose particles suspended in
Cuzzell,
adhesive base.
1997;
Able to absorb fairly large amounts of wound fluid.
Hanna and
Has excellent barrier function, protection of high Giacopelli,
1997;
friction areas.
Stashak et
Promotes moist environment.
al., 2004
Some products may leave dressing residue or
unpleasant odour upon removal of dressing.
Biocompatible, adhesive and provides
environment for better wound healing.

moist

Burkatovsk
aya et al.,
Promotes fibroblast growth and affects macrophage 2006
activity.
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Table 2 continued

Dressing type

Hydrogels

Hydrofiber
dressings

Foam
dressings

Example of commercially available products

Carrasyn® Hydrogel, Geliperm®, Intrasite®,
Nu-Gel® (Systagenix), Vigilon® and NUGEL™ (Johnson & Johnson)

®

ActivHeal AquaFiber , Aquacel
Aquacel® AG (contains silver)

®

®

®

®

and

CURAFOAM , Allevyn , Flexan , LyoFoam
and MitraFlex®

Comments

Reference



Semipermeable hydrophilic polymers.





Adsorption of minimal to moderate exudate in Cuzzell,
1997;
superficial and deep wounds.
Hanna and
Gel forms can be used as fillers for deep wounds.
Giacopelli,
1997
Lightly exudative-nonadherent.



Encourages moist environment.



Ovington,
2007;
Percival et
al., 2008



Absorb wound exudate.



Semipermeable polyurethane foam with varying
barrier properties.



May promote wound dehydration and desiccation if
exudate is minimal.
Cuzzell,
Protection to friable peri-wound skin (non adhesive 1997
pads).

®




Padding and protection of high trauma areas
(pretibial area, forearms, etc).
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Table 2 continued

Dressing type

Gauzes

Example of commercially available products

Curity™ Gauze Sponges, KERLIX™ super
sponge,
KLING™
gauze
rolls
and
NUGAUZE™ packing strips

Comments

Reference



Absorbent; 100% mesh cotton dressing.





Adsorption of minimal to moderate exudate in
superficial and deep wounds.
Cuzzell,
Act as fillers for packing large spaces in deep 1997;
Lagana and
wounds.
Anderson,
Autolytic debridement (saline-moistened gauze).
2010
Painful to remove from wound.



Provide dry wound environment.
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1.3. Alternative antimicrobial agents
Although conventional antibiotics are regarded as effective antimicrobial
agents, there is concern about their side effects and the increasing incidence
of microbial resistance to them (Martin and Ernst, 2003).

Antimicrobial

agents are only effective until resistant strains of the target microorganisms
begin to emerge (Filoche et al., 2005; Warnke et al., 2009). With
conventional antibiotics the emergence of resistance is mainly due to their
action against a single target. This has led to re-examination of the use of
other antimicrobial agents, such as metal ions and plant extracts, which often
attack multiple target sites (Cowan, 1999; Martin and Ernst, 2003; Warnke et
al., 2009; Pandey et al., 2010). Research aimed at increasing the
effectiveness of conventional antimicrobial agents has suggested combining
them with other materials such as metal ions or essential oils (Chang et al.,
2010; Karpanen et al., 2008).

The application of essential oils to reduce bacterial growth and prevent
decay is not a new idea however, as it was first recorded in 4500 B.C. in
Egypt (Burt, 2004; Edris, 2007). Although extensively practiced since ancient
times, the use of natural extracts from plants as antimicrobial compounds
declined after the development of synthetic antibiotics.

Plants synthesize aromatic secondary metabolites to protect against
predation and prevent colonization by plant pathogens (Cowan, 1999). These
aromatic compounds are divided into classes including essential oils
(primarily phenolics and/or terpenoids), alkaloids, lectins, polypeptides and
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polyacetylenes, all of which have different mechanisms of antimicrobial
activity (Cowan, 1999). Some examples of essential oils or plant extracts
commonly used for their antimicrobial properties are tea tree oil, ylang ylang,
betel pepper, manuka, eucalyptus, arnica, lemon verbena, rosemary, green
tea extract and cadendula (Cowan, 1999; Filoche et al., 2005).

Metals (especially heavy metals) were used as disinfecting agents since
ancient times. Silver, copper and gold for example have been used to treat
diseases, disinfect wounds and water. An example of using metals for
medicinal applications is the Arabic, Chinese and Indian practice of
chrysotherapy, in which gold preparations were used to treat bronchial
asthma, rheumatoid arthritis, diabetes mellitus and nervous diseases (Brown
et al., 2007; Chang et al., 2010; Borkow and Gabbay, 2009). The
antimicrobial properties of metals are employed in a variety of industries
including:
 Coatings for food preparation surfaces, home appliances, paint
ingredients and water treatment systems.
 Surgical tools, medical devices and dental fillings.


Enhancers for drug activity.

(Kim et al., 2008; Kim et al., 1998; Li et al., 2008; Robinson et al., 2010;
Weinberg, 1957; Rusin et al., 2003).

Examples of metals commonly used in these applications include zinc,
iron, bismuth, cobalt, magnesium, titanium, copper and the more extensively
used heavy metal, silver. Despite having useful properties, treatment using
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metals is limited because excessive concentration of metals, especially
heavy metals are toxic to human cells. Amongst the heavy metals, silver has
a long history of use as an antimicrobial agent due to its relatively lower
toxicity to human cells (Lansdown and Williams, 2004; Drake and Hazelwood,
2005). Recently in response to issues surrounding antibiotic resistance,
topical application of silver compounds has increased in popularity
(Castellano et al., 2007).

1.4. Plant products as antimicrobial agent
Plants with medicinal properties have been used for the treatment of
various diseases both in traditional and modern medicine (see examples in
Table 4). Several phytochemicals have been identified as pharmaceutically
bioactive compounds, with therapeutic as well as antimicrobial properties
(Palombo, 2009). Essential oils are aromatic compounds synthesized by
plants as secondary metabolites and are well known for their antibacterial,
antifungal and antiviral properties (Bakkali et al., 2008; Warnke et al., 2009),
in addition to anticancer, anti-diabetic, anti-inflammatory and anti-oxidant
activities (Bakkali et al., 2008; Edris, 2007). Essential oils are multicomponent compounds, usually with terpenes and their derivatives
(terpeniods) as the major components.

When faced with microbial invasion or attack leading to infection, plants
have their own defence mechanisms which rely on the production of
compounds which interfere with the cellular and intra-cellular structure of
microorganisms (Bakkali et al., 2008). These antimicrobial plant compounds
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which show effective antimicrobial activity are often secondary metabolites
formed in aromatic plants. These aromatic compounds give the plants their
characteristic strong odour (Bakkali et al., 2008), that can repel insects or
herbivores. In addition, certain compounds give plants pigment or flavour;
these may be irritant to other organisms, and may flow out from injured plants
to prevent colonization by microorganisms (Gershenzon and Dudareva, 2007;
Greay et al., 2010). These secondary metabolites are mainly present as
volatile compounds such as phenols or their oxygen-substituted derivatives,
which are categorized into five major classes detailed in Table 3 (Cowan,
1999). All plant organs including buds, flowers, leaves, stems, seeds, fruits,
twigs and branches are able to synthesize these compounds. The amount of
active compound present in botanical extracts varies depending on the main
adaptation of the plant to its environment, harvesting period, the extraction
process, dehydration procedures, purification and storage methods (Pandey
et al., 2010). The extraction of secondary metabolites from plants is usually
by distillation (water or steam) to produce a volatile essential oil. Other
common extraction methods include solvent extraction, pressure expression,
supercritical fluid and subcritical water extractions (Cowan, 1999; Edris, 2007;
Hammer et al., 1999a). After extraction they present as clear, almost
colourless volatile liquids, soluble in organic solvents and lipids in addition to
some hydrophilic components (Bakkali et al., 2008).
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Table 3: Summary of the major classes of active antimicrobial compounds from plants (summarized from Bakkali et al., 2008;
Christensen and Brandt, 2006; Cowan, 1999; Hammer et al., 2003; Slobodníková et al., 2004; Reichling et al., 2006; Zasloff, 2002;
Okoro et al., 2010)
Class and description

Subclass

Phenolics
Simple phenol
 Simple phenolic ring structures which
and phenolic
may exist in their highest oxidation state.
acid
E.g. cinnamic and caffeic acid which are
phenylpropene derived compounds.

Example

Structure

Substrate
deprivation,and
epicatechin and
membrane
caffeic acid
disruption
Catechol,

 Number and site of hydroxyl group(s)
present on the compound may indicate
the relative toxicity to microorganisms.
 Highly oxidised phenols or those with Quinone
increased hydroxylation have increased
microbial inhibitory effects.

Mechanism

Hypericin

Binds to adhesins,
complex with cell
wall and inactivate
enzyme
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Table 3 continued

Class and description

Subclass

Example

Mechanism

Structure

Phenolics (continued)
 Active against various types of bacteria, Flavonoids
viruses and fungi.
 May cause iron deprivation, reaction
with sulphydryl groups, protein related
polyamide polymers via nonspecific
interaction and hydrogen bonding to
inactivate proteins or enzymes in the
cell.

Flavones

Chrysin

Binds to adhesins

Abyssinone

Complexes
cell
wall
inavtivates
enzymes

with
and
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Table 3 continued
Class and description

Subclass

Tannins

Example

Ellagitannin

Binds to proteins,
adhesins, inhibits
enzymes, causes
substrate
deprivation,
complexes
with
cell
wall,
membrane
disruption
and
metal
ion
complexation

Warfarin

Interactions
with
eukaryotic
DNA,
and has antiviral
properties

Phenolics (continued)

Coumarins

Mechanism

Structure
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Table 3 continued

Class and description

Subclass

Example

Mechanism

Structure

Terpenoids
 Actively disrupts various membranes of Monoterpenes
bacteria, fungi, protozoa and enveloped
viruses via its lipophilic properties.

Alkaloids
 Secondary plant metabolites that have N/A
antimicrobial activity.

Terpinen-4-ol

Membrane
disruption

Intercalate
into
cell wall or DNA,
Berberine and differentially
piperine
inhibit sterol and
chitin
biosynthesis

Polyacetylenes
 Has antibacterial, antimycobacterial, antiinflammatory, anti-platelet-aggregatory
effects.

N/A

Falcarinol

Mechanism
unknown
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Table 3 continued

Class and description

Subclass

Example

Lectins and polypeptides
 Inhibition of membrane function and
integrity via interaction with proteins, ion
channels and displacement of lipids.
 Presence of cholesterol and increasing
ionic strength in the target membrane
reduces the antimicrobial activity due to N/A
stabilization of the lipid bilayer as well as
the weakened electrostatic interaction to
encourage binding to target membrane.
NOTE:
interaction
with
membrane
peptides or weakening of electrostatic
charge
interactions
required
for
antimicrobial activity

Mannose
specific
agglutinin,
fabatin,
defensins and
thionins

Mechanism

Structure

Inhibit adhesion
and
fusion
interactions
between
virus
and host cell. May
form ion channels
in
microbial
membranes
or
reduce adhesion
of
microbial
proteins to host
receptors
via
competitive
inhibition

Due to the versatility and wide ranging properties of essential oils, they are used not only in the pharmaceutical industry but
also incorporated into the cosmetics, agriculture, sanitation, disinfection, food preservation and manufacturing industries (Bakkali et
al., 2008; Pandey et al., 2010). Examples of the various uses of essential oils are summarized in Table 4.
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Table 4: Common essential oils extracted from plants and their medicinal and/or antimicrobial activity
Common
name

Aloe

Arnica

Basil

Scientific name

Active
Compound

Activity or therapeutic
properties

Application/Product

Reference

 Antimicrobial
Maenthaisong et al.,

Used
on
burns
and
wounds.
Anthraquinones
 Increases
wound
2007; Sandasi et
(aloin,
emodin
healing
 Treatment of psoriasis and al., 2009; Barcroft et
Aloe barbadensis, and resistanol),
genital herpes
al., 2003; Syed et
 Induces
Aloe vera
β-sitosterol and
al., 1996; Vogler
hypoglycemic effect  Mediate insulin production
and Ernst, 1999;
gibberellins
 Lowers
blood
Grover et al., 2002
cholesterol
Arnica montana

Sesquiterpene
and lactones

 Anti-inflammatory

 Applied to bruises
swelling
 Osteoarthritis treatment

Ocimum
basilicum

Linalool,
methylchavicol,
epi-α-cadinol,
α-bergamotene,
γ-cadinene and
germacrene D

 Antimicrobial
 Antioxidant

 Antimicrobial activity in food
preservation and packaging
industry

and

Wagner and
Merfort, 2007

Hussain et al.,
2008; Suppakul et
al., 2008
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Table 4 continued
Common
name

Scientific name

Active
Compound

Activity or therapeutic
properties
 Antimicrobial

Calendula
(Marigold)

Calendula
officinalis

Triterpenoid

 Anti-inflammatory
 Anti-tumorogenic

Cinnamon

Cinnamomum
zeylanicum

Clove

Syzygium
aromaticum

cinnamaldehyde

Eugenol

 Analgesic
 Antiseptic

 Antibacterial
 Antifungal

Application/Product
 Herbal
mouthwash

antimicrobial

 Treatment against athletes
foot, ringworm and Candidal
infections

Reference

Lauten et al., 2005;
Okoh et al., 2008;
Roveroni-Favaretto
et al., 2009

 Inhibits biofilm formation by
clinical
strains
of
Nuryastuti et al.,
Staphylococcus epidermidis
2009; Trajano et al.,
2010
 Active against common food
spoilage microbes
 Used to treat toothache and
skin sores

Angienda et al.,
2010; Pinto et al.,
2009; Sandasi et
al., 2009
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Table 4 continued
Common
name

Scientific name

Active
Compound

Activity or therapeutic
properties

Application/Product
 Herbal
mouthwash

 Antimicrobial
Eucalyptus

Eucalyptus
globulus

1,8-cineole,
Tannin

 Inhibits growth
pathogen

 Insect repellent,

Allium sativum

Allicin

 Potential
cancer agent

anti-

Catechins,
tannins, caffeine

of

food

 In vitro antimicrobial activity
against Helicobacter pylori

 Food preservative
 lowers
serum
cholesterol
and  Reduce risk of hypertension
triglycerides
 Anti-inflammatory

Green tea
Camellia sinensis
extract

antimicrobial

 Skin
penetration  Fragrant in pharmaceuticals,
soaps, detergents and food
enhancer for drugs
 Act
as
a
natural
pesticide/insecticide
 Antimicrobial

Garlic

Reference

 Antimicrobial
 Anti-cancer
 Antioxidant

 Reduces dental caries
 Lowers risk of Helicobacter
infection

Batish et al., 2008;
Karpanen et al.,
2010; Gupta et al.,
2008; Souza et al.,
2005

Edris, 2007;
Sandasi et al.,
2009; O'Gara et al.,
2000; Sallam et al.,
2004

Lauten et al., 2005;
Lee et al., 2009;
Cabrera et al.,
2006; Yee et al.,
2002
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Table 4 continued
Common
name

Scientific name

Active
Compound

Activity or therapeutic
properties
 Antimicrobial,
 Anti cancer agent

Lemon
verbena

Aloysia
triphylla or Lippia
citriodora

 Antioxidant
Verbacoside

 Anti-inflammatory
 Antispasmodic
 Antipyretic

Manuka

Leptospermum
scoparium

α-terpineol,
cineole,

Origanum vulgare

 Anti-inﬂammatory

β-triketone
Thymol,
carvacol,

Oregano

 Antimicrobial

ρ-cymene,
γ-terpinene,

Application/Product
 In vitro antimicrobial activity
against Helicobacter pylori,
Escherichia
coli,
Mycobacterium tuberculosis,
Staphylococcus aureus and
Candida albicans
 Treatment of asthma, cold,
fever and indigestion

Reference

Bilia et al., 2008;
Funes et al., 2009;
Ohno et al., 2003;
Pereira and
Meireles, 2007

 Aids wound healing
 Relieve fevers, inflammation
and pain

Filoche et al., 2005;
Lauten et al., 2005

 Respiratory ailments

 Antimicrobial
 Antioxidative

 Used in food preservation

Burt, 2004;
Chouliara et al.,
2007

Thymoquinone
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Table 4 continued
Common
name

Scientific name

Active
Compound

Activity or therapeutic
properties

Flavonoids,
aspalathin,
Rooibos

Aspalathus
linearis

isoorientin,
orientin and

 Antimicrobial
 Antioxidant activity

rutin
α-pinene,
Rosemary

Tea
Oil

Rosmarinus
officinalis

Tree Melaleuca
alternifolia

 Antimicrobial
bornyl acetate,
eucalyptol,
 Antioxidant
camphor,
 Anti-cellulitis
1,8-cineole

Application/Product

Reference

 In vitro
antimicrobial and
Marnewick, 2009;
antifungal activity against
Sandasi et al.,
Bacillus cereus, Micrococcus 2009; Almajano et
luteus and Candida albicans, al., 2008; Nakano et
al., 1997
 In vitro anti-HIV activity
Burt, 2004;
 In vitro antifungal activity
Gutierrez et al.,
particularly
against
2008; Fu et al.,
Malassezia
(Pityrosporum)
2007; Moreno et al.,
spp.,
2006; Prabhamanju
 Food preservation
et al., 2009

Terpinen-4-ol,

 Antimicrobial

 Treatment of wounds

α-terpineol,

 Anti-cancer

1,8-cineole

 Anti-inflammatory

 Pharmaceutical cosmetics and
cleaning product applications

Carson et al., 2006;
Edris, 2007; Lauten
et al., 2005
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Table 4 continued
Common
name

Thyme

Scientific name

Thymus vulgaris

Active
Compound
Thymol,
carvacol,
tannins,
flavones

Activity or therapeutic
properties

 Antimicrobial

Application/Product

Reference

 Used
in food preservation
andpackaging

Sandasi et al.,
2009; Imelouane et
al., 2009; Kostaki et
al., 2009; Tajkarimi
et al., 2010
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Based on the examples given in Tables 3 and 4, it is clear that a large
variety of plants secrete and produce a range of these secondary metabolites,
posessing therapeutic and antimicrobial properties. There are many other
plant species having potential therapeutic or antimicrobial compounds that
remain to be identified or studied in depth. Although there are numerous
essential oil and plant extracts available commercially, tea tree oil will be
discussed in particular due to its increased popularity and use as an effective
antimicrobial agent.

1.5. Tea tree essential oil as an antimicrobial
1.5.1. History, background of use and production of tea tree oil
Bundjalung Aborigines of northern New South Wales traditionally used
crushed tea tree leaves as a treatment for coughs and colds (inhalation), as a
herbal infusion for sore throats and also sprinkled them directly onto skin
wounds to promote healing (Carson et al., 2006). The use of tea tree oil (TTO)
as an antimicrobial agent became a common practice after Penfold published
reports on its antimicrobial properties in the 1920s and 1930s (Carson et al.,
2006). In modern society, the useful properties of TTO are made
commercially available either as the essential oil per se, or alternatively
formulated into various products including antiseptic creams, soaps,
shampoo, anti-acne creams, toothpaste and household cleaning agents.

TTO is recognised as having broad spectrum antibacterial (Cox et al.,
2000), antifungal (Hammer et al., 2002), antiviral (Carson et al., 2005),
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antimycoplasmal and antiprotozoal activity (Furneri et al., 2006), as well as
anti-inflammatory (Carson et al., 2006, Finlay-Jones et al., 2001) and anticancer properties (Greay et al., 2010). There are over one hundred different
components in whole TTO. Commercially available TTO contains mainly
monoterpenes, of which approximately 50% are oxygenated (Cox et al., 2000;
Mann et al., 2000), sesquiterpenes and their associated alcohols (Carson et
al., 2006).

The major component of TTO, terpinen-4-ol, is primarily

responsible for its active antimicrobial properties (Carson et al., 2006).

TTO is extracted from the leaves and terminal branches of the
Melaleuca alternifolia plant via steam distillation, and condensed to yield a
pale yellow oil (Carson et al., 2006). As mentioned earlier, the environmental
conditions at which the plant was grown, condition of the plant prior to
harvesting and process variations, including the part of the plant used for
extraction, may result in a batch to batch variation of the essential oil quality
(Bakkali et al., 2008; Carson et al., 2006). In order to maintain the quality of
TTO essential oil, the produced oil has to comply with ISO4730:2004
standards for “Oil of Melaleuca, terpinen-4-ol type”. This specifies a
pharmaceutically acceptable grade with a stated maximum and minimum
level for the fourteen major components of the essential oil, including
terpinen-4-ol (Carson et al., 2006).

1.5.2. Mode of action
The physicochemical properties of the oil include those from hydrophilic
hydrocarbon compounds with sufficient lipophilicity and allow the oil to
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partition preferentially into biological membranes causing bilayer expansion
(Carson et al., 2006). Thus TTO components diffuse easily through the
hydrophobic lipid bilayer of the microbial cell membrane, causing disruption
to integrity and function, increased fluidity, loss of permeability and inhibition
of embedded membrane enzymes. Consequently the cell loses essential
metabolites and repair enzymes, ultimately resulting in cell death (Carson et
al., 2006, Cox et al., 2000). The microbiocidal properties of active
monoterpenes in particular, can mainly be attributed to disruption of the cell
membrane’s barrier function; cells are thus unable to establish control over
membrane-coupled

energy-transducing

processes,

solute

transport,

regulation of metabolism and maintenance of turgor pressure (Cox et al.,
2000). However when a compound is highly lipophilic, its low solubility in
aqueous media hinders its ability to contact with and permeabilize cell
membranes (Mann et al., 2000).

Cox et al. (2000) examined membrane disruption of E. coli, S. aureus
and C. albicans by TTO via the leakage of potassium ions, materials that
absorb at 280nm (proteins) and uptake of fluorescent nucleic acid stain,
propidium iodide. All three microorganisms showed decreased microbial
viability (inhibition of respiration), increased uptake of propidium iodide and
increased leakage of 280nm absorbing material. Leakage of potassium ions
was prominent in E. coli and S. aureus but less so in C. albicans (Cox et al.,
2001; Cox et al., 2000). Carson et al. (2002) assessed the release of 260 nm
absorbing materials (nucleic acids) from S. aureus after treatment with whole
tea tree oil, terpinen-4-ol, 1,8-cineole and α-terpineol. These results showed
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significant leakage of nucleic acids suggesting extensive damage to the
cytoplasmic membrane.

1.5.3. Applications
Preparations containing TTO are commonly used as antiseptic agents
with antimicrobial, cleansing, healing and itch relieving properties (Reichling
et al., 2006). For example, creams containing 5% TTO have been used to
treat acne and toenail onychomycosis. A 6% gel formulation was shown to
have antiherpetic effects; and TTO has been used as an antiseptic agent in
handwash soaps, mouthwashes, as well as for the treatment of microbial
infections such as folliculitis and vaginitis (Reichling et al., 2006; Hammer et
al., 1998; Syed et al., 1999; Thornfeldt, 2005; Messager et al., 2005). Whole
TTO essential oil applied over 12 days successfully and permanently
removed skin warts, whereas salicyclic acid (12% w/w) and lactic acid (4%
w/w) only resulted in temporary removal of the warts (Millar and Moore,
2008). Treatment with 4% TTO nasal ointment together with a 5% TTO body
wash performed better at eradicating methicillin resistant S. aureus (MRSA)
from patients than 2% mupirocin nasal ointment together with 2% triclosan
body wash (Caelli et al., 2000). Similarly a 10% TTO cream and 5% TTO
body wash was more effective at clearing MRSA on skin, compared to 4%
chlorhexidine gluconate soap and 1% silver sulfadiazine cream (Dryden et al.,
2004). In contrast, treatment of MRSA in the nasal cavity alone, even with
10% TTO cream, showed only 47% eradication (Dryden et al., 2004).
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TTO has been widely used in the management of wounds due to its
antimicrobial and therapeutic properties. Burnaid® is a commercial hydrogel
dressing impregnated with TTO for the treatment of burns (Cuttle et al., 2008).
Other studies have reported the enhancement of antimicrobial activity, when
using TTO in combination with other antimicrobial agents such as
chlorhexidine (Karpanen et al., 2008; Filoche et al., 2005), tobramycin
(D'Arrigo et al., 2010) and silver ions (Low et al., 2011) . Further
investigations

into

novel

uses

of

TTO

include,

incorporation

into

hydroxypropylmethylcellulose (HPMC) based films in the food industry
(Sánchez-González et al., 2009) and investigation of the molecular
mechanism of necrotic cell death and cell cycle in cancer cell lines (Greay et
al., 2010)

1.5.4. Wound healing benefits
In addition to antimicrobial activity, TTO also plays a role in wound
healing and modulation of the inflammatory response (Hart et al., 2000, Koh
et al., 2002; Warnke et al., 2009).

Water soluble components of TTO,

especially terpinen-4-ol, contribute to inflammatory regulation by suppressing
monocyte production of superoxide ions (Koh et al., 2002), as well as
inflammatory inducing mediators e.g. TNFα, IL-1β, IL-8, IL-10 and PGE2
(Hart et al., 2000). This in turn limits further production of other inflammatory
cytokines (Hart et al., 2000) and reduces oxidative damage to cells (Warnke
et al., 2009), thereby enhancing wound healing.
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The aromatic vapours and analgesic properties of TTO may promote
wound healing by providing temporary relief to patients (Cuttle et al., 2008;
Warnke et al., 2006). Burnaid®, reduces skin temperature at the burn site by
approximately 2oC within 20 minutes, providing localized soothing and
cooling effects (Cuttle et al., 2008), and may improve the patients’ ability to
cope with the treatment. Using TTO to treat patients with malodorous skin
ulcers , showed a significant reduction of the malodour as well as of infection
and pus secretion (Warnke et al., 2006; Warnke et al., 2004). The TTO
compounds therefore improved the patient’s wellbeing by reducing social
isolation associated with the malodour.

1.5.5. Resistance
Despite the popularity of TTO in many applications, concerns of
microorganisms developing resistance have not been totally neglected. In
vitro exposure of S. aureus to stepwise increasing concentrations of TTO
resulted in selection of TTO resistant sub-populations (Nelson, 2000).

Although there is little evidence of cross-resistance to conventional
antibiotic resistant strains with TTO (Carson et al., 2006), mutant strains of S.
aureus with reduced susceptibility to household cleaning agents containing
plant extracts, were less susceptible to TTO (Davis et al., 2005). Based on
the available data, the activity of TTO may not favour spontaneous
development of resistance, however it is still important to minimise exposure
to sublethal concentrations to limit the possibility of resistance development
(Carson et al., 2006; Nelson, 2000).
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TTO resistance is also noted in Gram-negative bacteria due to the
nature of the outer membrane, which is composed of lipopolysaccharide,
proteins and phospholipids. This membrane

provides a hydrophilic

permeability barrier which is an essential factor in the tolerance of P.
aeruginosa to membrane damaging agents, such as TTO (Mann et al., 2000).

1.5.6. Toxicity concerns
As with most drugs, overdose or extended exposure induces toxic side
effects. Evidence from several reports has shown that toxicity of TTO when
ingested is rarely if ever fatal (Carson et al., 2006). Generally, the symptoms
of oral toxicity of TTO vary according to age and dose ingested. Reported
symptoms arise from effects on the central nervous system resulting in
changes in respiration rate, oxygen saturation levels, pupil reactivity,
electrolyte and blood glucose concentration, development of systemic
hypersensitivity,

ataxia,

muscle

weakness,

unconsciousness

and

hallucination (Hammer et al., 2006; Mozelsio et al., 2003). Similar toxic
symptoms including lack of co-ordination, muscle tremors, dehydration,
hypothermic, ataxic effects and in more severe cases, death have been
observed in animals (Bischoff and Guale, 1998).

Dermal toxicity of TTO has been reported to cause irritation and allergic
reactions (Carson et al., 2006). The localized cooling effect on treated burn
wound sites may lead to triggering hypothermia when using TTO-based
dressings on large areas of the skin (Cuttle et al., 2008).
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1.6. Heavy metals as antimicrobial agents
Heavy metals have a density of at least 5 g/cm3 and are located
centrally in the periodic table, along with all the other transition elements, due
to their ability to form complexes via their partially filled d-orbitals (Nies,
1999). These d-orbitals allow the heavy metals to accept electrons to form
complexes, either by redox or other biochemical reactions in the cell. At low
concentrations, some heavy metals may serve as essential trace elements to
maintain normal cell function. However at high concentrations, cell toxicity
may result from the formation of unspecified complexes within the cell (Nies,
1999; Adarsh et al., 2007). Three classes of heavy metals have been
proposed by Nies (1999):
i.

low toxicity and play an important role as trace elements, e.g. iron (Fe),
molybdate (Mo), manganese (Mn),

ii. toxic but high to moderate importance as a trace element, e.g. zinc (Zn),
nickel (Ni), copper (Cu), vanadium (V), cobalt (Co), tungsten (W),
chromium (Cr); and
iii. toxic with little or no beneficial action, e.g.

arsenic (As), silver (Ag),

antimony (Sb), cadmium (Cd), mercury (Hg), lead (Pb) and uranium (U).
Amongst the various biological functions of heavy metals, their
antimicrobial activity will be discussed in further detail. The sequence of
antimicrobial toxicity is reported as follows: Ag > Hg > Cu > Cd > Cr > Pb >
Co > Au > Zn > Fe > Mn > Mo > Sn (Zhao and Stevens, 1998 in Ansari et al.,
2011) The mechanism of antimicrobial action of heavy metal cations varies
due to differences in chemical characteristics and their effect on different
biochemical pathways in the cell (Table 5). These effects result in disruption
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of the microorganisms’ normal cell function leading to irreversible damage
and cell death (Nies, 1999; Gadd, 2010).

Metal cations interact with ionisable intracellular groups such as
carboxylates and phosphates in the lipopolysaccharide layer of Gramnegative bacterial cells, peptidoglycan and teichoic acids of Gram-positive
bacterial cells (Karthikeyan and Beveridge, 2002). Metal cations may get
incorporated into the cell membrane, causing loss of fluidity, followed by
further transport into the cell cytoplasm to inhibit vital biochemical processes
hence disturbing the normal growth (Gilbert and Moore, 2005; Nies, 1999;
Weinberg, 1957). This transport is usually achieved via an unspecified
system utilising a chemiosmotic gradient between the cell and its
environment or alternatively an ATP-dependant specific transport system
(Nies, 1999; Gadd, 2010).

Within the cytoplasm, metal cations may affect various cell processes
(Karthikeyan and Beveridge, 2002), for example, they may bind to sulfhydryl
or thiol groups, leading to inhibition of various enzymes (Nies, 1999). Table 5
details

important

metal

cations

having

toxic

activities

towards

microorganisms.
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Table 5: Examples of heavy metals with antimicrobial properties
Metal
cations
Cadmium,
Cd2+

Activity towards microorganism

Reference

Reacts with sulphdryl groups on various intracellular Chopra, 1975
proteins.

Copper,
Cu2+

Nies,
1999;
Membrane-bound copper ions may undergo Cu(I) to Noyce et al.,
Cu(II) redox cycle catalyzing formation of highly toxic 2006; Magnani
hydroperoxide radicals (R-OOH).
and
Solioz,
2007

Cobalt,
Co2+

Competes with zinc for the active site of urease, thus Bruggraber et
inhibiting growth of Helicobacter pylori.
al., 2004

Silver, Ag+

Interacts with intracellular components to suppress Yamanaka
expression of enzymes and proteins essential for al., 2005
ATP production, condenses DNA thus impairing
replication.

Zinc, Zn2+

Rusin et al.,
Inhibits nutrient uptake, acid production and 2003;
Singh
glycolysis in oral pathogens and rhinoviral replication. and
Das,
2011; Phan et
Interferes with proton transfer.
al., 2004

As well as their own antimicrobial activity, heavy metals and metal ions,
enhance the activity of other antimicrobial agents (Weinberg, 1957). Copper
salts enhanced the antimicrobial activity of pomegranate rind extracts against
E. coli, P. aeruginosa and P. mirabilis (McCarrell et al., 2008). Table 6 details
some examples of antimicrobial compounds which have an enhanced effect
in the presence of metal ions.
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Table 6: Examples of antimicrobial compounds that show enhanced activity
in the presence of various metal ions (adapted from Weinberg, 1957)
Compound

Metal ions

Comment
Inhibits growth
pyogenes

of

Micrococcus

Penicillin

Co2+

8-hydroxyquinoline

Cu2+, Ni2+, Cd2+ or
Fungicidal
Ag2+

Chloramphenicol

Co2+

Inhibits growth of Bacillus. subtilis

1-nitroso-2-naphthol

Cu2+ and Co2+

Inhibits growth
bacteria

Kojic acid

Al3+, Cu2+ and Fe2+

Inhibits Pseudomonas fluorescens

Juglone

Hg2+ and Co2+

Inhibits growth of Bacillus. subtilis

Patulin

Sb3+, Co2+,
Zn2+ and Ni2+

Cd2+, Inhibits growth
bacteria

of

of

Gram-positive

Gram-positive

Despite their usefulness as antimicrobial compounds, the intensity of
exposure (duration and concentration applied) should be carefully considered.
Cobalt, cadmium and mercury are too toxic to be used clinically as
antimicrobial agents. Copper, zinc and silver are less toxic to human cells.
These are often incorporated into antiseptic creams or cleaning agents, as
well as surfaces of medical devices surfaces including hospital taps and door
handles (Table 7) (Casey et al., 2010; Rusin et al., 2003).
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Table 7: Applications of heavy metals with lower toxicity to human cells
Heavy metal
ions

Antimicrobial mechanism and uses

Reference

 Inhibition of bacterial growth or bactericidal
activity at 50-250 ppm.

Copper, Cu2+

 Substitutes essential ions, blocks protein
functional groups, inactivates enzymes,
weakens membrane integrity and produces
hydrogen peroxide free radicals when
membrane bound.

Casey et al.,
Hall et al.,
Luna et al.,
Faundez
et
2004; Ibrahim
 E.g. antimicrobial hand rub, coated contact
2008
surfaces (copper toilet seats, brass taps,
door handles, door push plates) and
cleaning materials (ultra-microfibre cloths
and mops).

2010;
2009;
2010;
al.,
et al.,

 Microbiocidal activity at 0.05 ppm in
phosphate-buffered saline or at >50–60.5
ppm in complex biological fluids.

Silver, Ag+

Zinc, Zn2+

 Interact strongly with thiol groups, inhibits
Castellano et al.,
bacterial enzymes, interferes with electron
2007; Coughlan et
transport and binds to DNA, causing
al., 2010; Monteiro
condensation and inhibiting cell replication.
et al., 2009; Rusin
 Formulated as creams and incorporated into et al., 2003; Atiyeh
dressings for the treatment of burns and et al., 2007
wound infections. Also incorporated into
polyalkenoate dental cements, textiles,
water filters, kitchen appliances and medical
devices (catheters).
 Inhibits replication of rhinovirus at
<0.1mmol/L (equivalent to <6.539 ppm). At
0.01-0.1mM (equivalent to 0.6539-6.539
ppm) inhibits acid production by oral plaque
bacteria, effective against plaque and
gingivitis when combined with trichlosan.
Inhibits nutrient uptake, proton transfer and
sugar transport.

Rusin et al., 2003;
Keegan et al., 2007;
Coughlan et al.,
2010; Singh and
Das,
2011;
Dardenne,
2002;
 Incorporated into polyalkenoate dental Phan et al., 2004
cements, stainless steel surface coatings,
air conditioning ventilation, intake and
exhaust ducts.
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Amongst the available antimicrobial heavy metals, silver ions will be the
focus of this thesis. The broad spectrum antimicrobial activity of silver is
accompanied by wound healing properties and low toxicity characteristics
towards human cells (Edwards-Jones, 2009). Silver is able to treat infections
whilst enhancing wound healing, which could be especially useful in the
management of severe wounds such as burns and slow/non-healing ulcers.

1.7. Silver as an antimicrobial
1.7.1. History and background of use
The antimicrobial properties of silver, including its use as an active
water disinfectant has been documented since 1000 B.C., (Rai et al., 2009).
The use of silver as an antimicrobial tool has been reported since ancient
Greek and Roman periods, in which silverware was used to store perishable
food and drinks. By the 19th century, the use of silver ions, Ag+ (as silver
nitrate) in medical applications became more widespread with records of it
being used to treat venereal diseases, salivary gland fistulae, bone and
perianal

abscesses,

and

removal

of

granulation

tissue

prior

to

epithelialisation (Edwards-Jones, 2009; Rai et al., 2009). In particular it was
used to treat burns and ulcers, as well as in ophthalmic preparations
(Castellano et al., 2007,Chopra, 2007, Rai et al., 2009). The practice of using
Ag+, later became less popular due to the side effect, argyria. This is an
irreversible bluish-gray discolouration of the skin, due to the deposition of
metallic silver (Ag0) in dermal tissue following excessive use (Drake and
Hazelwood, 2005). After the discovery of penicillin and the rapid expansion in
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the number and use of antibiotics (Chopra, 2007; Davies, 2007; Rai et al.,
2009) the antimicrobial use of silver declined. Recent widespread emergence
of antibiotic resistant microorganisms has resulted in Ag+ based agents
regaining popularity since their multi-target action in microbial cells is less
likely to lead to silver resistance (Ansari et al., 2011; Kim et al., 2007).

Silver in its non-ionised form, is an inert metal that does not react with
human cells (Leak and Johnson, 2007). Compared to other heavy metals,
Ag+ have relatively low toxicity towards human cells at concentrations that
are still highly effective against microbial pathogens (Mooney et al., 2006;
Warriner and Burrell, 2005; Yamanaka et al., 2005).

The reactivity of Ag+ even at concentrations as low as 10-9 to 10-6 mol/L
(equivalent to 0.000108-0.108 ppm), has shown broad spectrum antibacterial,
antiviral, antiprotozoal and antifungal activity (Maillard and Denyer, 2006).
Ag+ are classified as highly reactive moieties, which readily bind anions
formed by electron donor groups containing sulphur (thiols), oxygen and
nitrogen (Maillard and Denyer, 2006). Ag+ express their antimicrobial activity
initially by binding to cell surface proteins and enzymes, which in turn
disrupts the cellular transport systems (Graham, 2005; Lansdown, 2002a).
Subsequent uptake of Ag+ into the cell cytoplasm either via non-specific or
substrate-specific transport systems, allow Ag+ to bind and interfere with the
activity of essential intracellular enzymes and DNA (Graham, 2005,
Lansdown, 2002a; Maillard and Denyer, 2006). Generally the antimicrobial
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mechanism of action of Ag+ is described as a cascade of four steps
(Hermans, 2006):


The Ag+ binds to receptors (especially in protein residues including
sulphydryl, amino, imidazole, phosphate and carboxyl groups) on the
microbial cell membrane, resulting in membrane damage.



After entering the cytoplasm, Ag+ bind to other essential enzymes,
restricting their activity and the production of vital metabolites.



Binding to microbial DNA follows, thereby impairing cell replication.



With weakened membrane structure and inhibition of cellular processes,
vital components leak out, the bacterial cell cannot maintain normal
function, resulting in cell death.

Formulations containing silver are commonly used to treat a variety of
Gram-positive and Gram-negative bacteria, as well as common highly
antibiotic resistant microorganisms such as P. aeruginosa (Lansdown, 2002a;
Matsuura et al., 1997). It has been found that the antimicrobial activity of Ag+
depend not only on the amount of bioactive ions present, but also
bioavailability which is influenced by the physical and chemical form of silver,
the affinity for moisture, rate of release and distribution (Burd et al., 2007;
Lansdown, 2002a; Lansdown, 2006; Maillard and Denyer, 2006).

In the skin, silver may form a temporary reservoir by binding to proteins
with an estimated half life of 10-12 hours (Lansdown and Williams, 2004).
Being a highly reactive species, Ag+ can readily bind to components present
in the wound bed, for example negatively charged proteins, RNA, DNA and
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chloride ions (Atiyeh et al., 2007), thereby limiting the bioavailability of the
ions. This ‘quenching’ effect of the host tissues may lead to the need for the
application of higher and potentially damaging doses of Ag+ for effective
treatment.

Recent advances in controlled delivery systems, which incorporate
antimicrobial agents such as Ag+ into delivery devices or dressings, may play
a role in overcoming the potential problems caused by the increased
exposure and concentration of active antimicrobial agent. Some examples of
silver containing wound dressings available for current wound management
applications include DuoDERM® (hydrocolloids), Aquacel® Ag (hydrofibre
dressings

containing

antimicrobial

silver

ions),

Tegaderm TM

(films),

VaselineTM (gauze), Sorbsan® (alginates), Lyofoam® C (foam dressing) and
Nu-GelTM (hydrogels) (Fonder et al., 2008; Ovington, 2007). The metallic and
antimicrobial properties of Ag+ are also beneficial when incorporated into
other products commonly used in the medical field or available commercially;
for example, biomaterials, polymers, coating of surfaces, paints, kitchen
appliances, water filters, toilet seats, clothing and textiles (Silver et al., 2006).

1.7.2. Mode of action
Ag+ demonstrate broad spectrum antimicrobial activity at concentrations
as low as 0.05 ppm in phosphate buffered saline, or between >50 ppm to
60.5 ppm in complex organic biological fluids (Atiyeh et al., 2007; Feng et al.,
2000; Inoue et al., 2002; Kawahara et al., 2000).
involves

the

inactivation

of

membrane-bound

The mode of action
proteins,

resulting
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in

morphological cellular changes, inhibition of cell replication (Feng et al., 2000;
Lansdown, 2002a) and impairment of solute and electron transport systems,
leading to reduced production of vital cell components, such as ATP
(Hermans, 2006). In the presence of oxygen, Ag+ also promote the
generation of reactive oxygen species through inhibition of respiratory
enzymes, such as NADH dehydrogenase II (Matsumura et al., 2003) or by
impairing superoxide-radical-scavenging enzymes such as superoxide
dismutase (Park et al., 2009). Evidence also suggests that the antimicrobial
activity of Ag+, may be a consequential result of their ability to bind to
essential enzyme sulphydryls groups (thiols), thereby breaking these protein
bonds (Jung et al., 2008). The binding of Ag+ to anionic groups, most notably
disulfide, amino, imidazole, carbonyl and phosphate residues results in
intracellular and nuclear membrane (in eukaryotes) permeability changes, as
well as structural modifications of the cell wall (Lansdown, 2002a; Lansdown,
2006; Leaper, 2006).

The action of Ag+ on eukaryotic cell walls is illustrated by silver treated
C. albicans. Phosphomannose isomerase (PMI) is a monofunctional enzyme
catalyzing the reversible conversion of fructose-6-phosphate to mannose-6phosphate. This results in the generation of guanosine-diphosphate-Dmannose, a precursor for N-glycan synthesis and many mannosylated
structures such as glycoproteins, nucleotide sugars, glycolipids, fungi cell
wall components and bacterial exopolysaccharides (Foret et al., 2009; Roux
et al., 2011). Ag+ inhibit the enzyme activity of PMI by binding to the cysteine
(Cys-150) residues (Wells et al., 1995). This blocks cell wall synthesis
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process and impairs the normal function of the cell envelope to control the
inward and outward diffusion of nutrients, electrolytes and metabolites
(Lansdown, 2002a; Lansdown, 2002b; Wells et al., 1995). This increased
membrane permeability, leakage of intracellular material and loss of cell
homeostasis appears linked to “pitting” of the cell wall (Lansdown, 2006).

The Cys-150 residue of PMI is conserved in eukaryotes (such as
mammalian and yeast cells) and is the primary binding site of Ag+. However,
selective toxicity is observed possibly due to differences in the linear protein
residue sequence around Cys-150 between species, and the presence of
alternative mannose-6-phosphate pathway in humans allow a degree of
selective toxicity (Coulin et al., 1993; Wells et al., 1995; Fang et al., 2009;
Foret et al., 2009).

Ag+ also show activity against prokaryotic microorganisms as illustrated
by silver treated S. aureus and E. coli. S. aureus showing shrinkage,
increased membrane permeability and localized separation of cytoplasmic
membrane from the cell wall. This leads to loss of structural stability, leakage
of essential cell components and lack of intracellular metabolic pathway
control, resulting in cell death (Jung et al., 2008).

Similarly, TEM

photomicrographs of E. coli treated with 0.2 ppm Ag+ show extensive
damage such as localized or complete separation of cell membrane from the
‘cell wall’ as well as with electron-translucent cytoplasmic regions (Jung et al.,
2008).
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In the cytoplasm, silver inactivates enzymes and proteins by binding to
thiol groups (Texter et al., 2007). Ag+ interaction with 30S ribosomal subunit
protein 2 disrupts production and activity of essential cellular enzymes. For
example succinyl-CoA synthetase, which is vital for the intracellular
production of ATP via the tricarboxylic acid (TCA) cycle (Figure 2)
(Yamanaka et al., 2005). The inhibition of succinyl-CoA synthetase reduces
production of succinate; vital for oxidative processes in the electron transport
chain to produce fumarate and ATP. Subsequently fumarate reductase is
activated to complement the depleting levels of succinate in the cell (refer to
Figure 2). Fumarate is converted to succinate to feed the TCA cycle, but this
reaction produces reactive oxygen species (ROS) as byproducts which may
cause deleterious effects on the cell (Yamanaka et al., 2005).
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Figure 2: Schematic diagram of the effect of Ag+ on the tricarboxylic acid
cycle (TCA) (modified from Levican et al., 2008)

Ag+ may also binds to DNA bases, causing condensation and
degenerative changes of DNA strands, leading to inhibition of cell replication
and cell death (Lansdown, 2002a; Warriner and Burrell, 2005). While this
multi-locus action of silver makes development of resistant microorganisms
less likely, such resistance has been observed (Silver, 2003) and with the
increasing use of silver it may be a cause for concern (Chen and
Schluesener, 2008; Chopra, 2007).
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1.7.3. Applications
The use of silver based antimicrobials declined following the increased
use of antibiotics in the 1940s. However the prevalence of antibiotic resistant
microorganisms

has

recently

re-established

the

use

of

silver.

Pharmaceuticals and devices using silver-based ingredients include:


Formulated with other drugs, such as sulphonamide (silver sulfadazine
for the treatment of burn wounds).



Formulated with chlorhexidine in wound dressings.



Wound dressings, for example ActicoatTM (polyethylene dressing),
Avance

(foam

dressing),

Contreet

(hydrocolloid

dressing)

with

incorporated nanosilver or Ag+.


Medical equipment incorporating antimicrobial Ag+ coatings.

(Matsumura et al., 2003; Rai et al., 2009; Lansdown, 2002a)
The potential antimicrobial properties of Ag+ have also been utilised within
the manufacturing, electrical, textile, health care and hygiene industries (see
Table 8).
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Table 8: Applications of antimicrobial silver in industry (adapted from
Edwards-Jones, 2009; Rai et al., 2009; Silver et al., 2006; Matsumura et al.,
2003; Chen and Schluesener, 2008)
Industry

Products containing antimicrobial silver ions/ silver nanoparticles

Domestic water filter cartridges, silver zeolite containing ceramics,
Manufacturing paints, coatings on hard and stainless steel surfaces for food
preparation.
Electrical

Washing machines, dishwashers, refrigerators and other “white
goods” with “nanosilver” linings.

Textile

Sports clothing, underwear, socks and bedding.

Shoe spray, underarm deodorants, foot powders, soaps, shoe
Health
care
insoles, kitchenware, room spray, laundry detergent, toys and toilet
and hygiene
seats.
Medical

Bioactive

Wound dressings, contraceptive devices, dental fillings, catheters,
endotracheal tubes, surgical instruments, bone prostheses and
clinical cements.

silver

nanoparticles

(SNP)

expand

the

potential

of

antimicrobial silver compounds. The small size (1-100 nm) of SNP confers
enhanced bioactivity and increased bioavailability of Ag+ due to increased
ionisation and allows better penetration into microorganisms (Rai et al., 2009;
Sondi and Salopek-Sondi, 2004; Kim et al., 2007). In addition to size, the
shape of SNP may influence the antimicrobial activity. Agar plates loaded
with truncated triangular SNP (1 µg) completely inhibited an inoculum of 107
E. coli, whereas loads of 12.5 µg and 50 to 100 µg were required for
spherical-shaped and rod-shaped SNP respectively (Pal et al., 2007b).

The antimicrobial activity of SNP is similar to that of Ag+ (Rai et al.,
2009; Sondi and Salopek-Sondi, 2004). This is expected as the antimicrobial
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activity of the nanoparticles is derived from the activity of the Ag+ released by
ionisation (Rai et al., 2009; Lubick, 2008). Unlike SNP, ionisation of AgNO3 in
solution results in a mixture of Ag+ with silver cluster complexes of [Ag2NO3]+,
Ag3+ or [Ag3(NO3)2]+ (Janata et al., 1994; Xiong et al., 2007). The sustained
release of Ag+ from SNP has contributed to the incorporation of silver
nanoparticles in a wide range of products as detailed earlier in Table 8.

1.7.4. Wound healing benefits
In response to infection by wound colonizing microorganisms, the
accumulation of white blood cells (monocytes, marcophages and leukocytes)
is commonly observed at wound sites. These cells eliminate infection, using
mechanisms involving respiratory burst, producing reactive oxygen species
and increasing oxidative stress on the cell (Park et al., 2009; Atiyeh et al.,
2007). The presence of the bacterial load and accumulation of white blood
cells, limits the availability of nutrients and oxygen to healthy tissue cells at
the wound site, impairing wound healing (Atiyeh et al., 2007). Ag+ helps to
reduce the numbers of, or eliminates, the colonizing microorganisms. This
reduction of the bioburden reduces the number of white blood cells required
to aid infection control (Atiyeh et al., 2007). This in turn eases the competition
for essential metabolites of healthy cells creating suitable conditions for
progressive wound healing.

Ag+ can also enhance wound healing directly by modulating the
inflammatory response (Lansdown, 2002b). At wound sites, Ag+ are taken
into epithelial cells responsible for the regulation of tissue metal homeostasis,
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heavy metal detoxification and wound healing (Atiyeh et al., 2007). This
uptake induces the synthesis of low molecular weight cysteine-rich metalbinding proteins called metallothioneins (metallothioneins I and II). This
activity of metallothioneins, which protect the healthy cells from the toxic
effects of metals, is induced by several other xenobiotic metals such as
cadmium, gold and mercury (Lansdown, 2002b). Metallothioneins also play
an important role in promoting the uptake of key trace elements, such as
zinc and copper, promoting RNA and DNA synthesis, cell proliferation,
epithelialisation and tissue repair (Atiyeh et al., 2007; Lansdown, 2002b).
Rising zinc levels induced by the accumulation of Ag+ in wounds, increased
the activity of the zinc metalloenzymes thus promoting cell proliferation and
re-epithelialization in rats (Lansdown, 2002b).

During

wound

repair

and

the

inflammatory

response,

matrix

metalloproteinases (MMPs) are present in within the wound. MMPs function
to cause breakdown of the extracellular matrix, autolytic debridement,
dissolution of basement membranes, growth promotion of capillary beds, reepithelialization and tissue remodelling (Warriner and Burrell, 2005). Hence
MMPs are essential in wound healing, but excessive levels degrade
fibronectin and peptide growth factors needed for optimal re-epithelialisation
(Atiyeh et al., 2007; Warriner and Burrell, 2005). Ag+ may form stable
complexes

with

MMPs,

thus

down

regulating

excessive

localized

inflammatory response to promote wound healing (Lansdown, 2002b;
Warriner and Burrell, 2005). Based on the antimicrobial and inflammatory
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regulation activities of Ag+ at wound sites, their therapeutic properties are of
interest in the development of better wound management.

1.7.5. Resistance
Many metal ions play an important role for the normal function of both
prokaryotic and eukaryotic cells. Homeostasis of intracellular metal ion
concentrations is maintained by means of efflux pumps, or various other
detoxification mechanisms (release of organic materials to chelate heavy
metals, reduction of heavy metals to a less toxic species and internal metal
sequestration), to avoid toxic concentrations (Cutting et al., 2007; Teitzel and
Parsek, 2003; Ybarra and Webb, 1999).

Several observations of microbial resistance to silver have been
reported and the resistance genes may be chromosomal or plasmid born
(Cutting et al., 2007; Silver et al., 2006). The identification of the silver
resistance plasmid, pMG101, has enabled the mapping of 9 genes, of which
8 have been named (sil A, B, C, E, F, P, R and S) and one still known as an
open reading frame, ORF105, as detailed in Figure 3A (Cutting et al., 2007;
Gupta et al., 1999; Silver, 2003; Silver et al., 2006). This cluster of silver
resistance genes code for periplasmic binding proteins (SilE and SilF), a
chemiosmotic efflux pump (SilCBA) which exports Ag+ donated from an
ATPase efflux pump (SilP) via SilF (see Figure 3B). The activity of the
system is regulated by SilS and SilR.
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Figure 3: Silver resistance (A) genes, transcripts, protein products, and (B)
functions of the gene products (adapted from Silver, 2003 and Silver et al.,
2006)

Copyrighted image removed
Refer to Silver, 2003 and Silver et al., 2006

The initial mechanism of resistance may be due to periplasmic Ag+
binding proteins, SilE, each of which binds five Ag+ in the periplasmic space.
Synthesis of SilE is stimulated by the presence of Ag+ during growth (Silver,
2003). Although SilE has high affinity for Ag+, the actual release mechanism
of the bound Ag+ has yet to be determined. It is possible that the Ag+ may be
released to the cell exterior via the SilCBA protein trimer. The SilCBA
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assembly functions as a transmembrane cation/proton antiporter, moving Ag+
from the cytoplasm directly to the cell exterior. It is classed as a member of
the resistance, nodulation and cell division (RND) superfamily, sharing
homologous sequences with similar resistance mechanisms in metal
resistant Alcaligenes and multi-drug resistance mechanisms in E. coli (Gupta
et al., 1999; Silver, 2003; Silver et al., 2006). These efflux pumps can
transport several different metal ions, for example the CopA and CopB efflux
system in Enterococcus hirae, regulates intracellular copper levels and
expels Ag+ via CopB (Solioz and Odermatt, 1995).

Bridges et al. (1979), reported an unstable resistance in P. aeruginosa,
when screening for resistance against systemic and topical silver
preparations to treat burns (Bridges et al., 1979 in Lansdown and Williams,
2007).

Silver

resistance

in

sulphonamide-resistant

strains

suggests

sulphonamide exerts a selective pressure for silver resistance (Lansdown
and Williams, 2007). Silver resistance has been found in clinical isolates of E.
coli, Enterobacter cloacae, Proteus mirabilis and Klebsiella pneumoniae in a
burns unit. In addition silver nitrate and SSD treatment has also been
associated with resistance in Proteus spp., Enterobacter cloacae and
miscellaneous Enterobacteriaceae (Lansdown and Williams, 2007). Similarly,
resistance to multiple antibiotics and Ag+ has been shown in Salmonella
species (Percival et al., 2005). Laboratory exposure of clinical strains of E.
coli to stepwise increases of silver nitrate or silver sulfadiazine (SSD) has
been shown to induce cross-resistance against both compounds (Li et al.,
1997).
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A silE gene has been detected in MRSA strains, isolated from dogs,
and is ≥95% homologous with the sil E from plasmid, pMG101 (Loh et al.,
2009). However these isolates were still sensitive to treatment with silver
impregnated hydrofibers. The results from this study are compatible with
those of Silver (2003) and suggest that there is low prevalence of silver
resistance in MRSA. The restricted occurance of a single sil E gene encoding
for resistance, is not sufficient to induce significant resistance against silver
(Loh et al., 2009).

1.7.6. Toxicity concerns
In common with many drug treatments, over exposure to the agents
causes unwelcome side effects. Long term topical exposure to high
concentrations of Ag+ leads to a build up of metallic silver (Ag0) in the dermis
causing an irreversible blue-grey discolouration of the skin (argyria). This is
particularly pronounced in areas exposed to sunlight which accelerates the
photoreduction and deposition of Ag0 (Drake and Hazelwood, 2005; Leak
and Johnson, 2007; Trop et al., 2006). Some patients treated with silver
containing-dressings reported the occurrence of skin rashes, stinging and
burning

sensations

when

treated

with

silver

impregnated-dressings

(Lansdown and Williams, 2004). Other more serious problems associated
with topical application can include disturbances in electrolyte concentration
resulting in hyponatremia or hypochloremia (Hermans, 2006). Medically
unsurpervised ingestion of colloidal silver as a health supplement or self
treatment may also result in argyria. Wadhera and Fung (2005) reported
development of generalized argyria in an arthritis patient following
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consumption of 648 mg/day colloidal silver for 10 months (approximating to a
cumulative dose of 200 g).

The risk and severity of side effects due to over-exposure to SNP has
yet to be ascertained and the increasing use of

antimicrobial SNP in

household goods as well as in medical applications has raised concerns
(Chen and Schluesener, 2008). Laboratory studies have revealed a dose
dependent reduction in mitochondrial activity as well as cytotoxicity against
keratinocytes and fibroblasts, with exposure to SNP (Chen and Schluesener,
2008; Rai et al., 2009).

Despite the beneficial properties of various silver based treatments, the
potential toxicity and safety issues of silver use have to be carefully
considered. With the increased availability of formulations, administration of
silver can be tailored to the patient’s condition, thus limiting the potential risk
of side effects. Efforts to combine the use of silver with advances in targeted
delivery techniques may also help address the issue of localized overloading
and toxicity.

1.8. Controlled release delivery systems
1.8.1. Background
Many potentially useful therapeutic drugs are of limited value due to
their poor biopharmaceutical properties. The toxicity, solubility, biodistribution
and stability may affect the deposition, as well as the activity of the drug in
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vivo (Sharma and Sharma, 1997). Stability is important as unstable agents
may have unfavourable pharmacokinetics and degrade prior to expressing
their activity (Sharma and Sharma, 1997; Allen and Cullis, 2004; Gonnet et
al., 2010). Drug delivery systems form one important approach to reduce
these limitations and thus improve the efficacy and biopharmaceutical
properties of a drug’s therapeutic index.

Encapsulating drugs into delivery systems, adapted to suit various
administration routes, can protect the agent and provide targeted, controlled
release delivery (Allen and Cullis, 2004; Kaparissides et al., 2006; Orive et al.,
2003). Commonly used drug delivery technologies include : polyethylene
glycol-conjugation (PEGylation), chemical modifications, nanotechnology,
microencapsulation

or

microfabrication

into

bioadhesive

polymers,

encapsulation into various drug carriers such as lipoproteins, liposomes and
micelles (Kaparissides et al., 2006; Orive et al., 2003). Delivery systems can
be tailored to enhance agent performance, improve targeting (with antibodies)
and respond to surrounding stimuli (pH or temperature responsive). Other
physical properties (size, ionic strength, solubility and degradation) can also
be adapted to improve and sustain delivery to the target site (Allen and Cullis,
2004).

Important factors for delivery system include biocompatibility, the
complexity of the manufacturing process, presence of harmful chemicals (e.g.
solvent residues), agent and delivery system stability during formulation and
processing as well as long term storage (Allen and Cullis, 2004; Park and
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Mrsny, 2000). For the treatment of open wounds and administration of
sensitive agents, deformable delivery systems, such as liposomes may be
advantageous.

1.8.2. Liposomes
Liposomes were first described in the 1960s, but it was the 1970s
before their potential for drug delivery was recognised. Their main advantage
is improving the efficacy and therapeutic index of active drugs whilst reducing
localized toxicity (Lian and Ho, 2001). Development of liposomes for topical
delivery, investigated targeting, retention and stability of the active agent, as
well as penetration and compartmentalization into different layers of the skin
(De Leeuw et al., 2009; Gregoriadis, 1995; Mura et al., 2009).

Topical administration of agents requires penetration through the skin,
which serves as the first line of defence. Under normal conditions, the
uppermost layer of the skin, the stratum corneum which consists of
keratinocytes in a lipid-rich matrix , serves as a barrier with low permeability
(Karande and Mitragotri, 2009; Mura et al., 2009). This barrier also functions
as a regulator for the movement of water into and out of the body, and
selectively allows permeation of small lipophilic molecules with molecular
weight less than 500 Da (Bos and Meinardi, 2000; Karande and Mitragotri,
2009). Thus, liposomes with an average diameter of 0.05-5.0 µm are a
suitable system for transdermal or topical drug delivery (De Leeuw et al.,
2009; Pavelic et al., 2005).
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The complex mixture of phagocytes, inflammatory mediators, hydrolytic
enzymes, reactive oxygen species and bacteria in a wound will affect the
activity of antimicrobial agents. Encapsulation of antimicrobial agents in
liposomes would provide protection from enzymatic and immunological
inactivation (Drulis-Kawa and Dorotkiewicz-Jach, 2010). Additionally, the
liposome’s capacity to bind water may aid moisture retention conducive for
tissue repair (Reimer et al., 2000).

Liposomes are spherical, lipid bilayer vesicles with a large aqueous
inner-core for encapsulation and delivery of active agents (Park et al., 2005).
They

are

composed

of

synthetic

(e.g.

1,2-distearoyl-sn-glycero-3-

phosphocholine, DSPC, 1,2-dipalmitoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphoserine, DPPS,
and 1,2-dimyristoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphoglycerol, DMPG) and/or natural
phospholipids (phospho- e.g. phosphatidylcholine, PC, or sphingo-lipids, e.g.
C8-glucosylceramide, C8-GC) (Lonez et al., 2008; Sharma and Sharma, 1997;
Pedrosa et al., 2010). The structure of phospholipid molecules includes a
hydrophilic head (polar) and a hydrophobic tail (non-polar). Upon hydration in
an aqueous medium the polar region of the phospholipid orientates towards
the aqueous medium, while the non-polar sites mutually attract and orientate
inwards towards each other. The resultant liposome structure has a
hydrophilic inner core encapsulating the aqueous medium and is surrounded
by a phospholipid bilayer thus resembling the biological cell membrane
configuration as shown in Figure 4 (De Leeuw et al., 2009; Sharma and
Sharma, 1997). Other membrane stabilizers such as sterol (e.g. cholesterol),
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proteins and lipid polymer conjugates can also be formulated into liposomes
(Lian and Ho, 2001; Immordino et al., 2006).

Figure 4: Types and structure of liposome lipid bilayers (adapted from
Sharma and Sharma, 1997)

Copyrighted image removed
Refer to Sharma and Sharma, 1997

During preparation, the most common liposomes formed are large
multilamellar vesicles (LMVs) which have

more than one bilayer and a

diameter range of 0.5 - 10µm. Various post-formation modification can be
conducted to subsequently produce large unilamellar vesicles (LUVs, single
bilayer, diameter 50-500nm) or small unilamellar vesicles (SUVs, single
bilayer, diameter 25-50nm) (De Leeuw et al., 2009).
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Liposomes can be tailored (Table 9) for site-specific delivery, for
example, surface modifications by covalently binding polymers or attaching
proteins, create liposomes that can be targeted to specific tissues
(immunoliposomes) or avoid detection in the body for many hours thus
dramatically reducing their clearance from the blood (stealth liposomes)
(Gregoriadis, 1995). The capacity to transport both hydrophilic and
hydrophobic materials, has allowed a wide range of pharmaceutical
formulations to be incorporated into liposome vesicles.
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Table 9: Modifications of liposomes that affect function (summarized from
Gregoriadis, 1995; Immordino et al., 2006; Lian and Ho, 2001; Mu and Zhong,
2006; Ngo et al., 2009; Sharma and Sharma, 1997)
Liposome
property

Effect

modified
 Influences stability, kinetics, biodistribution and interactions
with the surrounding environment including cells.
 The lipid composition plays a role in determining the charge
Surface
charge
and
charge
density

and charge density of liposomes e.g.:


Neutral – phosphatidylcholine (PC), 1-palmitoyl-2-oleoylsn-glycero-3-phosphatidylcholine (POPC).



Negatively

charged

–

phosphatidylserine

(PS),

phosphatidylglycerol (PG).


Positively

charged

ethylammonio)propane

–

1,2-bis(oleoyloxy)-3-(trim

(DOTAP),

dioctadecylamino-

gylcyl-spermine (DOGS), dimethyldioctadecylammonium
(DODA).
 Smaller

liposomes

show

decreased

reticuloendothelial

system (RES) uptake and clearance, thus enhancing vesicle
Size

biodistribution after systemic administration
 Size reduction to produce SUVs can be achieved by
sonication or extrusion through a small orifice under high
pressure.

Targeting

 Attaching cell-specific ligands to the vesicle surface such as
polyclonal or monoclonal antibodies helps to promote cell
recognition

and

allows

target

specific

delivery

encapsulated agents
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Table 9 continued
Liposome
property
Surface
hydration
and steric
effect

Description
 Surface

modification

by

polymer-conjugation

reduces

aggregation and recognition by RES.
 Common conjugating polymers include:


poly-(ethylene glycol) (PEG)



poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVA)



poly(vinyl pyrrolidone) (PVP)



poly(acryl amide) (PAA)

 Conjugation may be achieved by


physical absorption or covalent attachment of reactive
groups onto the liposome surface


Membrane
fluidity

incorporation of a PEG-lipid conjugate during preparation.

 Membrane fluidity is determined by the length and saturation
of the alkyl lipid chains in the bilayer. Varying the
composition of the phospholipids influences fluidity and
hence permeability, aggregation, leakiness, stability and
surface-surface interactions.
 For example, formulating with >30 mole % cholesterol
reduces membrane fluidity, thus producing liposomes that
are less permeable and hence more stable.
 Prolonging time retention increases potential biodistribution
of liposomes and their payload.

Retention
time

 The inclusion of some glycolipids, e.g. ganglioside (GM1) or
phosphatidylinositol (PI) increases the circulatory time, as
well as inhibiting phagocytosis by macrophages and RES
cells.

In terms of encapsulation, agents with varying lipophilicities can be
sequestered either within the phospholipid bilayer (hydrophobic), entrapped
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in the inner core (hydrophilic), as well as in the inner and outer bilayer
interface (hydrophilic) of the liposome (Sharma and Sharma, 1997).
Liposome encapsulation shows the potential properties of a controlled
release delivery system to achieve effective drug delivery whilst reducing
problems related to targeted delivery, biodistribution and bioavailability of
agents, especially when administering cytotoxic agents (De Leeuw et al.,
2009; Sharma and Sharma, 1997).

The ability of liposomes to encapsulate both hydrophobic as well as
hydrophilic compounds make them a suitable carrier system for the delivery
of essential oils (Detoni et al., 2009). However, the variable solubility and
amphiphilic properties of essential oils as well as their components can affect
the formation and stability of liposomes. The stability of essential oilencapsulating liposomes can be enhanced with formulation strategies such
as emulsifying the oil with polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) to improve encapsulation
efficacy (Mu and Zhong, 2006). In addition, increasing the proportion of
cholesterol in the bilayer membrane, can also improve stability and delivery
efficiency of liposomes (Sulkowski et al., 2005). The amount of encapsulated
essential oil needs to be sufficient to achieve the desired antimicrobial
performance whilst minimising liposome membrane disruption (Detoni et al.,
2009).

In this investigation, TTO, and Ag+, will be encapsulated into liposomes.
The aim is to improve antimicrobial efficacy of the agents by promoting
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distribution to microbial cells whilst protecting them from oxidation and other
external destabilising factors.

1.8.3. Chitosan hydrogels
Hydrogels are 3-dimensional crosslinked polymer networks which can
imbibe large amounts of water or biological fluids. These biodegradable gels
maintain their structure during exchange of fluids and release drugs via pores
in the polymer network (Hoare and Kohane, 2008). Hydrogels absorb wound
exudate while maintaining a well oxygenated and moist environment (Jones
and Vaughan, 2005; Sung et al., 2010) and as such are used as tissue
engineering scaffolds as well as wound dressings (Van Tomme et al., 2008).

Hydrogels can be formed by chemical or physical methods of
crosslinking (Van Tomme et al., 2008): Chemically crosslinked hydrogels
(formed by covalent bonds) are relatively more stable than physically
crosslinked hydrogels (formed by non-covalent, hydrogen, ionic, hydrophobic
bonds or rheological interactions) (Bhattarai et al., 2010; Deligkaris et al.,
2010; Klouda and Mikos, 2008). Although chemically crosslinked hydrogels
are mechanically more stable, the use of dialdehydes (e.g. glutaraldehyde
and glyoxal) as crosslinking agents, increases the potential for toxicity or side
effects to host tissues (Berger et al., 2004).

The parameter that dictates hydrogel formation is the constituent
polymer’s aqueous solubility, whether it is from natural or synthetic sources.
Chitosan, a natural polymer amenable to hydrogel formation, is a linear
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copolymer of β(1-4)-linked 2-acetamido-2-deoxy-d-glucopyranose and 2amino-2-deoxy-d-glyco-pyranose monomers (Sung et al., 2010). Partial
alkaline N-deacetylation of chitin (derived from the exoskeleton of
crustaceans and various fungi in the class of Zygomycetes) is used to
synthesise the varying form of chitosan (Berger et al., 2004; Raafat et al.,
2008; Tripathi et al., 2009). Chitosan grades are differentiated based on
molecular weight and the degree of deacetylation percentage of free amine
groups (Jayakumar et al., 2010; Kean and Thanou, 2010). Chitosan has
good biocompatibility, biodegradability, mucoadhesive and low toxicity
properties. It forms a barrier to gases and aromas in dry conditions, and is
used to prepare membranes, films, beads, fibers, xerogels, powders, tablets,
capsules, microparticles, nanofibrils, textile fibers, inorganic composites,
scaffolds and gels (Muzzarelli, 2009; Tripathi et al., 2009; Yang et al., 2010).
Chitosan’s properties can be adapted to suit a wide variety of antimicrobial
delivery systems for medical, food, coating and packaging applications.

In addition, chitosan has antimicrobial properties against fungi and
Gram-negative bacteria. The advantages of using chitosan for wound
management

applications

are

its

biocompatible,

mucoadhesive

and

controlled release properties. This allows cell adhesion and interactions
which promote the growth of dermal and epidermal layers by inducing cell
migration as well as proliferation (Jayakumar et al., 2010; Yang et al., 2010).
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1.8.4. Poly vinyl alcohol
Poly vinyl alcohol (PVA) is a chemically inert, non-toxic, water soluble
and biocompatible polymer which is used in the chemical, biomedical and
pharmaceutical industry (Chuang et al., 1999; Hassan and Peppas, 2000;
Hong, 2007; Sung et al., 2010). In the biomedical and pharmaceutical
industries, PVA is used to stabilize colloids, can be incorporated into wound
dressings, artificial skin, transdermal patches, implantable medical materials
(e.g.

artificial pancreas

and

cardiovascular devices).

Drug

delivery

applications include hydrogel and eye drop viscosity enhancer as well as an
emulsifier in oral liquid formulations (Chuang et al., 1999; Galya et al., 2008;
Shah et al., 2008; Takeuchi et al., 1998; Li et al., 2000). The properties of
PVA vary with molecular weight, degree of hydrolysis and the arrangement of
hydrogen bonding within the polymer (Li et al., 2000; Pal et al., 2007a). The
degree of hydrolysis of PVA determines the solubility and resulting bulk
properties (Hassan and Peppas, 2000), whereas the presence of hydroxyl
groups in PVA contributes to the high water solubility and hydrogen bonding
(Li et al., 2000). Solubility of PVA is also affected by the molecular weight,
particle size distribution and particle crystallinity (Pal et al., 2007a).

PVA can be incorporated into liposome formulations to increase product
stability (Mu and Zhong, 2006). Liposome surface coating with PVA usually
occurs via a simple physical adsorption interaction (Takeuchi et al., 1998).
Interaction of PVA with liposomes may result in better encapsulation
efficiency and prolonged release of small molecular weight hydrophilic
markers such as calcein (Mu and Zhong, 2006) by improving bilayer integrity.
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In this investigation PVA was used to emulsify TTO to form an oil-inwater emulsion. This will allow more efficient encapsulation into the aqueous
liposome core, reduce loss and degradation of volatile components which
may affect the oil’s therapeutic activity (Martín et al., 2010). Emulsifying
essential oils can also improve hydrophobic and hydrophilic component
distribution due to reduced droplet size (Martín et al., 2010).

1.9. Combined antimicrobial agent preparations (TTO and Ag+) with
controlled release delivery systems (liposomes) applied to wound
management
Formulations of antimicrobial agents, have been developed to achieve
targetted localized delivery whilst avoiding possible side effects (Vowden and
Cooper, 2006). Such formulation approaches include combining antimicrobial
agents as well as incorporating them into smart delivery device such as
liposomes and hydrogels. Used alone, Ag+ and TTO both demonstrate
efficient antimicrobial properties against representative wound pathogens
(Carson et al., 2005; Silver et al., 2006). While TTO and Ag+ are active in
their own right, both have been combined with other antimicrobial agents in
the treatment of skin infections. For example TTO has been combined with
chlorhexidine in vitro (Karpanen et al., 2008) with the aim to developing a
feasible treatment to enhance removal of skin bacteria prior to invasive
surgical procedures. Silver is combined with a sulphonamide to form silver
sulfadiazine (SSD) used as a treatment for burns which is more effective than
silver or sulfadiazine alone (Rai et al., 2009). Other known combinations of
SSD used in wound management and clinical practice include SSD-cerium
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nitrate (Vehmeyer-Heeman et al., 2006) and SSD-chlorhexidine (Fraser et al.,
2004). However, the effective antimicrobial activity of Ag+ combined with TTO
has only recently been reported (Low et al., 2011).

Despite the versatility of silver and TTO against a wide range of
different microorganisms, there are reports of side effects and toxicity
associated with the misuse of these agents. A possible approach to
minimising unwanted side effects would be to use lower concentrations of the
agents in combination, to produce an enhanced, preferably synergistic, effect.
This would allow the quantity of antimicrobial agents in use to be reduced
and has implications both for the environment (in terms of manufacturing)
and to patients (to reduce heavy drug loading at infection sites).

Alongside combination treatments, the application of controlled release
delivery systems may also enhance the efficacy of antimicrobial agents for
various chronic wound infections, especially if the side effects can be
minimised further. Liposomes have a long and successful history of
delivering drugs/agents to specific targets within mammalian systems, often
with enhanced activity. Encapsulation in liposomes is particularly effective
against pathogenic microorganisms where poor permeability of the free drug
through the cell envelope results in low activity. The entrapment of these
agents within liposomes may (a) improve their effectiveness per se and (b)
may permit them to be administered parentally for internal infections.
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Part of this investigation is to develop stable liposome-encapsulated
TTO or Ag+ formulations. This will be followed by in vitro investigations of the
antimicrobial efficacy of encapsulated versus free agents, when used singly
and in combination against common representative skin pathogens, namely
C. albicans, P. aeruginosa and S. aureus.
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1.10.Aims and objective

The aims of the project are to investigate the in vitro antimicrobial
efficacy of Ag+ (as silver nitrate, AgNO3) alone and in combination with TTO
against representative wound infecting organisms, namely P. aeruginosa, S.
aureus and C. albicans. Following this, further studies will be carried out to
develop stable, targetable, smart delivery systems for the administration of
Ag+ and TTO. This investigation, aims to characterise and optimise both
preparation techniques and formulation of lipidic and polymeric delivery
systems.
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CHAPTER 2: METHODS AND MATERIALS
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2.

Methods and materials

2.1. Preparation of microbial growth media
Tryptone soy broth (TSB), tryptone soy agar (TSA), malt extract broth
(MEB) and malt extract agar (MEA) were obtained from Lab M, Lancashire,
U.K. and prepared according to manufacturer’s recommendations. Media
were sterilized by autoclaving at 121oC for 15 minutes. TSA and MEA were
cooled to 45oC prior to pouring into sterile plastic Petri dishes (Sarstedt,
Leicester, U.K.).

TTO-neutralising agar plates were prepared by adding 0.7 g/L lecithin
(S100, purity grade > 90%, Lipoid, Ludwigshafen, Germany) and 5.0 g/L
Tween 80 (Sigma Aldrich, Gillingham, U.K.) per litre of TSA. These values
were based on the Acumedia’s recipe for Letheen Broth 7105 (Acumedia,
Lansing, U.S.A.).

2.2. Preparation of microbial cultures
Freeze dried stock cultures of P. aeruginosa (NCIB 8295) and S.
aureus (NCIB 6571) from the University of Wolverhampton collection were
reconstituted in sterile TSB. Cultures were resuscitated by overnight growth
at 37oC in a controlled aerobic environment orbital shaker (Series 25, New
Brunswick Scientific Co. Inc. Edison, New Jersey, U.S.A.) operating at 50
cycles per minute. C. albicans (NCYC 854) cultures were similarly
resuscitated from the University of Wolverhampton stock culture collection
using sterile MEB and incubation at 37oC for 48 hours. Prior to experimental
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use, overnight broth cultures were diluted with sterile broth to give a starter
inoculum culture of approximately 1x107 colony forming units (CFU)/mL.

2.3. Preparation of silver nitrate (AgNO3) solution and TTO
Silver nitrate solutions were freshly prepared for each experiment by
aseptically adding required amounts of AgNO3 (99.85% purity, contents
contain 63.5% Ag+, Acros Organics, Geel, Belgium) into sterile distilled water.
The prepared Ag+ solutions were kept in sterile, capped universal tubes
wrapped with aluminium foil, to limit oxidation of the Ag+ due to exposure to
light and air. Tea tree oil (TTO) (ISO 4730:2004, Aromatiques Essential Oils
and Perfume, Wirral, U.K.) was used as supplied. Contamination checks
were performed for both Ag+ solution and TTO by plating replicate 100 µL
samples on TSA and MEA, incubating for 24 hours at 37oC after which plates
were examined for growth. The absence of viable colonies was taken to be
indicative of the sterility of the stock solutions.

2.4. Preparation of TTO:PVA30-70kDa

emulsion and

Ag+:PVA30-70kDa

solution
Polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) solutions were made by dissolving sufficient
PVA30-70kDa (87-90% hydrolyzed, Sigma Aldrich, Gillingham, U.K.) to prepare
1% w/v solution in sterile distilled water using a 50oC heated magnetic stirrer.
TTO:PVA30-70kDa emulsions were prepared by sonicating (Bandelin Sonopuls
HD2200, Bandelin Electconic, Germany) TTO with 1% PVA 30-70kDa solution
(ratio of TTO:PVA 40:60% v/v) for 1 minute. Ag+:PVA30-70kDa solutions were
prepared by dissolving sufficient amount of AgNO3 into a prepared 1% w/v
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PVA30-70kDa solution. Contamination checks were performed by plating 100 µL
samples on TSA and MEA. No microbial colonies were observed following 24
hours incubation at 37oC.

2.5. Viable counts
The extent of microbiocidal activity of the agents against the
microorganisms was determined by conducting viable counts, according to
the Miles and Misra technique (Miles et al., 1938). Samples (30 µL) obtained
from the experimental flasks were serially diluted from 10 -1 to 10-8 using 96wells microtitre plates with wells pre-filled with 270 µL sterile TSB or MEB.
Triplicates of agar plates were inoculated (20 µL) for each of the tenfold
dilution. The droplets were allowed to dry and the plates were incubated at
37oC overnight, prior to counting the number of colonies.

Viable counts of samples from experiments involving TTO:PVA30-70kDa
against Ps. aeruginosa were conducted by spread plating 100 µL samples of
the neat, 10-1 and 10-2 dilutions in TSB on sterile TTO-neutralising agar
plates.

2.6. Minimum inhibitory concentration (MIC) and minimum lethal
concentration (MLC)
MIC and MLC of TTO and AgNO3 were determined using broth dilution
assay. Serial or proportional dilutions, as required, of Ag+ and TTO were
prepared aseptically in sterile tubes using sterile TSB or MEB as appropriate.
The concentration range of the agents used in this investigation was between
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1.016x10-4 to 3.175x10-1% w/v Ag+, and 3.125x10-2 to 4% v/v TTO. To
determine the MIC and MLC of TTO against P. aeruginosa, a concentration
range of 8 to 100% v/v TTO was used.

Additionally, the MIC and MLC of Ag+:PVA30-70kDa and TTO:PVA30-70kDa
(diluted from a stock emulsion containing ratio of 40% TTO:60% [1% PVA3070kDa],

prepared via the method detailed in section 2.4) were also determined

using this method. The concentration ranges of TTO:PVA30-70kDa and
Ag+:PVA30-70kDa used were: P. aeruginosa, 1 to 6% v/v TTO:PVA30-70kDa and
7.94x10-4 to 2.54x10-2 Ag+:PVA30-70kDa; S. aureus, 0.1 to 0.6% v/v TTO:PVA3070kDa

and 2.54x10-3 to 8.13x10-2 Ag+:PVA30-70kDa, and C. albicans, 0.1 to

0.35% v/v TTO:PVA30-70kDa and 3.18.0x10-4 to 1.02x10-2 Ag+:PVA30-70kDa.

Each dilution (final volume of 5 mL) was inoculated with 50 μL of starter
culture to give a final concentration of between 1x105 to 1x106 CFU per tube.
Tubes were incubated for 18 hours at 37oC and inspected for visible growth
(turbidity). The MIC was taken to be the lowest concentration along the series
with no visible growth. Samples from concentrations with no visible growth
were plated on equivalent agar media and the MLC was determined as the
lowest concentration showing no visible colony formation after incubation for
18 hours at 37oC. When control tubes showed turbidity due to the agent per
se, all tubes in the test series were plated to determine the MLC. MIC and
MLC values determined this way were used as guideline concentrations for
the subsequent time kill studies and determination of synergism between the
combined agents.
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2.7. Chequerboard assay
Following the determination of the MLC, the antimicrobial action of the
agents in combination were determined using the chequerboard assay as
described in Karpanen et al., 2008. The concentration ranges of the agents
used are detailed in Table 10 and Table 11.

Table 10: Chequerboard assay detailing the concentration of TTO and
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AgNO3
(Ag+)
% w/v
TTO
% v/v

0.0080
(5.08x10-3)
0.0040
(2.54x10-3)
0.0025
(1.59x10-3)
0.0020
(1.27x10-3)
0.0015
(9.53x10-4)
0.0010
(6.35x10-4)
0.0008
(5.08x10-4)
0.0006
(3.81x10-4)
0.0005
(3.18x10-4)
0.0004
(2.54x10-4)
0.0002
(1.27x10-4)

AgNO3 used against the microorganisms

▲
▲
▲
▲



▲







▲



* Note: The microorganism exposed to the indicated concentration of agents is represented
by the following symbols: (▲) P. aeruginosa, () S. aureus and () C. albicans.
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Table 11: Chequerboard assay detailing the concentration of TTO:PVA 30-
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* Note: The microorganism exposed to the indicated concentration of agents is represented
by the following symbols: (▲) P. aeruginosa, () S. aureus and () C. albicans.
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0

and Ag+:PVA30-70kDa used against the microorganisms
0.016
(1.02x10-2)
0.0080
(5.08x10-3)
0.0040
(2.54x10-3)
0.0025
(1.59x10-3)
0.002
(1.27x10-3)
0.0015
(9.53x10-4)
0.001
(6.35x10-4)
0.0008
(5.08x10-4)
0.0006
(3.81x10-4)
0.0005
(3.18x10-4)
0.0004
(2.54x10-4)
0.0002
(1.27x10-4)

70kDa
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The MLC values from the chequerboard assay were used to calculate
the fractional lethal concentration (FLC) and FLC index (FLCI) according to
the formulae below:

FLC 

MLC of antimicrobial agent in combination
MLC of antimicrobial agent alone
Equation 1a

FLCI  FLC of Agent 1  FLC of Agent 2
Equation 1b

On the basis of FLCI, the interaction of the agents was identified as
synergistic (FLCI ≤0.5), indifferent (FLCI between >0.5 to 4.0) and
antagonistic (FLCI ≥4.0) see Karpanen et al., 2008.

Similarly, the effective lower combination concentration of TTO:PVA 3070kDa

and Ag:PVA30-70kDa was determined using the chequerboard assay. The

obtained results were used as guideline concentrations for subsequent time
kill analysis when using the agents in combination.

2.8. Preparation of liposome encapsulated agents via Reverse-phase
Evaporation Vesicle (REV) method
Liposome suspensions (10 mg/mL) were prepared by the Reversephase Evaporation Vesicles (REV) method adapted from Szoka and
Papahadjopoulos, 1978. Phosphatidylcholine (PC) and cholesterol (CH)
(Sigma grade ≥99%, Sigma Aldrich, Gillingham, U.K.) 2:1 molar ratio were
dissolved in chloroform (≥99%, Sigma Aldrich, Gillingham, U.K.).

This
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organic lipid solution was then added slowly into the aqueous phase (1 part
organic lipid into 10 parts aqueous phase) with constant magnetic stirring in a
sterile beaker. The bulk aqueous phase consisted of either:


Sterile distilled water, or



2.5% AgNO3 solution, or



TTO:PVA30-70kDa 40:60% v/v emulsion, or



Mixture of 50:50% v/v TTO:PVA30-70kDa emulsion + Ag+:PVA30-70kDa (to
produce lipo-TTO-Ag+-PVA30-70kDa as detailed in Table 12).

Each beaker was loosely covered with aluminium foil to reduce light
oxidation whilst allowing solvent (chloroform) evaporation. Lipid emulsions
were left to stir for 8 hours to form a homogenous liposome suspension
before centrifugation (Mistral 1000 centrifuge, MSE, London, U.K.) at 4000x g
for 15 minutes. The supernatant was discarded and the pellet (liposome
encapsulated agent/s) was re-suspended with sterile distilled water up to the
initial volume. Re-suspended liposome pellets were analysed to determine
the amount of encapsulated monoterpene (vanillin assay) and Ag+ (ICP
analysis).
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Table 12: Formulations used to prepare lipo-TTO-Ag+-PVA30-70kDa for
experiments against the named microorganism
Microorganism
C. albicans

S. aureus

P. aeruginosa

Formulations
TTO:1% PVA30-70kDa (40:60% v/v) emulsion +
0.0762% w/v Ag+ in 1% PVA30-70kDa (1:1 v/v)
TTO:1% PVA30-70kDa (40:60% v/v) emulsion +
0.1524% w/v Ag+ in 1% PVA30-70kDa (1:1 v/v)
TTO:1% PVA30-70kDa (40:60% v/v) emulsion +
1.27% w/v Ag+ in 1% PVA30-70kDa (1:1 v/v)

2.9. Time kill studies using free and liposome encapsulated agent(s)
singly and in combination
Triplicate test flasks were prepared containing 90 mL of TSB or MEB
with sufficient agent to achieve the MLC upon inoculation with 10 mL of
starter inoculum culture giving a final cell concentration of between 1x105 to
1x106 CFU/mL. Similarly, triplicate control flasks containing TSB or MEB
were prepared by substituting the antimicrobial agents with inert agents
(sterile distilled water for AgNO3 solution and sterile liquid paraffin for TTO) to
simulate the physical conditions in the test flasks. All flasks were incubated at
37oC in a shaking water bath (Mickle Laboratory Engineering Co. Ltd.,
Guildford, U.K.) oscillating at 50 cycles per minute. In all control experiments
the microorganisms showed normal overnight batch culture proliferation.

Samples were taken at time zero, 15 minutes and then every 30
minutes up to 2.5 hours post-inoculation. One further sample was taken at 24
hours post-inoculation. Viability at each sample time was assessed by
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determining the CFU/mL in the culture using the viable counts method
(detailed in section 2.5)

2.10.Hydrogel formulation
The 25% and 50% w/v sodium phosphate (Na-P) solutions were
prepared by dissolving 25 g and 50 g of sodium phosphate monobasic
monohydrate (ACS reagent 98-102%, Sigma Aldrich, Schnelldorf, Germany)
respectively into 100 mL sterile distilled water. Chitosan solutions (100 mL of
1.25% or 2.5% w/v) were prepared by:
i.

stirring the required amount of chitosan (Sigma Aldrich, Schnelldorf,
Germany) in 99 mL of sterile distilled water

ii.

slowly adding 1.0 mL of glacial acetic acid (dropwise) and leave
solution stirring to full dissolution.

Phosphate buffer saline (PBS) (Invitrogen Corporation, Camarillo, U.S.A.)
was prepared according to manufacturer’s recommendation and autoclaved
prior to use. The 10% w/v PVA solution was prepared by adding 10 g of PVA
in upto 100 mL sterile distilled water.

In the initial trial-formulation stage, ionically cross-linked chitosan
hydrogels were prepared by mixing various compositional ratio volumes of
chitosan solution (either medium or low viscousity at concentrations

of

1.25% or 2.5% w/v), Na-P (either 25% or 50% w/v solution), and 10% w/v
PVA (13-23kDa or 31-50kDa) solution as detailed in Table 13. The
components were mixed using sterile syringes and transferred into sterile
Petri dishes, covered and allowed to set.
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The physical stability of each hydrogel formulation was assessed firstly
by the formation of uniform hydrogels. Following that, discs of hydrogel
(diameter 8 mm) were cut and placed in a clean Petri dish with 20 mL of
distilled water. Hydrogel formulation discs that maintained their shape, could
be easily cut out and handled, as well as remaining stable after incubation in
water were chosen for further study.

TTO:PVA-loaded hydrogels were prepared by adding emulsified TTO
(TTO and PVA [35:65 v/v ratio]) to produce hydrogels with final TTO
concentration of 5 or 7% v/v.

Table 13: Composition ratio of hydrogel formulations
Volume ratio of the hydrogel components
Ratio code

Chitosan(1.25% or 2.5%

PVA(13-23kDa or 31-

w/v)

50kDa)

A

1

1

1

B

2

2

1

C

4

4

1

D

4

2

1

E

4

1

1

F

4

1

2

G

4

1

3

H

3

1

2

Na-P(25% or 50% w/v)

Subsequently the amount of TTO and chitosan released from these trial
formulation hydrogels was quantified. TTO-encapsulated hydrogel discs (8
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mm diameter) were incubated in 20 mL PBS in room temperature. At time
zero and at every hour up to 6 hours, 6 mL of PBS was sampled, and
replaced by 6 mL of fresh PBS. Further samples were taken after 7.5 and 24
hours. Ninhydrin and monoterpene quantification assays were subsequently
performed to determine the amount of chitosan and TTO released.

Following the initial trial formulations confirming the feasibility of
hydrogels to deliver TTO, another batch of hydrogels containing 35% TTO:
65% PVA30-70kDa v/v, Ag+ and TTO:Ag+:PVA30-70kDa were produced. It was found

that the Ag+ solutions used in the formulations also acted as the crosslinker.
Hence in the formulations containing Ag+, the Na-P crosslinker was
substituted with 1% or 2% w/v AgNO3. The emulsion of TTO:Ag+:PVA30-70kDa
was prepared by dissolving sufficient AgNO3 in 10% w/v PVA30-70kDa, adding
sufficient TTO and sonicating the mixture for 3 minutes. The concentration of
TTO:Ag+:PVA30-70kDa used were as follows:
i.

40% TTO: 0.5% AgNO3

ii.

20% TTO: 1.0% AgNO3

Table 14 shows the detailed composition of stable hydrogels containing TTO
and/or Ag+, which were used for antimicrobial studies.
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Table 14: Formulation details of hydrogels containing TTO and/or Ag+
(a) TTO hydrogels
Effective
amount
of TTO
(% v/v)

Effective
amount
of Ag+ (%
w/v)

6.667
6.667
6.667
8.333
6.667
8.333
6.667
6.667
6.667
6.667
6.667
6.667

Hydrogel
formulation

Vol. of
chitosan
(mL)

L1
L2
L3
L4
M1
M2
M3
M4
H1
H2
H3
H4

10
17
8
7
12.5
11.75
12
12
10
13
22
10

Vol. of
20%
TTO:
0.5%
AgNO3
(mL)

Vol. of
20%
TTO: 1%
AgNO3
(mL)

Vol. of
1% w/v
AgNO3
(mL)

Vol. of
2% w/v
AgNO3
(mL)

Vol. of
25% NaP
(mL)

Vol. of
50% NaP
(mL)
7

17
9
9
2.5
4.25
5
5
1
4
7
7

35%
TTO:
65%
PVA3070kDa (mL)

Vol. of
10%
PVA3070kDa (mL)

4
8
4
5
4
5
4
4
4
4
8
4

6
5

Colour legend:
1.25% w/v chitosan

2.5% chitosan

1.25% w/v chitosan

2.5% chitosan

1.25% w/v chitosan

2.5% chitosan

low viscosity

low viscosity

medium viscosity

medium viscosity

high viscosity

high viscosity
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Table 14 continued
(b) Ag+ hydrogels

Effective
amount of
TTO (% v/v)

Effective
amount of
Ag+ (% w/v)
0.2117
0.1588
0.7257
0.635
0.7862
0.1512
0.2117
0.6048
0.635
0.0605
0.4233
0.635

Hydrogel
formulation

Vol. of
chitosan
(mL)

L5
L6
L7
L8
L9
M5
M6
M7
M8
H5
H6
H7

28
10.5
9
10.5
8
10
7
22
10.5
14
14
14

Vol. of
0.75% w/v
AgNO3
(mL)

Vol. of 1%
w/v AgNO3
(mL)

Vol. of 2%
w/v AgNO3
(mL)

Vol. of 25%
NaP (mL)

Vol. of 50%
NaP (mL)

7

Vol. of 10%
PVA30-70kDa
(mL)
7
3.5

7
12
10.5
13
5
7

6
7
20
10.5
2
7
10.5

5

Colour legend:
1.25% w/v chitosan

2.5% chitosan

1.25% w/v chitosan

2.5% chitosan

1.25% w/v chitosan

2.5% chitosan

low viscosity

low viscosity

medium viscosity

medium viscosity

high viscosity

high viscosity
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Table 14 continued
(c) Ag++TTO:PVA hydrogels

Effective Effective
Vol. of
amount amount
Hydrogel
chitosan
of TTO
of Ag+ formulation
(mL)
(% v/v)
(% w/v)
5.7143
6.667
10.95
5.7143
5.714
13.333
10.48
1.795
6.6667
8.571
9.524
10

0.0454
0.2117
0.3477
0.0454
0.1814
0.1058
0.3326
0.057
0.0529
0.2721
0.3024
0.3175

L10
L11
L12
M9
M10
M11
M12
H8
H9
H10
H11
H12

12
14
9.5
12
11
7
10
21.5
10.5
12
11
10.5

Vol. of
20% TTO:
0.5%
AgNO3
(mL)
3

Vol. of
20% TTO:
1%
AgNO3
(mL)

Vol. of
0.75% w/v
AgNO3
(mL)

Vol. of 1%
w/v
AgNO3
(mL)

Vol. of 2%
w/v
AgNO3
(mL)

Vol. of
25% NaP
(mL)

Volume
of 10%
PVA(30-

Vol. of
50% NaP
(mL)

70kDa)

(mL)
5

1
7
11.5

3

0.75

5.25
4
7

6
7
11
3.5

14
7

3.5
9
10
10.5

Colour legend:
1.25% w/v chitosan

2.5% chitosan

1.25% w/v chitosan

2.5% chitosan

1.25% w/v chitosan

2.5% chitosan

low viscosity

low viscosity

medium viscosity

medium viscosity

high viscosity

high viscosity
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The antimicrobial effect of the TTO encapsulated hydrogels was tested
using a standard well diffusion method. Overnight cultures of P. aeruginosa
and S. aureus, were adjusted accordingly to the following absorbance
reading at 500 nm based on the BSAC disc diffusion method guidelines
(Andrews, 2009):


P. aeruginosa - > 0.1 – 0.3



S. aureus - > 0.3 – 0.6

Overnight cultures of C. albicans were used without dilution in the disc
diffusion experiments, as they contained sufficient number of cells for the
experiments. The adjusted cultures were swabbed on the surface of the agar
plates in

triplicate according to the BSAC disc diffusion method

recommendations. A well (12 mm diameter) was bored in the middle of the
agar plate using a sterile metal borer. The hydrogel was placed in the well
and incubated overnight at 37oC, prior to measuring the diameter of the
inhibition zone.

2.11.Inductively Coupled Plasma (ICP) analysis to determine the
amount of Ag+
Prior to analysis on the ICP (Spectro Ciros Charged Coupled Device,
CCD, Spectro, Germany), 1 mL samples were centrifuged at 13,000 r.p.m.
(equivalent to 11941x g) for 8 minutes using a microcentrifuge (Sanyo, MSE
Micro Centaur, London, U.K.). The resulting pellet was micro-digested by
adding 1 mL of nitric acid (analytical grade inorganic acid, 69-72%, BDH,
VWR International Ltd., Lutterworth, U.K.), mixed and allowed to react for 15
minutes. This was followed by addition of 0.5mL hydrogen peroxide (100%
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volumes >30% w/v, Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc., Loughborough, U.K.). After
15 minutes, the micro-digested samples were transferred to glass test tubes
and 8.4mL of ultrapure water (Purelab Option-Q, Elga, U.K.) was added. The
samples were transferred into the ICP sampler tubes and loaded on the autosampler rack.

2.12.Vanillin assay for the determination of monoterpene release from
TTO
One of the major components of TTO, terpinen-4-ol, is a monoterpene.
A colorimetric method for determining the total monoterpene content using
2.5% w/v vanillin (ReagentPlus® grade, Acros Organics, Geel, Belgium) in
concentrated sulphuric acid (Philip Harris Scientific, Lichfield, U.K.), was
adapted from Doneva-Šapceska et al., 2006. To test tubes containing 5 mL
of sample, 2.5 mL of vanillin reagent was added and mixed, prior to heating
in a 60oC beaker water bath for 20 minutes. The samples were then cooled
to 25oC (approximately 5 minutes) in an ice-water bath. A blank sample was
also prepared with 5 mL distilled water. Absorbance of the samples was
measured spectrophotometrically at 608 nm (Cecil 1000 Series, Cecil
Instruments, Cambridge, U.K.). A standard curve was constructed for
terpinen-4-ol ranging between 2.048x10-5% - 40% v/v TTO in 1% w/v PVA3070kDa

(represented in Figure 5a – points are the mean of three readings ±

standard deviation).

For more concentrated samples of TTO, samples were diluted with
water prior to assay to ensure that the recorded absorbance readings were
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within the linear region of the calibration curve (Figure 5a). The re-suspended
pellet from lipo-TTO:PVA30-70kDa formulations were assayed to determine the
amount of encapsulated TTO. Samples from time kill experiments (2 x 1.5
mL) were centrifuged at 13,000 r.p.m. for 8 minutes using the microcentrifuge.
A blank sample was also prepared with 3 mL of untreated cells. The
supernatants were discarded and the pellets were re-suspended to the initial
volume with sterile distilled water.

Figure 5a: Standard curve of monoterpene quantification using vanillin
reagent

2.13.Gas chromatography-mass spectrometry (GC-MS)
All samples for GC-MS (GC: Varian Star 3400 CX, MS: Varian Saturn
2000, Spectralab, Ontario, Canada) analysis were prepared, sealed in amber
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stained glass GC-MS vials, wrapped in aluminium foil and kept at 4oC prior to
analysis at De Montfort University (Leicester, U.K.). Two batches of neat TTO
samples used in this study were analysed to determine the oil composition.
These were analysed as 5% v/v neat TTO in hexane. Subsequently, a stock
of lipo-TTO:PVA30-70kDa was prepared and 1 mL of the initial lipid emulsion,
the pellet and supernatant were diluted accordingly with ispropanol
(Appendix 7) prior to analysis to determine the encapsulation efficiency.
Investigation on the release of terpinen-4-ol from the prepared lipoTTO:PVA30-70kDa was performed by taking 1 mL samples from triplicate
conical flasks, each containing 80 mL of sterile TSB and 20 mL of lipoTTO:PVA30-70kDa formulation stock at specific time intervals similar to those in
the time kill studies. These samples were centrifuged at 10,000 r.p.m.
(equivalent to 7078x g) using the microcentrifuge for 5 minutes. The broth
was kept in sealed glass vials at 4oC. These samples were analysed to
determine the amount of terpinen-4-ol released into the broth (see Appendix
7).

2.14.Chitosan assay (Ninhydrin assay)
Quantification of chitosan was performed using a colorimetric ninhydrin
assay adapted from Leane et al., 2004. Lithium acetate buffer (4M) was
prepared by dissolving 4.08 g of lithium acetate dihydrate (Aldrich grade 98%,
Sigma Aldrich, Milwaukee, U.S.A.) in 10 mL distilled water and adjusted to
pH 5.2 using glacial acetic acid. Ninhydrin reagent was prepared by adding
0.8 g ninhydrin (ACS reagent, Sigma Aldrich, Bangalore, India) and 0.12 g
hydrindantin (Sigma Aldrich, Vienna, Austria) in 30 mL dimethylsulphoxide
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(DMSO) (Calbiochem, EMD Chemicals, San Diego, U.S.A.) into 10 mL of 4M
lithium acetate buffer. Ninhydrin reagent (0.5 mL) was added to 0.5 mL of
sample in a capped test tube. Blanks sample were prepared by substituting
the sample with 0.5 mL of distilled water. The contents were mixed and
heated in boiling water for 30 minutes, cooled and 15 mL of 50:50
ethanol:water cosolvent mixture added. The contents of each tube were
vortexed for 15 seconds to ensure complete oxidization of the excess
hydrindantin, prior to measuring absorbance spectrophotometrically at
570nm (Cecil 1000 Series). A standard curve was constructed for chitosan
concentrations between 3.91x10-5 to 0.02% w/v (represented in Figures 5b
and 5c – points are the mean of three readings ± standard deviation).

Figure 5b: Standard curve of low viscosity chitosan quantification using
ninhydrin assay
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Figure 5c: Standard curve of medium viscosity chitosan quantification using
ninhydrin assay

2.15. Fluorescent microscopy, SEM and TEM
2.15.1. Fluorescence microscopy
Lipo-Ag+ stock was prepared according to the REV method using 50 mL
aqueous bulk phase of 0.01% w/v AgNO3. Small samples (1 mL) of the
prepared liposomal suspension, were centrifuged for 1 minute at 13,000
r.p.m. using the microcentrifuge and the supernatant was discarded. Pellets
were re-suspended with sterile distilled water and centrifuged again before
mounting the pellet on the glass slides using the fine tip of a glass pipette.
One drop of 0.01% w/v acridine orange (BDH Lab Supplies, Poole, England)
fluorescent stain was added to the mounted sample and covered with a slide
cover. All four sides of the slide cover were sealed with nail varnish to reduce
rapid movement of the sample suspension due to capillary effect. Samples
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were viewed under the fluorescence microscope (Nikon ‘Eclipse’ ME600,
Nikon Corp., Japan; Camera: Spot RT Color, Diagnostic Instruments Inc.,
Michigan, U.S.A.) using the Nikon G2A filter at 1000x magnification.

2.15.2. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM)
Cacodylate buffer (0.2M) was prepared by dissolving 42.8 g sodium
cacodylate (BDH Lab Supplies, Poole, U.K.) in 800 mL distilled water,
followed by 6.9 mL 1M hydrochloric acid (HCl) (Fisher Scientific,
Loughborough, U.K.). The solution was adjusted to pH 7.3 with HCl and
made up to a final volume of 1 L with distilled water. The 2.5% v/v
glutaraldehyde was prepared by adding 10 mL glutaraldehyde (25% v/v, BDH
Lab Supplies, Poole, U.K.) to a mixture of 50 mL cacodylate buffer and 40
mL distilled water. The 1.0% w/v osmium tetroxide was prepared by
dissolving 0.1 g osmium tetroxide (BDH Lab Supplies, Poole, U.K.) in 5 mL
distilled water followed by subsequent addition of 5 mL cacodylate buffer.
The alcohol solutions at 30%, 50%, 70% and 90% v/v were prepared by
adding sufficient absolute alcohol (Fisher Scientific, Loughborough, U.K.) to
distilled water.

Overnight cultures of microorganisms were treated with concentrations
of Ag+ at 2x MLC in suitable broth for 1.5 hours in a 37 oC shaking water bath.
Following

exposure,

1.5

mL

samples

were

centrifuged

using

the

microcentrifuge at 13,000 r.p.m. for 3 minutes. The supernatant was
discarded and pellet was resuspended with 1.5 mL sterile distilled water. The
content was centrifuged again, supernatant discarded and the pellet was
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resuspended with 500 µL glutaraldehyde. The content was mixed and
centrifuged again before fresh 500 µL glutaraldehyde was added. After 1
hour, the content was centrifuged and the supernatant was replaced with 500
µL osmium tetroxide. The content was mixed, centrifuged and the
supernatant was replaced with 500 µL 30% v/v alcohol solution.

Cells were dehydrated by repeatedly washing (centrifuging) and
incubating

samples

for

30

minutes

at

increasing

alcohol

solution

concentration (30%, 50%, 70%, 90%, 100% and 100% v/v), followed by
critical drying using the critical point dryer (Polaron, CPD7501, Quorum
Technologies, West Sussex, U.K.). The prepared samples were then kept in
a desiccator until they are mounted on the SEM stubs. The samples stubs
were coated with gold particles prior to analysis using the SEM (Zeiss
EVO®50, Carl Zeiss AG, Oberkochen, Germany). Samples that were not
immediately subjected to critical point drying were kept suspended in 70% v/v
alcohol solution. Cell sizes and size distributions (based on cell volumes)
were derived by using the equations available in Appendix 6.

2.15.3. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM)
Preparation and sample processing of all TEM samples were conducted
in the Microscopy Department in Birmingham University, U.K. After 24 hours
exposure to Ag+, 1.5 mL of sample from time kill studies flasks were
centrifuged for 3 minutes at 3000 r.p.m. (equivalent to 637x g) and washed
with 2.5% glutaraldehyde. Samples were centrifuged again at 3000 r.p.m. for
3 minutes, washed and left suspended in 1.5 mL glutaraldehyde for 1 hour.
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The samples were centrifuged and re-suspended in osmium tetroxide. After
incubating for 1 hour, the samples were repeatedly washed and dehydrated
with increasing concentration of alcohol solution (70%, 90%, 100%, 100%
and dried 100% alcohol). The dehydrated samples were washed with
propylene oxide/resin (ratio 1:1) and left for 45 minutes on a rotator at 4 r.p.m.
for the embedding process to occur.

Samples were centrifuged and the pellet was re-suspended with resin.
The contents were mixed with a clean toothpick and the embedding process
was allowed to continue in an oven at 60oC under vacuum for 20 minutes.
Following that, the resin was left to polymerise under atmospheric pressure in
the oven for 16 hours.

The resin stub samples were then sectioned

(Reichert-Jung Ultracut E ultramicrotome, Reichert-Jung, Vienna, Austria)
and mounted on formvar-coated gold 200 mesh grids (Agar Scientific, Essex,
U.K.). These were stained using 30% uranyl acetate and Reynolds lead
citrate (Appendix 5). Upon completion, photomicrographs were taken using
the TEM (JEOL 1200EX, JEOL, Tokyo, Japan) at 15,000x magnification.
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CHAPTER 3: RESULTS
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3.

Results

3.1. MIC/MLC
Comparing the MIC and/or MLC of the agents, the effective
concentration of TTO needed to kill P. aeruginosa was the highest, followed
by S. aureus and C. albicans. The trend for Ag+ as the antimicrobial agent
shows S. aureus required the highest concentration of Ag+, followed by P.
aeruginosa and C. albicans (Table 15).
Table 15: MIC/MLC of TTO and Ag+ against the microorganisms
Microorganism

Ag+ (% w/v)

TTO (% v/v)
MIC

MLC

MIC

MLC

C. albicans

0.25

0.25

4.45x10-4

6.35x10-4

S. aureus

2.00

2.00

2.54x10-3

5.08x10-3

P. aeruginosa

12.50

16.00

1.27x10-3

1.59x10-3

The MLC of the TTO:PVA emulsion was determined using the same
method; however the addition of emulsion into the broth caused turbidity,
thus making it difficult to obtain MIC data, therefore only the MLC for TTO
emulsified with three different molecular weights of PVA are shown in Table
16.
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Table 16: MLC of emulsified TTO:PVA against the microorganisms

Effective amount of TTO (% v/v) from TTO:PVA
Microorganism
12-23kDa PVA

30-70kDa PVA

70-100kDa PVA

C. albicans

0.15

0.15

0.90

S. aureus

0.40

0.20

0.20

P. aeruginosa

7.00

2.00

8.00

The TTO emulsions prepared using PVA12-23kDa and PVA70-100kDa were
less stable compared to PVA30-70kDa, which is most likely due to variations in
viscosity associated with polymer molecular weight. There was only a slight
separation between the aqueous (broth) and the oil (emulsion of TTO:PVA3070kDa)

phase when the mixture was left standing without agitation. An example

of the appearance of test flasks containing the highest concentration of
TTO:PVA30-70kDa and TTO:PVA70-100kDa emulsion used in this investigation is
shown in Figure 6.
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Figure 6: Dispersion of (i) TTO:PVA70-100kDa in comparison to (ii) TTO:PVA3070kDa

emulsion in time kill experimental test flasks

Hence, all subsequent investigations used emulsions prepared with
PVA30-70kDa; the MIC and MLC results for Ag:PVA(30-70kDa) are summarized in
Table 17.
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Table 17: MIC and MLC of Ag+:1% w/v PVA(30-70kDa) against the
microorganisms
Effective amount of Ag+ (% w/v) from Ag+:PVA30-70kDa
Microorganism
MIC

MLC

C. albicans

3.18x10-4

6.35x10-4

S. aureus

5.08x10-3

5.08x10-3

P. aeruginosa

1.59x10-3

1.59x10-3

Comparing the results in Table 15, Table 16 and Table 17, PVA30-70kDa
emulsified TTO showed enhanced microbiocidal activity thus leading to lower
MLC levels. This may be due to the increased aqueous solubility of the
hydrophilic, microbiocidal components of TTO, which improved droplet
distribution in the broth. However, this was not seen with Ag+:PVA30-70kDa
formulations. AgNO3 is readily water soluble yielding the active Ag+ ion; the
addition of AgNO3 to a PVA30-70kDa solution would not be expected to diminish
the Ag+ content. Therefore, unlike the TTO:PVA30-70kDa formulations, the
amount of active Ag+ in the Ag+:PVA30-70kDa were maintained at the MLC
levels to achieve the required microbiocidal activity.

3.2. Chequerboard assay
3.2.1. Isobolograms
Based on the protocol in Table 10 and Table 11 (Section 2.7), a
graphical method was used to visualize and predict the relationship between
the concentrations of the individual agents. Synergy is defined as the
interaction of two or more agents so that their combined effect is greater than
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the sum of their individual effects. This situation may be represented
graphically by an isobologram (Berenbaum, 1989;

Tallarida, 2001). The

individual concentrations of the agents are plotted on each axis of the graph;
the ‘line of additivity’ is drawn by joining the coordinates on the axes
corresponding to the maximum amount of the single agent needed for its
activity. The ‘line of additivity’ helps to predict the relationship between the
dose pair. Points on the graph above the ‘line of additivity’ usually correspond
to sub-additive relationship for the concentration pair, whilst the area below
the line may corresponds to a super-additive (synergistic) relationship
(Tallarida, 2001).

An unequivocal definition of a synergistic effect is difficult to define
(D'Arrigo et al., 2010). A more refined analysis can be performed using
mathematical models, such as the FLCI (Equation 1a, b in Section 2.7), to
quantify the relationship between concentration pairs. In this study, both the
isobolograms and the FLCI calculations were used to determine if the
concentration pairs were acting synergistically.

Figure 7 (A, B and C) show the isobolograms for the concentration pairs
of TTO and Ag+ which allow selection of potentially synergistic pairs for
further examination (FLCI analysis and time kill studies). Similarly Figure 8 (A,
B and C) were used to select appropriate concentration pairs for TTO:PVA3070kDa

and

Ag+:PVA30-70kDa.

According

to

the

isobolograms,

all

the

concentration pairs chosen for further time kill analysis, fall within the
‘synergistic’ area i.e. below the line of additivity.
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Figure 7: Isobolograms of combined free TTO and Ag+ (without PVA) against
C. albicans (A), S. aureus (B) and P. aeruginosa (C).

* Legend: Active amount of individual agent (□), compensating ratio combination pair (○), line
of additivity of the isobologram (─), selected effective lower combination for time kill studies
()
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Figure 8: Isobolograms of combined TTO:PVA30-70kDa and Ag:PVA30-70kDa
against C. albicans (A), S. aureus (B) and P. aeruginosa (C).

* Legend: Active amount of individual agent (□), compensating ratio combination pair (○), line
of additivity of the isobologram (─), selected effective lower combination for time kill studies
()
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3.2.2. Determination of synergistic combinations of Ag+ with TTO and
TTO:PVA30-70kDa with Ag+:PVA30-70kDa
Using a chequerboard assay, various effective lower combination ratios
of the agents (capable of microbiocidal activity after 24 hours) were
determined. The results in Table 18, summarize the lower effective
concentrations of the combined free agents, as well as the agents prepared
in PVA30-70kDa.

Table 18: Summary of the lower effective concentration of the combined
agents (free and prepared in PVA30-70kDa) against the microorganisms
TTO & Ag+ (Free)
Microorganism

(% v/v & % w/v)
TTO

Ag+

TTO:PVA30-70kDa &
Ag+:PVA30-70kDa
(% v/v & % w/v)
TTO:PVA30-

Ag+:PVA30-

70kDa

70kDa

C. albicans

0.12

2.54x10-4

0.05

2.54x10-4

S. aureus

1.20

3.18x10-4

0.05

6.35x10-4

P. aeruginosa

1.00

3.18x10-4

0.25

3.18x10-4

Table 18 shows the effective concentration of TTO was less after
emulsifying with PVA30-70kDa as compared to free TTO. As discussed above
(section 3.1), this may result from the better distribution of the emulsion (oilin-water) in the aqueous phase, which in turn affects the degree of contact
between microorganisms and agent. When considering free Ag+ with
Ag+:PVA30-70kDa, the amount of Ag+ required remains unchanged for C.
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albicans and P. aeruginosa but shows a slight increase for S. aureus which is
consistent for the agents used individually (Table 15).

3.2.3. Fractional Lethal Concentration Index (FLCI)
A standard mathematical model was used to calculate the FLCI to
determine if the effects of the agent pairs were synergistic, indifferent or
antagonistic. FLCI categorises the interactions as synergistic (FLCI ≤0.5),
indifferent (FLCI between >0.5 to <4.0) and antagonistic (FLCI ≥4.0)
(Karpanen et al., 2008). These values were calculated based on the
combined effective lower concentration ratios of both agents used in the
chequerboard assay as summarized in Table 10 and Table 11.

Table 19: Antimicrobial activities of combined TTO and Ag+ against P.
aeruginosa, S. aureus and C. albicans.
MLC of TTO
(% v/v) in
Mircoorganism
combination
(alone)

FLC
of
TTO

MLC of Ag+
(% w/v) in
combination
(alone)

FLC
of
Ag+

FLCI

Inference

C. albicans

0.12 (0.25)

0.480

2.54x10-4
(6.35x10-4)

0.400

0.880

Indifferent

S. aureus

1.20 (2.00)

0.600

3.18x10-4
(5.08x10-3)

0.063

0.663

Indifferent

P. aeruginosa

1.00 (16.00)

0.063

3.18x10-4
(1.59x10-3)

0.200

0.263

Synergistic

FLCI values from Table 19 confirmed that for P. aeruginosa, the
combined concentrations used were synergistic (0.263). The concentrations
used against C. albicans and S. aureus were classified as indifferent;
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however their respective FLCI values of 0.880 and 0.663 are close to the
synergistic/indifferent band border

(≤0.5/>0.5 to <4.0). These values are

consistent with the position of the combination pairs relative to the “line of
additivity” on the isobolograms for each organism.

Table 20: Antimicrobial activities of combined TTO:PVA30-70kDa and Ag:PVA3070kDa

against P. aeruginosa, S. aureus and C. albicans.

Mircoorganism

C. albicans
S. aureus
P. aeruginosa

MLC of
TTO:PVA3070kDa (% v/v)
in
combination
(alone)
0.05 (0.15)
0.05 (0.20)
0.25 (2.00)

FLC
of
TTO:
PVA30
-70kDa

MLC of
Ag+:PVA3070kDa (% w/v)
in
combination
(alone)

FLC of
Ag+:PVA

FLCI

Inference

30-70kDa

0.333

2.54x10-4
(6.35x10-4)

0.400

0.733

Indifferent

0.250

6.35x10-4
(5.08x10-3)

0.125

0.375

Synergistic

0.125

3.18x10-4
(1.59x10-3)

0.200

0.325

Synergistic

FLCI values in Table 20 show the synergistic status of the combination
pairs in the presence of 1% w/v PVA30-70kDa. Under these conditions synergy
was observed for both P. aeruginosa (0.325) and S. aureus (0.375). The
combination pair used against C. albicans although classed as indifferent
(0.733) once again, is close to the synergistic/indifferent band border
(≤0.5/>0.5 to <4.0). These values are consistent with the position of the
combination pairs relative to the “line of additivity” on the isobolograms for
each microorganism. As with the free agents the amount of TTO required in
the presence of PVA30-70kDa decreased, whereas the amount of Ag+ remained
essentially the same. However, in the presence of PVA 30-70kDa the effective
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combination of agents against S. aureus now has a synergistic effect. This
effect most likely resulted from the increased stability of PVA30-70kDa
emulsified TTO which also enhances the oil’s activity.

3.3. Time kill studies
So far the results presented are based on endpoint values determined
after 24 hours incubation (MIC/MLC). Time kill studies with agents used at
the MLC provide additional information on the kinetic effects of the
treatments within the first 2 to 3 hours of the 24 hours exposure time. These
data together with the MLC and FLCI data may provide a better indication of
the efficacy of microbiocidal activity of the agents. The time kill data, detailed
in Figure 9 (A, B and C) show the efficacy of the agents acting singly and in
combination under suitable growth conditions. Each point in the graph
represents the mean of three readings and the error bars represent the
standard deviation.
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Figure 9: Antimicrobial activity of the free agents acting singly and in
combination against (A) C. albicans (NCY 854), (B) S. aureus (NCIB 6571),
and (C) P. aeruginosa (NCIB 8295).
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Figure 9 continued

P. aeruginosa and S. aureus both show an initial (first 30 minutes) rapid
decrease in CFU (≈2.19 log10 cycles and ≈1.45 log10 cycles respectively)
when treated with TTO at their MLC values. This was followed by a gradual
slow decrease to ≈3.00 log10 cycles and ≈2.35 log10 cycles respectively over
the next 2.0 hours. However, with C. albicans the reduction in viability during
the first 2.5 hours was minimal (≈0.41 log10 cycles). P. aeruginosa showed an
initial rapid decrease in CFU within 30 minutes post-inoculation followed by a
gradual slow decrease in CFU over time. S. aureus showed a less rapid
initial decrease within 30 minutes post-inoculation followed by a gradual
decrease in CFU over time. Conversely, C. albicans showed a slow gradual
decrease over the first 2.5 hours. All microorganisms reached the lowest limit
of detection (LOD) of log10 1.69 ≡ 50 CFU/mL 24 hours after inoculation.
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The order of sensitivity within the first 2.5 hours towards Ag+ was P.
aeruginosa > C. albicans > S. aureus. It is noteworthy that with P. aeruginosa
a rapid progressive drop in CFU is seen and that the viability dropped to the
lowest LOD within 1.5 hours. For C. albicans the initial rapid drop over 30
minutes was followed by a less rapid decline resulting in an overall reduction
of ≈3.05 log10 cycles at 2.5 hours. However S. aureus showed a more
gradual decline of ≈1.98 log10 cycles over the 2.5 hours. For both S. aureus
and C. albicans the CFU mL-1 had fallen below the lowest LOD by 24 hours.

Cultures treated with the agents combined together at the MLC showed
a steep decline in log10 CFU to below the lowest LOD at 15 minutes (P.
aeruginosa) and 30 minutes (C. albicans and S. aureus). For clarity these
data are not included in Figure 9 but are shown in Appendix 1.
.
The enhanced activity when combining the agents at the lower effective
concentrations (from the chequerboard assay) was shown by the rapid
elimination to LOD within 1.5 hours from inoculation. This was 15 minutes for
P. aeruginosa (Figure 9C), 30 minutes for S. aureus (Figure 9B) and 1.5
hours for C. albicans (Figure 9A). The times taken to reduce CFU to the
lowest LOD are consistent with the FLCI values in Table 19. As the FLCI
values move from synergistic to indifferent, the time to reach the lowest LOD
increases as follows; P. aeruginosa 15 minutes (FLCI = 0.263), S. aureus 30
minutes (FLCI = 0.663) and C. albicans 1.5 hours (FLCI = 0.880).
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3.4. Time kill using emulsified and liposome-encapsulated agents
Prior to encapsulation into liposomes, TTO was emulsified with PVA3070kDa.

From Table 16 and Table 17, it is clear that emulsifying TTO in PVA30-

70kDa

results in lower MLC values compared to the MLC of free TTO (Table

15). Each point in the graph represents the mean of three readings and the
error bars represent the standard deviation.

Figure 10: Antimicrobial activity of TTO:PVA30-70kDa against the named
microorganisms

Emulsions of TTO:PVA30-70kDa were, as expected, active in expressing
microbiocidal activity despite the lower concentration used compared to TTO
as a free agent. The reduction in cell survival of P. aeruginosa and C.
albicans showed a more rapid decrease compared to treatment using free
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TTO. P. aeruginosa showed a decrease in CFU/mL of ≈ 4.50 log10 cycles
and C. albicans ≈ 3.23 log10 cycles when exposed for 2.5 hours to
TTO:PVA30-70kDa compared to decreases of ≈ 3.00 log10 cycles and ≈ 0.41
log10 cycles respectively with free TTO. On the other hand, S. aureus showed
a decrease in CFU/mL of ≈ 1.19 log10 cycles CFU at 2.5 hours postinoculation compared to ≈ 2.35 log10 cycles with exposure to free TTO.

The effective MLC concentration of unencapsulated TTO:PVA30-70kDa
emulsion for C. albicans was 0.15% v/v TTO. However, liposome
encapsulated TTO:PVA30-70kDa at this level failed to reduce the viable count to
the lowest LOD even after 24 hours incubation. This may have been due to
the controlled release of the agent from the liposome structure reducing the
bioavailability (and hence microbiocidal concentration). Subsequently the
effective concentration of TTO used in C. albicans time kill experiments was
increased to 0.2625% v/v TTO. The effect of liposome encapsulated
TTO:PVA30-70kDa and Ag+:PVA30-70kDa emulsions on cell survival of C. albicans,
S. aureus and P. aeruginosa is shown in Figure 11 (A, B and C) respectively.
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Figure 11: Antimicrobial activity of liposome encapsulated agents acting
singly and in combination against (A) C. albicans (NCY 854), (B) S. aureus
(NCIB 6571), and (C) P. aeruginosa (NCIB 8295)
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Figure 11 continued

P. aeruginosa has greater sensitivity to liposome encapsulated agents
when compared to C. albicans and S. aureus which showed less apparent
sensitivity (Figure 11A, B and C). When treated with lipo-Ag+, C. albicans
showed a reduction in CFU/mL of ≈ 1.20 log10 cycles and S. aureus ≈ 2.19
log10 cycles at 2.5 hours post-inoculation, while P. aeruginosa showed a
rapid cell reduction to the lowest LOD within 2 hours post-inoculation. Similar
to free Ag+, treatment with lipo-Ag+ also showed antimicrobial activity. Initial
reduction of CFU/mL of S. aureus over the first 30 minutes resulted in a
minimal decrease of ≈0.13 log10 cycles, followed by a gradual decrease of ≈
2.06 log10 cycles over the following 2.0 hours of treatment. Treatment of P.
aeruginosa with lipo-Ag+ showed a consistent decrease rate over the
treatment period (≈ 4.16 log10 cycles over 2 hours) although less rapid when
compared to treatment using free Ag+ (reaching the lowest LOD after 1.5
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hours). The treatment of C. albicans with lipo-Ag+ showed minimal decrease
of ≈ 0.42 log10 cycles at the first 30 minutes of treatment followed by a
gradual decrease of ≈ 0.78 log10 cycles over the following 2.0 hours of
treatment. But the overall time kill curve trends of both free Ag+ and lipo-Ag+
showed relatively similar patterns; CFU/mL were decreased to the lowest
LOD at 24 hours post-inoculation for both C. albicans and S. aureus while P.
aeruginosa decreased to lowest LOD within 2.5 hours (free) or 2.0 hours
(encapsulated) post-inoculation.

Similarly, lipo-TTO:PVA30-70kDa treatment also showed microbiocidal
activity despite using lower amounts of TTO. Treatment of C. albicans
showed a gradual slow decrease in CFU/mL of ≈ 1.26 log10 cycles CFU when
using 0.2625% v/v TTO over the 2.5 hours post-inoculation treatment; similar
to the slow kill curve when treated with 0.2500% v/v TTO. This slow rate of
kill was also observed with S. aureus, whereby the decrease in CFU/mL was
≈ 0.42 log10 cycles CFU over the 2.5 hours. In contrast, P. aeruginosa
showed a rapid decrease in CFU/mL to the lowest LOD within 15 minutes of
treatment.

This enhanced activity was also observed when treating the
microorganisms with a combination of the encapsulated agents. The
decrease of CFU/mL to the lowest LOD was observed for C. albicans after 2
hours exposure to combined liposome encapsulated agents, for S. aureus
after 1.5 hours and for P. aeruginosa after 30 minutes.
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In relation to the FLCI values (Table 19), observations have shown the
time taken to reduce CFU/mL to the lowest LOD increases as the FLCI
values move from synergistic to indifferent. The time taken for the liposomal
agents used in combination to reduce log10 cycle CFU/mL to the lowest LOD
post-inoculation were 2.0 hours for C. albicans (FLCI = indifferent range), 1.5
hours for S. aureus and 0.5 hours for P. aeruginosa (FLCI = synergistic
range). Overall, incubation with the combined liposome encapsulated agents
showed expression of microbiocidal activity against all three microorganisms
reaching the lowest LOD within the first 2.0 hours of incubation.

In all experiments, the cultures in the control flasks showed no evidence
of growth inhibition. This further supports the view that the decline in cell
viability was due to the antimicrobial action of the agents singly and in
combination.

3.5. Quantification of silver ions (Ag+) and TTO (monoterpenes)
The amount of agent/s encapsulated during the liposome formulation
process was quantified using ICP for Ag+ and a colourimetric assay for
monoterpene content of TTO.

3.5.1. ICP analysis for the quantification of silver ions (Ag+).
In all cases, the raw data obtained from the ICP equipment (expressed
in parts per million), were corrected for dilution during the microdigestion
procedure, and re–expressed as % w/v of Ag+. The amount of lipo-Ag+ used
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in each time kill experiment was determined based on the amount of
encapsulated Ag+ obtained via the ICP analysis. Sufficient lipo-Ag+ stock was
added into each test flask to achieve the required MLC or lower effective
concentration ratio of the agent. An example of the calculation is shown in
Appendix 3.

In order to determine the amount of cell-bound Ag+ in the time kill
experimental flasks, samples taken at 15 minutes and 2.5 hours postinoculation were subjected to ICP analysis. The results from the ICP analysis
of cell pellets from C. albicans, S. aureus and P. aeruginosa are shown in
Figure 12 (a), (b) and (c) respectively. From the graphs, it can be observed
that in the absence of TTO, the amount of Ag+ in the pellet of microbial cells
is higher at 15 minutes compared to 2.5 hours post-inoculation. The
reduction in amount of Ag+ at 2.5 hours post-inoculation may be due to the
release of Ag+ into the broth as the antimicrobial activity of Ag+ resulted in
cell death and cell lysis.

Transport of Ag+ to P. aeruginosa and C. albicans cells was shown to
be more efficient using liposomes in comparison to using free Ag +. This is
evident in the increased amount of cell-bound Ag+ at 15 minutes postinoculation, but was not observed for S. aureus. The higher amount of cellbound Ag+ in S. aureus treated with free Ag+ compared to lipo-Ag+ may be
influenced by the characteristic higher affinity of the teichoic acid to freely
available metal cations (Weidenmaier and Peschel, 2008). Encapsulated Ag+
are not freely available and are delayed from having instant contact with the
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cells which results in the observed lower amount of Ag+ when treated with
lipo-Ag+.

Figure 12: ICP analysis of time kill experiment samples (a) C. albicans, (b) S.
aureus, and (c) P. aeruginosa
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Figure 12 continued
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When TTO and Ag+ were used in combination at MLC levels, the
amount of cell-bound Ag+ increased with increased exposure. This may be
due to the effect of TTO trapping the Ag+ in the oil in broth milieu, hence
reducing the immediate availability of Ag+. The increased amount of Ag+ in
the cells at 2.5 hours post-inoculation may be due to the complementary
effect of TTO weakening the cell membranes, which leads to an increased
amount of cell-bound Ag+. Additionally, the Ag+ trapped within oil droplets of
TTO may also reside within the cell membrane bilayer, resulting from the
preferential partitioning of TTO into the cell membrane.

Despite the use of lower effective concentration ratios of both agents,
the amount of Ag+ in the cells were nearly similar both at 15 minutes and 2.5
hours post-inoculation for P. aeruginosa. A slight decrease in the amount of
Ag+ was observed for S. aureus and C. albicans at 2.5 hours post-inoculation.
Due to the different concentrations of Ag+ used against each microorganism
in the experiments, the effective percentage of cell-bound Ag+ was calculated
to allow a better comparison. These were calculated according to the formula
below (Equation 2), and the results summarized in Table 21.

Amount of Ag  in microbial cell pellet
Effective percentage of cell - bound Ag 
 100%
Initial amount of Ag  in flask


Equation 2
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Table 21: Effective percentage of cell-bound Ag+
Percentage of cell-bound Ag+ when using
different treatment agents
Microorganism

Time
+

+

TTO + Ag+

Lower

(MLC)

effective ratio

Ag

Lipo-Ag

15 minutes

36.12

80.21

19.04

35.83

2.5 hours

34.40

31.98

46.37

35.37

15 minutes

14.98

9.36

4.43

32.18

2.5 hours

3.30

2.16

4.92

25.26

15 minutes

4.21

23.96

2.52

27.36

2.5 hours

3.42

4.14

13.37

27.04

C. albicans

S. aureus

P. aeruginosa

According to Table 21, in the presence of TTO, the effective percentage
of cell-bound Ag+ is higher when using the lower effective concentration ratio.
This may be due to the lower amount of TTO in the test flasks which reduces
interaction or trapping of Ag+ in the oil droplets, hindering their immediate
bioavailability. The amount of Ag+ bound to the cells increases over time,
possibly due to the shaking incubation method which enhance the distribution
of ions in the broth matrix.

When using a lower effective concentration ratio, the amount of cellbound Ag+ did not vary tremendously at either sample times. The observed
increase in cell-bound Ag+ percentage in comparison to other treatments
could be due to the decreased amount of initial Ag+ in the test flasks, which
reflects to give an increased ratio. Thus when using agents in combination, it
is important to obtain a balanced concentration ratio of both agents, in order
to maximise the antimicrobial activity potential of both agents.
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3.5.2.

Vanillin assay for monoterpene release

Samples containing high levels of monoterpene were diluted with sterile
distilled water to 10-1 - 10-4 to ensure results were within the accurate range
of the calibration curve. The values for diluted samples obtained from the
graph were corrected for dilution before expressing the percentage of
monoterpene present in the sample. Subsequently, the amount of
monoterpene encapsulated in the liposomes was quantified.

Sufficient amount of the lipo-TTO:PVA30-70kDa stock was added into the
experimental flasks to achieve the required MLC or lower effective
concentration ratio of the agent (calculation example shown in Appendix 4).
The TTO bound to microbial cells in the time kill experiment was quantified
by subjecting samples taken at 15 minutes and 2.5 hours post-inoculation to
the vanillin assay. Figure 13 (a), (b) and (c) shows the results of the assay for
the individual microorganisms. Figure 13(a) showed that the amount of TTO
on C. albicans cells increased with increased exposure. Similarly, this was
also observed in free TTO and lipo-TTO treatment against S. aureus as well
as P. aeruginosa (Figure 13(b) and (c)). Using combined agents at MLC also
showed a similar effect against P. aeruginosa, but no significant variation
was observed in S. aureus at these sample times. In contrast, the amount of
TTO at 2.5 hours was lower (although not significant) compared to 15
minutes in P. aeruginosa and S. aureus when using the agents combined at
lower effective concentration. The overall cell-bound TTO was shown to be
lower in P. aeruginosa which is consistent with their characteristic resistance
towards antimicrobial agents including TTO. C. albicans showed increased
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amount of TTO in the presence of Ag+, as evident when comparing the
increased cell-bound TTO percentage as summarized in Table 22.

Table 22: Effective percentage of cell-bound TTO
Percentage of cell-bound TTO when using
different treatment agents
Microorganism

Time
TTO

LipoTTO:PVA30

TTO + Ag+
(MLC)

Lower
effective
ratio

-70kDa

15
minutes

13.81

16.90

47.30

29.13

2.5
hours

78.35

79.26

71.72

40.21

15
minutes

3.95

39.46

27.93

8.23

2.5
hours

9.56

118.30

27.96

7.36

15
minutes

7.08

51.60

3.18

12.17

2.5
hours

15.11

127.00

4.00

11.34

C. albicans

S. aureus

P. aeruginosa

There is an apparent increase in the amount of monoterpene (above
the initial amount added in P. aeruginosa and S. aureus) at 2.5 hours post
incubation with lipo-TTO:PVA30-70kDa. This apparent increase may be due to
the change in the TTO components over time to yield higher monoterpene
contents, which in turn is influenced by lipid oxidation. For example,
increased lipid oxidation has been reported to increase α-terpineol, which is a
degradation product of essential oil terpenes such as limonene and linalool
(Fan and Gates, 2001).
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Figure 13: Monoterpene quantification of time kill experiment samples
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Figure 13 continued
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3.5.3.

Release of agents from lipo-TTO:PVA30-70kDa and lipo-Ag+

In this section, the release of Ag+ from the liposomes was quantified
using ICP analysis and terpinen-4-ol (TTO) was quantified using GCMS.
Liposome release of TTO was assessed by GCMS rather than vanillin assay
as it is more sensitive to the reduced amount of essential oil present in the
surrounding media. Similar to the quantification method conducted by Biju et
al., 2005, terpinen-4-ol was chosen as the representative component of TTO
due to its high composition (≈40% overall content) in the TTO stock.

Time samples were taken at the same intervals as the time kill
experiments and prepared accordingly for analysis. From the results obtained,
as shown in Figure 14, the release of encapsulated agents increases
gradually over time. This demonstrates the feasibility of liposomes as
controlled release delivery vesicles mechanism to provide constant release of
TTO and Ag+. Furthermore, using the agents in combination reduces the
active individual microbiocide concentration. These potential benefits may be
explored for future development of a wound management device, which
combines the use of responsive, controlled release delivery systems with
alternative antimicrobial agents.
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Figure 14: Cumulative release profile of liposome encapsulated TTO and
silver ions over time
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3.5.4.

GCMS analysis of whole TTO

Due to the possible variation in the composition of commercial TTO, the
stock of TTO used in the experiments was subjected to GCMS analysis to
ensure that the composition complied with ISO 4730:2004.

Table 23: Comparison of Melaleuca alternifolia TTO composition between
the ISO standards guideline and stock used in these experiments
ISO standards compositionά
Component

ά

Composition of TTO stock

Minimum (%)

Maximum (%)

Batch 1 TTO
average %

Batch 2 TTO
average %

terpinolene

1.5

5.0

3.1704

2.6379

1,8-cineole

-

15.0

-

-

α-terpinene

5.0

13.0

10.0351

9.3178

γ-terpinene

10.0

28.0

13.4960

12.0904

p-cymene

0.5

12.0

15.0157

9.4251

terpinen-4-ol

30.0

-

39.9215

38.5014

α-terpineol

1.5

8.0

1.9201

1.8392

limonene

0.5

4.0

1.0600

13.0118

sabinene

traces

3.5

0.4794

0.2589

aromadendrene

traces

7.0

0.5388

0.4986

γ-cadinene

traces

8.0

1.2972

1.2275

globulol

traces

3.0

0.1043

0.1124

viridiﬂorol

traces

1.5

0.0294

0.0211

α-pinene

1.0

6.0

3.5721

3.1417

referenced from Carson and Riley, 2001
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Table 23, shows that the regulated composition of TTO from batch 1
was within the minimum and maximum limit set in the ISO standard except pcymene. Similarly for TTO batch 2, all components were within the limit range
except limonene. Changes in the components of TTO may occur due to
oxidation of other components or terpenes when exposed to air and light
(Sawamura et al., 2004). Such changes will not be beneficial especially if the
composition changes to contain higher amounts of allergenic products or
components which may affect the antimicrobial activity and increase risk of
sensitivity or toxicity reaction (Detoni et al., 2009).

The TTO component, p-cymene, a monoterpene cyclic hydrocarbon
was reported to have no significant antimicrobial activity (Dorman and Deans,
2000) thus its increased content in batch 1 TTO should not directly affect the
antimicrobial activity of the TTO. However it has been identified as a skin
irritant (Buschmann and Schollmeyer, 2002), thus high composition of this
component in the TTO stock will not be desirable in the topical applications
for the treatment of external skin wounds.

Limonene is a common product of terpene oxidation (Nøjgaard et al.,
2005). Analysis of batch 2 TTO shown a much higher percentage of
limonene compared to the maximum limit in ISO standards. The reason for
this high content, possibly due to an accelerated oxidation process is not
clear. Efforts to preserve the freshness of the TTO stock included keeping
the oil in air tight metal containers, in a cupboard away from light.
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Limonene has been reported to exhibit little or no antimicrobial activity
(Cimanga et al., 2002; Fisher and Phillips, 2008; Pandey et al., 2010). Hence
the increased content in batch 2 TTO should not affect the results in the
antimicrobial studies.

The higher content of limonene may not be too

detrimental as it has been reported have low toxicity, anticancer activity
(Ibrahim et al., 2001) and potentially promote percutaneous/transdermal drug
delivery (Lim et al., 2006). However, considering the possible ill-effects of
unstipulated exposure to the components of essential oils, it is always
important to practice safer approaches to ensure freshness of the oils used
and preserve the various compositional components within the minimum and
maximum guideline range.

3.6. Fluorescence microscopy, SEM and TEM
A stock of lipo-Ag+ and lipo-H2O was subjected to fluorescence
microscopy to confirm the size and type of liposomes in the preparation. The
size distribution of the liposomes was measured using the Image-Pro
software. Results showed that liposomes were multilamellar vesicles (MLV)
with diameter ranging between ≈0.5-5.0 µm (Figure 15). Size distribution of
lipo-H2O appears to show a monodispersed profile whereas the lipo-Ag+
shows a polydisperse profile of apparently two subpopulations of vesicles.
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Figure 15: Size distribution of liposomes

The

appearance

of

lipo-H2O

and

lipo-Ag+

are

shown

in

Photomicrograph 1 and Photomicrograph 2. Fluorescence microscopy results
were not available for lipo-TTO due to difficulty staining the liposomal TTOemulsion.
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Photomicrograph 1: Liposomes encapsulating water formed via REV
method*

Photomicrograph 2: Liposomes encapsulating Ag+ formed via REV method*

* Fluorescent microscope, 1000x magnification, G2A filter [excitation filter (EX) wavelengths:
510-560 nm, dichromatic mirror cut-on (DM) wavelength: 572 nm, barrier filter (BA)
wavelength: 590 nm].

A wet mount sample of TTO:PVA30-70kDa emulsion, was observed under
the differential interface contrast (DIC) microscope to show the increased and
well

distributed

oil-in-water

droplet

dispersion.

Figure

16

and

Photomicrograph 3 shows the size distribution and appearance of the
droplets. DIC microscopy was preferred to light microscopy due to the lack of
optical contrast and limitations of common staining procedures.
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Figure 16: Size distribution of TTO:PVA30-70kDa emulsion

Photomicrograph 3: TTO:PVA30-70kDa at x1000 magnification

Photomicrographs were taken using SEM to examine the effect of Ag+
on microbial cell surfaces after 1.5 hours exposure to free Ag+ at 2x MLC
level. The time of exposure was fixed at 1.5 hours because insufficient cells
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remained for recovery of enough material for SEM analysis. The SEM results
(Table 24) do not show extensive cell wall damage of Ag+ treated bacterial
cells. However, some distortion to cell appearance (wrinkled cell surface)
was observed with Ag+ treated C. albicans. The percentage of distorted C.
albicans cells was 27% compared to 19% in the control cells. It should be
noted that the distortion in these control cells is distinctly different to that
seen in the treated cells, showing a limited “dimpling” of the cells.
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Table 24: Summary SEM photomicrographs of Ag+ treated and untreated cells
P. aeruginosa

S. aureus

Treated

Untreated
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Table 24 continued
C. albicans

Enlarged section of C. albicans SEM

Treated

Wrinkled cell surface

Untreated

“Dimpling” appearance of cell
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The mean size and size distribution (based on cell volumes) of treated
and control samples of C. albicans are shown in Figure 17, S. aureus in
Figure 18 and P. aeruginosa in Figure 19. In all cases, the mean cell volume
of Ag+ treated cells was smaller than the control cells. Also, the size
distribution of Ag+ treated cells showed a high peak on the graph over a
narrow size range. In comparison, the control cells of C. albicans and P.
aeruginosa (Figure 17ii and Figure 19ii) showed wider size distribution over a
larger range. This however, was not observed in the S. aureus controls
(Figure 18ii). This showed a small peak over a large range, which is less
significant when compared to the high peak of the treated cells graph. The
graph of control C. albicans (Figure 17ii) showed the presence of two
subpopulations of cells, which may be due to the budding characteristics of C.
albicans. It is assumed that the subpopulation of smaller sized cells represent
recently released buds, whereas the other subpopulation represents the
larger, mature yeast cells.
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Figure 17: (i) Mean size and (ii) size distribution of treated and control C.
albicans
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Figure 18: (i) Mean size and (ii) size distribution of treated and control S.
aureus
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Figure 19: (i) Mean size and (ii) size distribution of treated and control P.
aeruginosa
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TEM results for C. albicans, Photomicrograph 4 (a and b), show a distorting
effect on the cell which is compatible with the wrinkled effect seen in the SEM.
This distortion may be due to its weakened cell surface structure, which
resulted in the lack of ability to maintain cell shape. Also the irregular nuclei
regions of treated cells show the activity of Ag+ interrupting vital maintainence
of cell function upon entering the cell (Yamanaka et al., 2005), in this case by
distrupting the integrity of the nuclear membrane.

Photomicrograph 4: TEM of lipo-Ag+ treated (a, b) and untreated C.
albicans (c, d)

a

b
C

Lipo-Ag+ treated C. albicans at magnification (a) x20 000 and (b) x4000
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Photomicrograph 4 continued

c

d

C

C

Untreated C. albicans at magnification (c) x15 000 and (d) x6000.

3.7. TTO and/or Ag+ Hydrogels
3.7.1.

Appearance of ionically crosslinked chitosan hydrogels

Preliminary studies showed that trial-hydrogels formulated according to
the ratios detailed in Table 25 were stable. The appearance of the hydrogels
recorded in Table 25 is shown in Table 26.

All the hydrogel formulations could easily be cut out as 8 or 12 mm
diameter discs, remained stable when incubated in PBS and did not break up
extensively over the incubation period.
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Table 25: Composition of stable hydrogel formulations grouped according to
chitosan concentration and viscosity
NOTE: Formulations were combined volumetrically
i. 1.25% w/v chitosan low viscosity (Chitosan1.25LV)
10% PVA (% w/v)
Ratio
code

Chitosan
1.25LV

1323kDa

D

4

2

D

4

3150kDa

25%
Na-P

Formulation
code on
(% w/v)
graph

1

2

1

Hydrogel
appearance

LS

Overall
smooth +
soft gel

LT

Overall
smooth +
soft gel

ii. 2.5% w/v chitosan low viscosity (Chitosan2.5LV)
10% PVA (% w/v)
Ratio
code

Chitosan
2.5LV

E

4

D

4

1323kDa

3150kDa

1

2

25%
Na-P

Formulation
code on
(% w/v)
graph

Hydrogel
appearance

1

LU

Overall
smooth +
soft gel

1

LV

Overall
smooth +
soft gel
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Table 25 continued
iii. 1.25% w/v chitosan medium viscosity (Chitosan1.25MV)
10% PVA (% w/v)
Ratio
code

Chitosan
1.25MV

1323kDa

H

3

1

D

4

3150kDa

25%
Na-P

Formulation
code on
(% w/v)
graph

2

2

1

Hydrogel
appearance

MW

Rough
surface +
soft gel

MX

Overall
smooth +
soft gel

iv. 2.5% w/v chitosan medium viscosity (Chitosan2.5MV)
10% PVA (% w/v)
Ratio
code

D

G

Chitosan
2.5MV

4

4

1323kDa

3150kDa

2

25%
Na-P

Formulation
code on
(% w/v)
graph

1

1

3

Hydrogel
appearance

MY

Slightly
flakey + soft
gel

MZ

Rough
surface +
flakey + dry
gel
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Table 26: Appearance of ionically crosslinked hydrogels
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3.7.2.

Cumulative chitosan and monoterpene release after 24 hours
incubation

The release mechanism of chitosan and monoterpene (TTO) from
hydrogels, was investigated as a function of hydrogel degradation. The
release profile of the hydrogel formulations containing 35%TTO:65% (10%
w/v PVA) emulsion are shown in Figure 20 and Figure 21, whilst formulations
containing 50%TTO:50% (10% PVA) are shown in Figure 22.

Low viscosity chitosan formulations, showed a fairly similar amount of
monoterpene release which falls within a small range i.e. 2.53 x 10-1 to 3.52 x
10-1 %/mL (Figure 20). Comparatively, chitosan release was between 3.89 x
10-3 to 1.60 x 10-2 %/mL at 24 hours post incubation. Results showed that
lower viscosity hydrogels and those formulated using PVA13-23kDa (to emulsify
the TTO prior to encapsulation), eroded at a higher rate (more chitosan
released). The hydrogels formulated with PVA13-23kDa and 1.25% w/v chitosan
released 1.60 x 10-2 %/mL compared to 8.26 x 10-3 %/mL in gel formulated
using 2.5% w/v chitosan. Similarly, in hydrogels formulated with PVA 31-50kDa,
stability was also improved in gels formulated with 2.5% w/v chitosan,
resulting in 3.89 x 10-3 %/mL chitosan release compared to 1.20 x 10-2 %/mL
in the gel formulated using 1.25% w/v chitosan.
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Figure 20: Release of (i) chitosan and (ii) monoterpene from low viscosity
hydrogel formulations
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The trend of chitosan and monoterpene release from hydrogels
formulated with medium viscosity chitosan differs from the low viscosity
hydrogels. Results in Figure 21 showed that formulations with 1.25% w/v
chitosan gradually released both chitosan and monoterpene over time. The
formulation having higher volume of 25% w/v Na-P (formulation MW)
displayed better stability properties, i.e. low chitosan release (low erosion)
with slow release of monoterpene. In contrast, formulations with 2.5% w/v
chitosan showed a steep increase in chitosan release between 5 and 7.5
hours post incubation, resulting in the higher final amount released. Although
the gels formulated with 2.5% w/v chitosan are considered to be more stable,
those formulated with PVA13-23kDa (formulation MY) may be more prone to
erosion due to the lower chitosan:Na-P ratio, resulting in weaker crosslinking.
Similarly, the stability of the gels may also be compromised by the chitosanPVA chain entanglement interaction. Hence, despite the higher chitosan:NaP ratio, the gels formulated with PVA31-50kDa (formulation MZ) appear to be
less stable (greater chitosan erosion), due to the dissociation of the chitosanPVA interaction. Consequently, this also resulted in higher monoterpene
release, despite the more viscous properties of these formulations within the
group.

When formulating medium viscosity hydrogels with 50%TTO:50%PVA
v/v, there was observable changes in the chitosan and monoterpene release
profile (Figure 22). The overall chitosan release from the formulations was
lower when compared to the formulations in Figure 21. All formulations
showed gradual increase of chitosan release over time, except formulation
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MX in Figure 21, which showed a steep increase between 4 and 6 hours post
incubation.

Figure 21: Release of (i) chitosan and (ii) monoterpene from medium
viscosity hydrogel formulations
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Figure 21 continued

Similar to the other formulations, increasing cross-linking along with
increased viscosity, improves hydrogel stability. These gels (Mw and MZ in
Figure 22 (ii)) showed a gradual increase in monoterpene release up to 5.65
x 10-1 %/mL and 4.98 x 10-1 %/mL respectively. On the other hand,
monoterpene release in the formulations having lower ratio of chitosan:Na-P
(less viscous) was between 7.65 x 10-2 and 1.19 x 10-1 %/mL.
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Figure 22: Release of (i) chitosan and (ii) monoterpene from medium
viscosity hydrogel formulations containing 50%TTO:50% (10% w/v PVA)
emulsion
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Preferably, TTO-hydrogel formulations should be tailored to have lower
chitosan release along with more controlled monoterpene release. Thus
indicating increased formulation stability with sustained delivery of TTO to
maintain antimicrobial efficacy. There are many factors which may influence
the viscosity and properties of each formulation. Further studies are required
to investigate the effect of crosslinking on rheology, which may provide a
better understanding of hydrogel stability and subsequent delivery system
performance.

3.7.3.

Well diffusion assay of hydrogels containing TTO and/or Ag+

The results from the well diffusion assay showed antimicrobial activity in
the presence of the agents both singly and in combination. The varying order
of sensitivity between formulations is believed to result from differences in
physicochemical properties of the hydrogels, including chitosan viscosity,
concentration of crosslinker (Na-P or AgNO3) and the amount of antimicrobial
agent (Ag+ or TTO). Low, medium and high viscosity chitosan derive their
rheological properties from the increasing chain length of the polymer. Within
each of these groups the concentration of chitosan and the degree of
crosslinking also influence viscosity. In addition increasing the amount of NaP improves cross-linking and increases hydrogel stability.

Changes in TTO composition in the hydrogels may occur due to the
loss of volatile TTO components during the gel setting period. The availability
of Ag+ varies according to the concentration required for crosslinking (AgNO 3
donates the anionic crosslinking nitrate group) and the release of Ag+ from
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the hydrogel. The antimicrobial activity of the formulations will be discussed
separately based on the type of agent and chitosan viscosity.

The effect of TTO-hydrogel(low viscosity) formulations follows the order of
sensitivity similar to that of the MLC for free TTO i.e. C. albicans > S. aureus
≥ P. aeruginosa (Figure 23A). Results showed little changes in the zones of
inhibition (ZOI) against P. aeruginosa, possibly due to the higher tolerance of
P. aeruginosa to TTO (MLC TTO:PVA30-70kDa 2% v/v). In Figure 23A, the
formulations L2-L4 vary with increasing viscosity and amount of crosslinker
which can improve gel stability. This resulted in more stable TTO hydrogels
which can entrap more of the essential oil; the improved antimicrobial activity
is manifest by an increased ZOI for microorganisms with higher TTOsensitivity e.g. C. albicans. Despite increased formulation stability (L2-L4),
the ZOI for less sensitive microorganisms e.g. P. aeruginosa and S. aureus
has not been significantly affected. This may be due to the slower rate of
TTO release (from more stable hydrogels) which limits the availability of
agent diffusing through the agar, thus the ZOI is not affected. Conversely,
formulation L1 had the lowest chitosan:NaP ratio which makes it less stable
and more prone to faster erosion and drug release; this results in a burst
release of TTO and leads to a higher ZOI after 24 hours incubation. Such
immediate burst release with concomitant rapid hydrogel erosion is not
particularly useful when treating wounds with heavy microbial loads.
Formulations therefore need to be optimised to reduce the rate of erosion
and degradation of the hydrogel whilst maintaining prolonged delivery of
agents at microbiocidal concentrations.
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Results from Figure 23B did not show significant ZOI changes with
increasing stability (M2-M4) against P. aeruginosa. The ZOI in these
hydrogels (M1 and M4) follows the MLC sensitivity trend of C. albicans > S.
aureus > P. aeruginosa. However, the extent of antimicrobial activity
especially against the more sensitive C. albicans, is lower than those
formulated with low viscosity chitosan (L1-L4). This is probably due to the
overall increase in viscosity of the formulations (increase in chitosan chain
length) which retards TTO diffusion within and release from the hydrogel
structure. Within this group, formulation M1 (lowest chitosan:Na-P ratio),
forms a less stable hydrogel with a higher rate of erosion; the reduced
crosslinking also contributes to a less stable gel network to maximise
TTO:PVA encapsulation by allowing chain entanglement interactions
between PVA and chitosan. As a result, TTO escape from the hydrogel may
again follow a burst release profile and increase the ZOI for C. albicans and
S. aureus. However, the concentration was insufficient to show a clear ZOI
for P. aeruginosa; although there was a zone of restricted growth (average
diameter 30.33 mm, data not shown). Formulations M3 and M4 are more
stable due to their increased viscosity (there is more chitosan in the
formulation which isn’t diluted by the addition of aqueous Na-P). Despite
having the same chitosan:Na-P ratio, the antimicrobial performance of M3
and M4 was different. This may be due to the variations in Na-P
concentration, which can alter crosslinking and viscosity of hydrogels (M3
formulated using 25% w/v Na-P, M4 formulated using 50% Na-P). The order
of sensitivity in formulation M2 was altered to S.aureus > C. albicans > P.
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aeruginosa which could have resulted from the higher concentration of TTO
present in the hydrogels.
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Figure 23: Antimicrobial activity of TTO-hydrogels
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For high viscosity chitosan hydrogels (Figure 23C), the antimicrobial
activity of hydrogels against C. albicans increased with increasing viscosity.
The ZOI against S. aureus remained fairly consistent, possibly due to the
increased gel stability and higher encapsulation of TTO and it’s components,
which are subsequently available for release. With the exception of
formulation H4, these gels showed no clear ZOI against P. aeruginosa,
however similar to formulation M4, there was a zone of restricted growth
(data not shown) with average diameters of 13.5 mm (H1), 33.0 mm (H2) and
30.667 mm (H3). The results in Figure 23 showed, changes in hydrogel
composition which in turn affects their antimicrobial activity possibly due to
alterations in physiocochemical properties of the gels.

The activity of Ag+ hydrogels will be discussed based on type of
chitosan and concentration of AgNO3 because it has cross-linking properties
that affect the viscosity and stability of the hydrogels as well as antimicrobial
activity. In Ag+ hydrogels, the order of sensitivity follows the MLC order of Ag+
i.e. C. albicans > P. aeruginosa ≥ S. aureus (Figure 24), when the
concentration of Ag+ is >0.2117% w/v. However, when the concentration is
≤0.2117% w/v Ag+ (formulation L5, L6, M5, M6 and H5) the order changes to
P. aeruginosa > S. aureus ≥ C. albicans. Experimental results show that as
Ag+ diffuse into the MEA, a precipitate is formed in the agar. This can reduce
the bioavailability of Ag+ against C. albicans, resulting in a shift in the order of
sensitivity. Despite its role as a cross-linker, the antimicrobial activity of Ag+ is
not affected if there are sufficient metal ions available for release from the
hydrogel matrix (refer to Figure 24).
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Figure 24: Antimicrobial activity of Ag+ hydrogels
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In Figure 24A, formulations with >0.2117% w/v Ag+ (L7-L9) all showed a
ZOI against C. albicans unlike formulations L5 and L6. The observed ZOI
was not influenced by the small increase in Ag+ concentration from 0.635 to
0.786% w/v. All formulations showed ZOI against P. aeruginosa and S.
aureus. The increase in Ag+ from L7 to L9 showed a gradual increase in ZOI;
although this increase was not significant. This may be due to the higher free
Ag+ MLC of P. aeruginosa (1.59x10-3 % w/v) and S. aureus (5.08x10-3 % w/v)
compared to C. albicans (6.35x10-4 % w/v). Medium viscosity chitosan
hydrogels (Figure 24B), showed relatively similar ZOI when compared to
those in Figure 24A with comparable amounts of Ag+ (L5 and M5; L6 and
M6). Formulations M7 and M8 also showed a similar order of sensitivity as
observed in L7. The increased viscosity in M7 and M8 may increase
entrapment of Ag+ within the hydrogel, leading to a slight increase in the ZOI
against P. aeruginosa and S. aureus. However, this is not observed in C.
albicans, as the slower release lowered the availability of Ag+, making it
difficult to overcome the reaction with MEA and to express antimicrobial
activity.

A similar trend applies when hydrogels formulated with high viscosity
chitosan were used, e.g. formulation H7 in Figure 24C. The higher viscosity
of hydrogels in Figure 24C altered the order of sensitivity to P. aeruginosa
being most sensitive, followed by C. albicans and S. aureus. Disregarding C.
albicans, this trend of sensitivity showed similarities to the results obtained
from the MLC of free Ag+. In addition to the high viscosity, the interaction
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between the Ag+ and MEA, makes it more difficult to monitor the actual
extent of antimicrobial activity against C. albicans.

As seen in Figure 25, the order of sensitivity generally follows MLC
response for free agents in combination (Table 18) i.e. C. albicans > P.
aeruginosa > S. aureus, for low and medium viscosity but not high viscosity
chitosan hydrogels. Formulations L10-L12 (Figure 25A) show that the
antimicrobial activity of the hydrogels is dependent on the viscosity and Ag +
content in the system. Higher viscosity with increased Ag+, forms gels with
better stability for entrapment of agents and reduces burst release of agents
via erosion. Nevertheless, such properties may allow controlled release to be
achieved for

sustained antimicrobial activity,

against

less sensitive

microorganisms. Small increments in ZOI of the microorganisms were
observed, as the concentration of agents increased (formulations L10-L12,
except L10 against C. albicans). The lower Ag+ content in L10 may reduce
cross-linking to enable a faster release of TTO. Thus the observed higher
ZOI may be due to C. albicans having higher sensitivity to TTO. Similarly, this
was also observed in the ZOI of formulations M10, M11 and M12 (Figure 25B)
against C. albicans. The higher concentration of TTO in formulation M11
(0.1058% w/v Ag+ and 13.333% v/v TTO), resulted in the higher C. albicans
ZOI compared to a relatively similar counterpart, formulation M10 (0.1814%
w/v Ag+ and 5.7143% v/v TTO). The ZOI of S. aureus and P. aeruginosa
remained fairly consistent between formulations M9-M12.
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High viscosity chitosan hydrogels (Figure 25C), showed slight variation
from the MLC data. The order of sensitivity is P. aeruginosa ≤ C. albicans < S.
aureus. Similar to all the other formulations, the overall viscosity of the
system, crosslinking capacity of Ag+ and amount of TTO, affect the
antimicrobial activity of the formulations.

Nevertheless, hydrogels containing both TTO and Ag+, managed to
maintain their antimicrobial activity despite having agent concentrations lower
than those in TTO or Ag+ hydrogels. For example, formulation H8, containing
0.0570% w/v Ag+ and 1.795% v/v TTO, maintained antimicrobial activity
when compared to similar formulations (e.g. H5 containing 0.0605% w/v Ag+,
and H1 containing 6.6667% v/v TTO). At low concentrations of Ag+,
formulation H5, did not show clear ZOI against C. albicans, while formulation
H1 did not show clear ZOI against P. aeruginosa, despite having higher TTO
content. The ZOI observed for S. aureus did not vary significantly in the three
formulations. The maintenance of activity when using both agents at lower
concentrations, demonstrates the feasibility of using combined agents at
lower effective concentrations.
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Figure 25: Antimicrobial activity of Ag++TTO:PVA hydrogels
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The release kinetics of agents incorporated into chitosan gels may be
influenced by factors such as the morphology, size, density, extent of crosslinking, gel formulation ability and swelling of the chitosan based hydrogel
(Bansal et al., 2011). The relationship between the variables in the hydrogel
formulations and antimicrobial activity requires further work. Consequently,
the characteristics of the hydrogel formulations, including the encapsulated
agent concentration can be modified to enhance its potential as a smart
delivery system. This study, showed the feasibility of developing hydrogels as
a controlled release system for the delivery of TTO and Ag+ in combination.
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CHAPTER 4: DISCUSSION
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4.

Discussion
The main aim of this thesis was to investigate the feasibility of using

combinations of encapsulated Ag+ and TTO as antimicrobial agents against
representative common wound infecting microorganisms. Results from this
investigation have shown differences in the degree of antimicrobial activity of
these agents when applied as free agent or liposome-encapsulated, both
singly and in combination. Overall findings indicate the ability of these agents
to control the proliferation of common opportunistic skin pathogens in-vitro.
Unlike other reported studies, surfactants such as Tween 20 or Tween 80
(Hammer et al., 1999a; Hart et al., 2000; Loughlin et al., 2008) were not used
in this investigation, although they are not believed to affect microbial growth.
However in later experiments, PVA was used to emulsify the TTO prior to
encapsulation in liposomes. Similar to other reported studies, when TTO was
dispersed with a surfactant (PVA) the MIC/MLC values were reduced
compared to the free agents. However, under both conditions, P. aeruginosa
was less sensitive to TTO. This is consistent with its known resistance to
TTO treatment, due to its outer membrane properties and the multidrug efflux
system which mediates tolerance of P. aeruginosa to TTO (Cox and
Markham, 2007; Longbottom et al., 2004; Mann et al., 2000; Papadopoulos
et al., 2008). The MIC and MLC of TTO obtained in this experiment showed a
close correlation when compared to the results from a review reported by
Carson et al., 2006 as summarized in Table 27.
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Table 27: Summary of correlation between MIC and MLC of TTO found in
this experiment compared to reported literature
% TTO (v/v) referenced

% TTO (v/v) found in this

from review report (Carson

experiment

Microorganism

MIC
C. albicans

0.25

S. aureus

2.00

P. aeruginosa

12.50

et al., 2006)

MLC
0.25
[0.15]*
2.00
[0.20]*
16.00
[2.00]*

MIC

MLC

0.03 - 0.50

0.12 - 2.00

0.50 - 1.25

1.00 - 2.00

1.00 - 8.00

2.00 - >8.00

* Values in square brackets show the MLC values of TTO emulsified in PVA30-70kDa

Similarly, the MIC and MLC of Ag+ obtained in this experiment also
showed close correlation when compared to the findings reported in the
literature as summarized in Table 28.

Table 28: Summary of correlation between MIC and MLC of Ag+ found in this
experiment compared to the reported literature
% Ag+ (w/v) found in this
experiment

Microorganism
MIC
C. albicans

S. aureus

P. aeruginosa

MLC

4.45x10

-4

2.54x10

-3

1.27x10

-3

6.35x10

-4

5.08x10

-3

1.59x10

-3

% Ag+ (w/v) found in literature*
MIC

MLC

4.20x10-5 -

1.35x10-3 -

4.70x10-4

1.38x10-3

8.00x10-4 –

2.00x10-3 -

1.20x10-2

1.60x10-2

8.00x10-4 –
7.00x10

-3

1.20x10-3

* Data sourced from Chopra, 2007; Kheybari et al., 2010; Panácek et al., 2009; Ruparelia et
al., 2008; Zhang et al., 2006
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According to the FLCI results, the interaction of the agents in
combination either in the presence or absence of PVA, remained the same
for C. albicans (FLCI = “indifferent”) and P. aeruginosa (FLCI = “synergistic”).
However, for S. aureus, this interaction improved from “indifferent” to
“synergistic” in the presence of PVA. Despite some combinations appearing
in the “indifferent” range, these values are close to the lower limit of this
range (i.e. closer to synergistic values). Additionally, these calculations are
based on endpoint MLC data collected after 24 hours exposure to the agents.
Thus, although some combinations appeared in the “indifferent” range, their
time kill results showed an enhanced (though not synergistic) effect.

Following determination of the MLC levels for both TTO and Ag +, the
time kill assay was chosen to determine the antimicrobial efficacy of the
agents. It has been reported that results generated via time kill or log
reduction assays may provide a more clinically relevant observation when
compared to the zone of inhibition assay (Gallant-Behm et al., 2005). The
interaction of Ag+ with the inorganic and organic compounds in the solid
growth media and solubility properties of antimicrobial agents (Gallant-Behm
et al., 2005) may adversely affect the ZOI results. Hence in the perspectives
of wound management, interaction of Ag+ with the organic components,
including the proteins within the body fluid or pus, may affect the efficacy of
Ag+ (Maillard and Denyer, 2006). Similarly, the hydrophobic properties of
TTO may also affect their diffusion through the agar, resulting in a less
representative indication of the efficacy of the agents.
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Although the average skin temperature has been cited as 29±3 oC
(Bergmann Tiest and Kappers, 2008) the temperature at and around wound
sites may be considerably higher due to inflammation (Strodtbeck, 2001;
White, 2009) and the insulating effects of dressings, if present. At wound
sites, C. albicans will be exposed to conditions well above its optimum growth
temperature. Therefore the decision was made to investigate the activity of
these agents at 37oC, which is optimal for S. aureus and P. aeruginosa but
not C. albicans.

The time kill analysis graph patterns for P. aeruginosa and S. aureus
were similar to data reported by May et al., 2000 which studied the time kill of
TTO against clinical isolates. TTO caused an initial sharp decrease in cell
viability of P. aeruginosa in the first hour followed by a slower decline, before
reaching the lowest LOD between 2.5 and 24 hours post-inoculation. A
similar pattern is seen with S. aureus although the initial sharp decrease is
less marked than with P. aeruginosa and showed a slow gradual decrease
with no initial sharp decrease, but by 24 hours was at the lowest LOD.

The observed slow decline in log10 cycle CFU for both P. aeruginosa
and S. aureus when treated with TTO or Ag+ indicates the possibility of the
agents disintegrating clumps of microorganisms present in the broth. When
exposed to antimicrobial agent(s), the deaggregating effect of the
antimicrobial agent(s) causes the clusters to disintegrate, thereby masking
the true rate of decline in viable cell numbers in the time kill investigations.
This is consistent with observations that Ag+, prevents or destabilizes cellular
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biofilm formations (Bjarnsholt et al., 2007; Chaw et al., 2005; Percival et al.,
2008; Percival et al., 2007).

As expected, the activity of TTO and Ag+ against each culture differs
slightly due to organism-specific factors, such as the difference in structural
properties of each microbial group (Gaunt et al., 2005; Low et al., 2011;
Angienda et al., 2010). The varying complexity and composition of cell
structure of each group influences the interaction between the antimicrobial
agents and the microorganisms; which in turn determines how much agent is
required to cause sufficient damage for successful elimination of the
population.

The

Gram-positive

bacterial

cell

wall

generally

consists

of

peptidoglycans, teichioc acid and protein in an open, hydrophilic structure
that is able to maintain cell shape but is highly permeable when compared to
the Gram-negative cell wall (Lambert, 2002a; Weidenmaier and Peschel,
2008). The Gram-positive cell wall is composed of teichoic (and sometimes
teichuronic) acid that crosslinks to the peptidoglycan (contributing to its
overall negative charge). Lipoteichoic acid (a glycerophosphate teichoic acid
chain linked to a glycolipid located on the cytoplasmic membrane) also binds
to peptidoglycan and extends through the cell wall to the environment.
Additionally, functional proteins are linked covalently and/or non-covalently to
the peptidoglycan (Lambert, 2002a). In some Gram-positive bacteria, a
capsule which is usually loosely associated to the cell wall may be present
and confers protection against engulfment by predatory phagocytic cells
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(Lambert, 2002a). Although the structure of Gram-positive bacterial cell walls
provides less restriction to penetration by or protection from activity of
antimicrobial agents, these microorganisms may still possess cellular
resistance mechanisms including efflux pump (e.g. fluoroquinolonesmultidrug-resistance, FQ-MDR), inactivating or degradative enzymes (e.g. βlactamases) and modification of antibiotic target site (e.g. methyl transferase
enzyme, Erm) (Poole, 2000; Walsh, 2000; Webber and Piddock, 2003;
Casey et al., 2007).

The structure of Gram-negative bacteria differs to that of Gram-positive
bacteria as they have an envelope structure which consists of two distinctive
membranes, known as the inner membrane (cell membrane) and the outer
membrane, which are separated by a periplasmic compartment containing
thin peptidoglycan layer plus numerous envelope associated proteins
(Sperandeo et

al., 2009;

Beveridge,

1999). The

inner membrane

encapsulating the cell cytoplasm and its contents, is a symmetric
phospholipid bilayer with proteins embedded and has characteristics or
functions similar to that of cell membranes of other microbial groups. The
outer membrane of Gram-negative microorganisms plays a major role in
maintaining cell viability and the observed greater prevalence of antibiotic
resistance in this group (Bomberger et al., 2009; Mashburn-Warren et al.,
2008; Sperandeo et al., 2009). The outer membrane is a lipid-protein bilayer
structure composed of phospholipids in the inner leaflet, lipopolysaccharide
in the outer leaflet, with embedded transmembrane proteins. Some of these
proteins are β-barrel structures functioning as porins or channels for diffusion
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of hydrophilic substances across the membrane and the periplasm
(Beveridge, 1999; Sperandeo et al., 2009). Others are specific transport
proteins that transport selective compounds across the membrane. The
lipopolysaccharides in the outer leaflet are complex glycolipids, having three
main components; lipid-A, oligosaccharide core (inner and outer) and the Oantigen polysaccharide chain (Sperandeo et al., 2009). Together these
macromolecules provide its fundamental outer membrane that separates the
cell from its environment and controls movement of materials to and from the
periplasm.

The lipid composition of the outer membrane together with the presence
of embedded proteins, helps to create a selective permeability barrier against
hydrophilic molecules and allow efficient removal of antimicrobial agents via
an efflux pump extrusion mechanism (Lambert, 2002b; Sperandeo et al.,
2009). Additionally, the structural composition of the lipopolysaccharide,
having high numbers of fully saturated fatty acyl substituents, creates a gellike lipid interior with low fluidity to further limit the penetration of hydrophobic
molecules across the outer membrane (Sperandeo et al., 2009).

The structure of yeast differs both in terms of its structural layout and
composition from that of bacteria. Generally, the insoluble cell wall of fungi
are composed of more than 90% polysaccharides of β1, 3-glucan and β 1, 6glucan that are linked to chitins via β1, 4-linkages or some interchain β1, 6glucosidic linkages (Latgé, 2007). Expanding from this basic structure, the
cell wall of C. albicans, has been reported to be bilayered with a heavily
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mannosylated or phosphorylated external protein coat which consists mainly
of glycosylphosphatidylinositol (GPI) proteins (Klis et al., 2009). These GPI
proteins are interconnected by disulphide bonds and are covalently linked to
the β1, 6-glucan molecules within the adjacent polysaccharide layer (Klis et
al., 2009). This organization confers a closely packed structure which plays a
role in maintaining integrity, restricts permeability and protects against
structural polysaccharide degradation by external components, including
foreign glycanases and antimicrobial agents (Chaffin, 2008; Klis et al., 2009).
The water soluble β1, 6-glucan molecules are highly branched molecules
that do not align over extended regions, and lack a regular structure, thus
providing a flexible linkage between the protein and polysaccharide layer
(Klis et al., 2009). The surrounded inner polysaccharide layer is a flexible,
three-dimensional network of branched β1, 3-glucan linked at the nonreducing ends, to β 1, 6-glucan and chitin chains (Chaffin, 2008; Klis et al.,
2009). These chitin chains may form tight antiparallel hydrogen-bonded
structures, thereby contributing to the integrity and limited solubility of the cell
wall (Chaffin, 2008). Thus it can be concluded that the supporting external
structure of microorganisms is well adapted to cope with stress, acting as the
initial defence mechanism to provide fundamental protection against external
stress, whilst playing an important role in maintaining normal cell functionality
for survival. Thus the difference in structural features, play an important role
in determining the interaction of the microorganisms to their environment as
well as the action of antimicrobial agents.
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The higher MLC of TTO against P. aeruginosa compared to S. aureus
and C. albicans reported in this thesis may be due to the hydrophilic nature of
the Gram-negative lipopolysaccharide component of the outer membrane.
This observation is supported by a recent study which reported the
resistance of P. aeruginosa to various antimicrobial agents including TTO is
often attributed to the lipopolysaccharide content of the outer membrane’s
external surface (Cox and Markham, 2007). In another study, an electron
transport chain inhibitor, carbonyl cyanide m-chlorophenylhydrazone (CCCP),
was used to show that an ATP-dependent efflux in the cell membrane plays a
part in the increased resistance towards TTO, resulting in the need for
increased concentration (Cox and Markham, 2007; Longbottom et al., 2004).

For antimicrobial agents with intracellular target sites, permeability of
the agents across the membrane plays an important role in expressing
activity potential. As both agents in this investigation have antimicrobial
activity on the cell membrane and targets within the cell, their activity can be
initiated when they diffuse into and/or react with the cell membrane to cause
disruption, followed by passage through the cell membrane to the other
target sites within the cell (Cox et al., 2000; Vermeulen et al., 2007).
Microorganisms interact with metallic cations, such as Ag+, due to the highly
reactive components within the microbial cell surfaces (Karthikeyan and
Beveridge, 2002; Klis et al., 2009). These components include ionisable
groups such as phosphates and carboxylates within the lipopolysaccharide of
Gram-negative cell walls; the teichoic and teichuronic acid crosslinking the
peptidoglycans in the Gram-positive cells (Karthikeyan and Beveridge, 2002),
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as well as the heavily phosphorylated or mannosylated protein coating on the
yeast cell surface (Klis et al., 2009). Such interactions will initiate the
antimicrobial activity of Ag+ to cause disruption in cell membrane function,
resulting in increased leakage of vital cell components, inactivation of
membrane bound proteins and interference with the electron transport
system (Feng et al., 2000; Hermans, 2006).

Simultaneously, cell membranes are mainly composed of a lipophilic
phospholipid bilayer, offering a lipid rich environment which is able to attract
lipophilic compounds. Thus it will be expected that TTO components can
diffuse easily through these hydrophobic membranes. Such interaction
disrupts membrane permeability and function, increases membrane fluidity
and inhibits membrane embedded enzymes. Thus, similar to Ag +, TTO
causes leakage of vital cell components by disrupting membrane function,
thereby leading to cell death (Carson et al., 2006, Cox et al., 2000). However
such highly lipophilic compounds, also have low solubility and distribution in
the aqueous environment which hinders their contact and permeabilization
into cells (Mann et al., 2000).

Higher amounts of TTO were required to show microbiocidal activity
compared to using TTO:PVA30-70kDa emulsion. The reduced amount of active
TTO concentration required when using the emulsion reflects the increased
dispersion, distribution and solubility of TTO and its components in the
aqueous broth, resulting from an increase in surface area and hence contact
between microorganisms and TTO. In test flasks containing TTO:PVA 30-70kDa
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emulsion, the mixture of broth culture and emulsion had better solubility as
well as agent distribution compared to flasks containing broth culture and
TTO, especially in P. aeruginosa experiments involving higher volumes of
TTO. There was only a slight separation between the aqueous (broth) and
the oil (emulsion of TTO:PVA30-70kDa) phase when the mixture was left
standing without agitation.

Solubility is not a limiting factor in experiments using Ag+, as these ions
are readily soluble in water. The major concerns when using Ag+ are the
possible occurrence of chemical inactivation by groups present in the
microbial environment and the oxidation of active Ag+ to the inert silver, Ag0
when exposed to light.

The SEM results did not show sufficient detail to illustrate the damaging
effects of Ag+ to the cell surface. The overall smaller size of Ag+ treated cells
compared to the control cells may be due to the activity of Ag+ weakening the
cell structure, thus making them more sensitive to fixing and drying (alcohol
dehydration) procedures during SEM sample preparation. However, the SEM
of C. albicans did show a population of Ag+ treated cells having a distorted
appearance i.e. irregular wrinkles on the cell surface. This corresponds to the
TEM sections of C. albicans, which also showed irregular cell shapes,
possibly due to the activity of Ag+ weakening the cell structure. Unfortunately,
due to the limited resources, TEM results for S. aureus and P. aeruginosa
are not available for comparison.
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Incorporation of TTO and/or Ag+ into chitosan hydrogels demonstrated
the possibility of maintaining antimicrobial activity when using different
delivery systems. The capacity and performance of antimicrobial agents
varies depending on the type of dressing and wound applied to. For the
treatment of moist wounds e.g. ulcers, the absorptive properties of hydrogels
make them a better option compared to non-absorptive dressings such as
gauzes. As mentioned earlier, there is no single dressing that can produce
the optimum microenvironment for all wounds (Turner, 1989 in Hanna and
Giacopelli, 1997), thus the characteristics of formulations and delivery
systems need to be tailored to suit the

wound site. TTO and/or Ag+

hydrogels showed their abilities to provide controlled release delivery of the
antimicrobial agent(s). This encourages continued research to develop
hydrogels as a smart delivery system for administering TTO and Ag + to moist
wound environments.

Nevertheless, the versatility of these agent(s) against a wide range of
different microorganisms due to their multiple target sites might be used to
improve the current treatment strategies for various chronic wound infections.
It is this ability to target multiple sites within microorganisms which impedes
the development of resistance. The activity of microbial agents with a single
site of action can much more readily be overcome thus making it easier for
resistance to develop.

Combining agents with different intra- and extracellular target sites has
two advantages. One is to limit the development of resistance towards these
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antimicrobial compounds by extending the range of targets. Another
advantage is to reduce the likelihood of toxic effects. Despite the
effectiveness of combined treatments, the toxicity of individual agents
towards human host cells should also be carefully considered. Although
toxicity or irritancy is less likely to occur, various reports of toxicity associated
with the misuse / overuse of TTO (Carson et al., 2006; Hammer et al., 2006),
silver ions and silver containing products has been discussed (Atiyeh et al.,
2007; Cutting et al., 2007; Lansdown and Williams, 2004; Leak and Johnson,
2007; Vlachou et al., 2007). Thus it is important to find an effective lower
combination ratio of TTO and Ag+ concentrations to avoid toxicity issues
whilst maintaining antimicrobial properties.

In the context of this investigation, the use of combined agents at lower
effective combination concentrations (lower than the individual MLC levels)
against the three named microorganisms, showed significant microbiocidal
activity. Moreover, the lower effective combination concentrations achieved a
reduction of log10 cycle CFU to lowest LOD between 15 minutes and 1.5
hours of treatment. The observed antimicrobial efficacy suggests that the
presence of the complementary agent does not inhibit the activity of the other
agent. As mentioned earlier, heavy metal cations may play a role in
enhancing the activity of antimicrobial agents (refer to Table 6) but it has also
been reported that some have suppressive or antagonistic effects (e.g. Mn2+
suppresses the activity of polymyxin and patulin, Fe 2+ suppresses activity of
tetracycline and polymyxin, Zn2+ suppresses activity of kojic acid) (Weinberg,
1957). This may be due to the interactions between ions and antimicrobial
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compounds, leading to chelate formation and limited contact with the cell
surface; these interactions ultimately reduce antimicrobial compound uptake
(Marshall and Piddock, 1994).

The results from this study showed that the activities of both agents
were not adversely affected by the presence of the counterpart agent (Ag + or
TTO). This observation is in keeping with other reports that found the
presence of cations, such as Mg2+ and Ca2+, did not adversely affect the
activity of TTO (Hammer et al., 1999b). It would be interesting to further
explore other possible combinations of antimicrobial essential oils and
antimicrobial metal ions, in an effort to more rapidly eliminate infection and
reduce the development of resistant microorganisms.

The co-operative reaction when both agents were used in combination
has resulted in an increased killing efficacy. The hydrophobic characteristics
of the components in essential oils enables them to partition preferentially
into cell membranes; thereby causing distortion of the cell structure and
increase permeability as well as sensitivity towards antimicrobial actions
(Angienda et al., 2010). Similar to other essential oils, the major mechanism
of action of TTO is to disrupt membrane stability. This increases the ability of
the Ag+ to gain access to the cytoplasm where they deactivate essential
enzymes, inhibit ATP formation and essential cell processes such as DNA
and RNA replication leading to cell mortality (Atiyeh et al., 2007; Lansdown,
2006; Yamanaka et al., 2005). Thus the microorganisms face a double killing
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effect when exposed to the combined agents, giving rise to the observed
enhanced rate of kill.

The outermost layer of skin, the stratum corneum, consists of protein
filled corneocytes embedded in multilamellar lipid bilayers which function as a
protective barrier to prevent entry of foreign substances, including
antimicrobial drugs (Yamane et al., 1995). This site is colonized by a natural
microflora, which is a diverse range of microorganisms in a balanced ratio.
This microflora does not cause problems on healthy skin but has the potential
to cause infection if the skin is breached by trauma (Bowler et al., 2001).
Depending on the severity of the wound, it is possible to have surface
microorganisms residing not only in the superficial layers of the skin but also
in lower layers of the skin, as well as deeper tissues (Bowler et al., 2001;
Karpanen et al., 2010). Systemic antibiotic therapy is usually essential when
treating infections involving deeper tissues (Bowler et al., 2001). Increasing
penetration of topical antimicrobial treatment across the stratum corneum,
into lower layers of the skin such as the epidermis and dermis would also
increase the efficacy of topical treatment.

Terpene components in essential oils are useful as enhancers of drug
penetration and have been granted “generally regarded as safe” (GRAS)
status by the FDA. They have low toxicity to skin, although some may have
irritant properties (Aqil et al., 2007).

Factors affecting the penetration

enhancing properties of terpenes include (Aqil et al., 2007):
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Degree of lipophilicity – high lipophilicity promotes sorption of lipophilic
drugs.



– smaller

Size

terpenes

are

more

effective

in

promoting sorption than larger terpenes.


Chirality

– (-)enantiomers are more effective than the (±)
or the (+) isomers.



Boiling point

– the lower the boiling point of the terpene, the
more permeation is enhanced.



Vaporization

– terpenes with lower energy of vaporization
enhance penetration.



Degree of saturation – smaller, highly unsaturated alcoholic terpenes
are good enhancers for the permeation of
hydrophilic drugs. Terpenes with a lesser
degree of unsaturation can also promote
sorption of polar/water-soluble drugs.

Hence, depending on the properties of the delivered transdermal agent
(hydrophilic or lipophilic) different terpenes will exhibit varying degrees of
penetration enhancement through the stratum corneum. Examples of
terpenes commonly used to enhance transdermal permeability of drugs are
menthol, limonene, linalool, cineole, nerolidol, farnesol, geraniol, carvone,
terpinolene and ascaridole (Aqil et al., 2007; Williams and Barry, 2004). The
terpene,

1,8-cineole,

has

strong

permeation

enhancing

activity

by

reorganising the lipid architecture (Yamane et al., 1995) to induce a solidfluid phase transition from a highly ordered orthorhombic perpendicular
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packing to a less ordered hexagonal subcellular packing (Aqil et al., 2007;
Narishetty and Panchagnula, 2005). In addition, it has also been suggested
that 1,8-cineole can partition into the hydrophobic sites of proteins within the
stratum corneum (Anjos et al., 2007). The combined result of these effects is
an increased transdermal penetration of substances across the stratum
corneum barrier (Giordani et al., 2006; Karpanen et al., 2010).

Skin irritation is usually triggered by denaturation of proteins in the
stratum corneum; 1,8-cineole however does not pose a high risk of irritation.
It increases permeability by altering the mobility of the nitroxide side chain in
the stratum corneum protein without inducing conformational changes in the
protein structure (Anjos et al., 2007). The protein bound nitroxide side chain
may form hydrogen bonds either with adjacent protein residues (forming a
strongly immobilized structure, physical barrier to permeability), or with other
molecules e.g. water (resulting in a weakly immobilized structure) (Alonso et
al., 2001). More importantly, it has been reported that such changes in the
lipid organization within the stratum corneum are reversible and do not
involve significant extraction of lipids, unlike treatments with chloroform,
methanol or alcohol, which not only extract lipids but also cause dehydration
to proteins within the stratum corneum (Karpanen et al., 2010; Yamane et al.,
1995).

In addition to the lipophilic nature of TTO, which enables penetration
through the lipid rich skin barrier (Giordani et al., 2006), its constituent
terpenes, such as 1,8-cineole, limonene, linalool and terpinolene (detailed in
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Table 23), which all have penetration enhancing properties, may allow better
penetration of TTO and/or the complementary antimicrobial agent used in
combination across the skin barrier (Hendry et al., 2009; Karpanen et al.,
2010). This may promote the activity of the agents to eliminate surface
infective pathogens as well as those residing in deeper layers of the skin.

In relation to the practicability of applying essential oils and metal
cations to wounds, the agents were encapsulated into liposomes as a
controlled release drug delivery system. Formulation of antimicrobial agents
is important to increase ease of application and retention at the wound site;
liposome encapsulation may also protect the hydrophobic TTO components,
which undergo degradation when exposed to environmental factors such as
light, fluctuating temperatures and oxygen (Martín et al., 2010, Detoni et al.,
2009).

Liposomes are excellent delivery systems for managing the wound
environment as they are both biocompatible and biodegradable; in addition
they can encapsulate both lipophilic and hydrophilic compounds (Jesorka
and Orwar, 2008; Mu and Zhong, 2006). When using liposomes as drug
carriers, it is possible to achieve a highly localized concentration of the active
compound directly at the site of administration (Jesorka and Orwar, 2008).
The ability of liposomes to modify distribution as well as the physiochemical
properties of the drug (Detoni et al., 2009), target and control the delivery
encapsulated agents (Campanhã et al., 1999; Drulis-Kawa and Dorotkiewicz-
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Jach, 2010; Jesorka and Orwar, 2008), may also reduce the development of
toxicity to healthy host cells caused by localized heavy over-loading of agents.

Liposomes have the ability to interact with many different cell types to
deliver encapsulated agents across the cell membrane (Detoni et al., 2009),
thus making it an ideal carrier for an enhanced delivery mechanism. These
attributes are particularly useful for the delivery of antimicrobial agents for the
treatment of pathogenic microorganisms where poor permeability of the free
drug through the cell envelope results in low activity. As discussed earlier,
silver ions are highly reactive moieties, which can be quenched by binding to
anions, which are usually abundant in the cell environment, for example the
wound fluid. This makes it difficult to deliver and maintain an effective
concentration of antimicrobial agents without the danger of overdosing
(Mooney et al., 2005). TTO on the other hand is immiscible in water, this
creates a limiting factor which reduces biological activity of the essential oil.

The rate of agent release from liposomes depends mainly on the
compositional properties of the liposome bilayer membrane. Liposomes with
higher fluidity bilayer membranes will release their contents at a faster rate
than liposomes with a more rigid bilayer property (Furneri et al., 2000).
Fusion of liposomes with target cells results in a change in the cell’s
membrane composition, disturbing the control mechanism for membrane
function and fluidity, thereby increasing permeability of substances across
the membrane (Baianu et al., 2010; Furneri et al., 2000). Additionally,
liposomes may also be taken into cells via endocytosis and subsequently
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incorporated into the cell compartment (Baianu et al., 2010). This delivery
mechanism is further supported by a study which has shown the ability of
liposomes to attach to the cell surface of E. coli, S. aureus and C. albicans
(Reimer et al., 2000). The liposomes reported in this thesis, are larger in size
when compared to the microorganisms. This allows the microorganisms to
attach to the surface of the liposomes and enable the delivery of the agent
via adsorption.

In the presence of a barrier which prevents direct contact of liposomes
with the bacterial cytoplasmic membrane, e.g. the thick peptidoglycan layer in
Gram-positive bacteria, “juxtaproximal” release will allow localized drug
accumulation, creating a concentration gradient to promote diffusion and/or
uptake of the agent into the cells (Furneri et al., 2000).

This investigation as a whole, has proven the efficacy of the free agents,
acting singly and in combination, against microorganisms from different
groups (Gram-positive, Gram-negative and yeast). These results provide a
basis for combined preparations to be explored as a mean of enhancing
efficacy whilst minimising rapid development of resistance to single
antimicrobial agents. Encapsulation of the agents into a lipidic-polymeric
hybrid liposome system, may be a feasible option to enhance biodistribution
and biological activity of the agents. As a whole, the results from this
investigation have provided the basis to increase antimicrobial efficacy when
using a combination of essential oil (TTO) and metal ions (Ag+) as
antimicrobial agents.
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5.

Conclusion
The versatility of alternative agents such as TTO and Ag+ against a wide

range of different microorganisms due to their multiple target sites impedes
the development of resistance and might be useful in improving the current
treatment strategies for various chronic wound infections. Despite the
effectiveness of the individual agents, treatments using effective lower
combination concentrations may reduce the development of side effects or
toxicity to healthy host cells due to prolonged exposure at higher
concentrations. The feasibility of using liposomes as controlled release
delivery systems for TTO and Ag+ has also been demonstrated in this
investigation.

The emphasis on using minimal amounts of antimicrobial agents needs
to be carefully considered to avoid rapid development of resistance resulting
from consistent exposure to sub-lethal concentrations. The results provide
the basis for exploring the use of combined preparations at lower optimum
concentrations incorporated into a controlled release delivery system. This
may further enhance the efficacy of the combined agents, reduce the
likelihood of developing side effects and prevent rapid development of
resistance when a particular agent is widely used. Additionally, a targeted
efficient system using minimal optimal concentrations, may have implications
to the environment (in terms of manufacturing), and reduce the overall cost of
wound management.
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It can be concluded that using a combination treatment of Ag+ and TTO,
lower amounts of each agent are required. The potential enhancement of
antimicrobial activity when using the agents in combination may be due to a
double killing effect. Both TTO and Ag+ are able to distrupt membrane
stability.

The resultant increase in permeability complements the inward

transport of Ag+ into the cell to cause disruption to cell components.
Furthermore, liposome encapsulated agents have been shown to be a
feasible delivery vehicle for microorganisms. This may encourage the
development of liposome encapsulated TTO and Ag+ products for a practical
and safe approach to treating topical slow/non-healing wounds.
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6.

Future work
The results from this project that relate to the formation, stability,

targeting and antimicrobial effectiveness of Ag+ and TTO (singly, in
combination and liposome encapsulated) may in future be taken forward to in
vitro and in vivo screening trials against clinically relevant representative
microorganisms. Further investigations should expand studies to collect
sufficient efficacy and toxicity data to allow prospective development of a
useful wound management device. Studies should include physical
characterisation of the emulsion to determine the particle size, distribution,
stability of emulsion (shelf-life) over time, changes in content concentration
as well as in vitro investigations on the toxicity of these formulations to cell
lines. Additionally, more samples may be subjected to TEM and SEM to
elucidate the effects of both agents when acting singly and in combination.

The efficacy of the combined agents against other potential wound
pathogens (Streptococcus, Enterococcus, Clostridium, Escherichia coli,
Aspergillus), resistive strains (MRSA, VRE, NDM-1) and clinically isolated
strains of wound infecting microorganisms should also be investigated. This
will give a wider representation on the broad spectrum microbiocidal activity
of TTO and Ag+. Besides that, experiments may be designed to mimic
conditions in a wound bed to:
(a)

Compare the efficacy of the agents in broth growth media and under the
influence of wound fluids.
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(b)

Investigate the influence of the complex wound bed composition on the
activity of the agents – interaction, distribution of agent, microbiocidal
activity, degradation and the possible quenching effect.

(c)

Evaluate the stability and feasibility of liposomes as a targeted delivery
system.

When developing a potential wound management device, the feasibility
of encapsulating the formulations of TTO and/or Ag+ into biocompatible
hydrogel delivery systems can be explored to develop an ideal wound
dressing. Subsequent to the initiated hydrogel experiments, investigation of
factors contributing to the formulation of stable, biodegradable hydrogels with
high encapsulation capacity can be developed. Studies to expand and
improve the feasibility of hydrogels for controlled release topical delivery will
include:
(a) Formulation optimization to produce highly flexible and stable hydrogels
(b) Enhancement of encapsulation efficiency
(c) Promotion of rapid gelling to decrease loss of volatile components
(d) Investigation of hydrogel stability and release mechanism(s)
(e) Evaluation of hydrogel toxicity on epithelial cell lines
(f) In vitro assessment of hydrogel antimicrobial efficacy against common
wound infecting microorganisms and clinical isolates.

Further data will contribute to the expanding knowledge base of
advanced wound management. Progressive research in this area will
hopefully encourage the development of controlled release hydrogel delivery
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systems, incorporating alternative broad spectrum antimicrobial agents to
develop an ideal wound dressing.
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7.

Appendices

Appendix 1: Antimicrobial activity of the free agents acting at MLC levels
against the microorganisms
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Appendix 2: Example of ICP analysis calculation
ICP readings of 1ml
sample made to 10ml
Sample

Ps. aeruginosa (A15 mins - Pellet)
Ps. aeruginosa (C2.5 hours - Pellet)

Average reading,
x (ppm)

Dilution

Calculated

Initial amount of

average amount in

silver ions added

sample, y (mg/mL)

(mg/mL)

R1

R2

R3

0.127

0.080

0.088

0.0983

0.1

0.0010

0.0159

0.026

0.029

0.195

0.0833

0.1

0.0008

0.0159

* x = Mean value of the triplicate ICP readings
*y=x

10  1000 (to calculate in terms of 1ml volume taking into account the dilution factor)

* in this example, initial amount of AgNO3 in flask = 0.0025% w/v ≡ 0.0025 g in 100 mL = 2.5 mg in 100 mL = 0.025 mg/mL.
But only 63.5 % of AgNO3 is Ag+, hence the initial amount of Ag+ in flask = 0.015875 mg/mL
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Appendix 3: Calculation example to determine the amount of Ag+
ecapsulated in liposomes and amount required for the time
kill experiment

ICP reading

Amount of
encapsulated Ag+

Average
ICP

Sample
A

B

reading

C

(mg/mL)
Dilution
(Average ICP

(ppm)

reading / dilution /
1000)

Lipo-Ag+
pellet

3.809

3.682

4.017

3.836

0.010

0.384

*In this case: 0.3836 mg/mL = 0.0003836 g/mL = 0.03836 g/100 mL
*This is equivalent to 0.03836 % Ag+ in 100 mL solution

Microorganism

MLC of Ag+
(mg/mL)

Amount lipo-Ag+ to be added into test flasks:

Ps. aeruginosa

0.0159

0.0159
 100 mL = 4.138 mL
0.3836

S. aureus

0.0508

0.0508
 100 mL = 13.243 mL
0.3836

C. albicans

0.0064

0.00635
 100 mL = 1.655 mL
0.3836
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Appendix 4:

Calculation

to

quantify

the

amount

of

monoterpene

encapsulated in liposomes and amount required for the time
kill experiments
Relative

Absorbance reading at 608nm
Sample
Absorbance

Absorbance

Absorbance

1

2

3

Mean

estimate

absorbance

amount of
TTO

Resuspended pellet of Lipo-TTO:PVA30-70kDa + Ag+:PVA30-70kDa
(Dilution factor used = 0.0001)
P1

0.326

0.354

0.356

0.345

P2

0.330

0.375

0.375

0.360

P3

0.355

0.404

0.414

0.391

Based

on

equation
=

for

average

of

P1,

P2

and

0.365

P3:

x

0.365433  0.055
 0.0001
183.59
= 22.9 %

MLC of TTO

Amount lipo-TTO:PVA30-70kDa to be added into

(% v/v)

test flasks:

Ps. aeruginosa

2.0000

2
 100 mL = 8.734 mL
22.9

S. aureus

0.2000

0.2
 100 mL = 0.873 mL
22.9

C. albicans

0.2625

0.2625
 100 mL = 1.146 mL
22.9

Microorganism
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Appendix 5: TEM sample preparation and procedures
List of materials:
3x plastic cups
1x glass pipette
1x syringe filter
1x 10ml syringe
Staining reservoir
30% Uranyl acetate in methanol (Radioactive)
Reynolds lead citrate (to be kept in the fridge)
Ultrapure water (sonicated for ≈ 15-20 minutes to remove excess air
molecules possibly still present in the water, used in all washing and rinsing
steps)
Slotted grid carrier
1x pellet of sodium hydroxide (NaOH) – sonicated to dissolve in a cup of
ultrapure water (acts to stop lead stain reacting with carbon dioxide in air to
form lead carbonate)

NB: If using LR white use 2 % uranyl acetate in water and takes 1 hour
instead of 7 minutes to stain.
When rinsing grid with sonicated water, always ensure the grid carrier is tilted
in the cup with samples facing downwards and fill water by allowing water to
flow along the back of the grid carrier.

Reagent prepration:
30 % Uranyl acetate in methanol

3 g Uranyl acetate in 10 mL methanol
Cover vial with aluminium foil or place in a dark cupboard

Reynolds lead citrate (400 mL)
10.64 g Pb(NO3)2
14.08 g Na3(C6H5O7)2H2O
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1. Dissolve separately in approximately 120 mL distilled water.
2. Mix in a conical flask and shake intermittently for 30 minutes.
3. Add 48 mL 1M sodium hydroxide (NaOH) and the solution should be clear,
make up to 380 mL with distilled water.
4. Check pH 12 ± 0.1
5. Make up to 400 mL and filter

Staining methodology:
1. Transfer grid samples into slotted grid carrier.
2. Using a glass pipette fill the centre of the reservoir with 30 % uranyl
acetate until a meniscus bulges on top. Remove any air bubbles.
3. Drop grid carefully on top eliminating any air bubbles. Leave for 7 minutes.
Put unused stain back into the bottle.
4. Place grids in a beaker containing sonicated ultrapure water. Swirl around
and empty water down the radioactive sink. Empty, swirl and refill at least
3 times.
5. Rinse reservoir in water and dry out with a tissue.
6. Remove excess water from grids with a filter paper.
7. Using a syringe take 7 mL of lead citrate (this should be clear – if not, do
not use) and filter into the reservoir so a meniscus bulges.
NB: Be careful not to take up any sediment in the bottle.
8. Drop grids carefully on top, eliminating any air bubbles. Cover and leave
for 7 minutes. Tip unused stain down the sink. Do not reuse.
9. Remove grids and swish around in a beaker of sonicated water containing
one pellet of NaOH for about 30 seconds. Remove and place in a beaker
of sonicated water. Rinse 3 times with ultrapure water.
* Rinsing with water containing NaOH help prevent precipitation due to
the reaction between lead citrate with carbon dioxide in air to form lead
carbonate.
10. Remove excess water with a filter paper and put grids back in gridbox
while still damp. Do not allow grids to dry as this will tear the formvar film
when moving.
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Appendix 6: Calculation/equations used in this study

Calculation to convert r.p.m. to g
Formula: g = (1.118 × 10-5) R S2 whereby:
R = minimum radius + (length of eppendorf tube x sin 45 o) = 35mm + (40mm
x sin 45o) = 63.2 mm
S = centrifuge speed (r.p.m.)

Calculation of cell size in SEM (based on cell volume)

Volume of spherical shaped cells 

4
x  r3
3

Volume of elliptical shaped cells 

1
x  x width 2 x length
6

Volume of rod shaped cells  Volume of sphere  Volume of cylinder



4

  x r 3    r 2 x length
3
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Appendix 7: TTO analysis report
9/11/2009
De Montfort University, Leicester

Client
Institution:

Professor C. Williams, Wolverhampton University

Analysis:

GC-MS analysis of different samples containing tea tree oil (TTO)

Samples
analysed
and
analysis
preformed

-

2 batches of neat TTO – identification of main constituents and
relative composition (fingerprint)
Determination of Terpinen-4-ol (T-4-ol) concentration of 48
samples (according to table provided with the samples):
o A1-A7, B1-B7, C1-C7, D1-D7, E1-E7, F1-F7,
o X1: 40%TTO: 60%(1%PVA13-23 kDa) emulsion stock
o X2: Lipo-40%TTO: 60%(1% PVA13-23 kDa) emulsion stock
(Pellet)
o X3: Lipo-40%TTO: 60%(1% PVA13-23 kDa) emulsion stock
(Supernatant)
o Y1: 40%TTO: 60% (1%PVA30-70 kDa) emulsion stock
o Y2: Lipo-40%TTO: 60%(1% PVA30-70 kDa) emulsion stock
(Pellet)
o Y3: Lipo-40%TTO: 60%(1% PVA30-70 kDa) emulsion stock
(Supernatant)

Storage of Sealed amber glass, kept in the fridge at all times except sample
samples
preparation and analysis
Analyst:

Gabriela Nagy
HLS/ School of Pharmacy, De Montfort University, Leicester
The Gateway, LE1 9BH
Tel. 0116-2078293
Email: gnagy@dmu.ac.uk
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Sample preparation:
1. A solution of 5 % neat TTO in hexane was prepared by adding 50 μL
of TTO (batch 1 or batch 2) to 950 μL hexane. 1 μL of this solution
was injected for GC-MS analysis.
2. For the calibration of the GC-MS, solutions of known concentrations of
T-4-ol in isoprsopanol (IPA) were prepared (110.4 mg/L – 1353.8 mg/L)
and 1 μL of these solutions were injected for analysis.
3. Samples A(1 to 7) – F(1 to 7) were injected directly from the vials
received.
4. Samples X1-X3 and Y1-Y3 were diluted with IPA before analysis,
according to the table below:
DX1: 10 μL X1 + 990 μL IPA, volume injected 1 μL
DX2: 50 μL X2 + 950 μL IPA, volume injected 1 μL
DX3: 50 μL X3 + 950 μL IPA, volume injected 1 μL
DY1: 1 μL Y1 + 1000 μL IPA, volume injected 1 μL
DY2: 50 μL Y2 + 950 μL IPA, volume injected 1 μL
DY3: 1 μL Y3 + 1000 μL IPA, volume injected 1 μL

1. Analysis of TTO samples (Batch 1 and Batch 2):
Analyses of samples were performed on GC-MS “Varian Star 3400 CX linked
to Mass Spectrometer Varian Saturn 2000 working as detector.
The working conditions during TTO analysis were:
The GC is operated in nonisothermal mode:
- Temperature profile for the oven: Toven = 45 °C for 2 minutes, then ramp
at 7 °C /min to 260 °C, kept at 260 °C for 2.29 min.
- Injector temperature: Tinj = 250 °C, split ratio 50:1
- Detector: Mass Spectrometer model Varian 2000
- Carrier gas: Helium at pressure 10 psi (1 mL/min)
- Column: SGE BP1, length: 25 m, internal diameter (i.d.): 0.25 mm, film
thickness: 0.25 μm, max. operating temperature: 340/360 °C.
Working conditions for MS:
- Trap temperature: 220 °C
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- Manifold Temperature: 100 °C
- Transfer Line Temperature: 275 °C
- Filament Number: 2
- Axial Modulation Voltage: 4.0 volts
- Emission Current: 10 microamps
In these conditions the different compounds in TTO were identified according
to their retention time on the GC, the mass spectra and by comparison of the
mass spectra with the compound library available on the system. The
compounds identified were compared to those reported in literature (Farag,
S.R. et al, 2004). Each batch was analysed in three replicates. A sample
chromatogram for the TTO analysis is presented in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Sample Chromatogram for Tea Tree Oil (5 % solution in Hexane)

The relative composition was calculated with regard to the sum of areas of
the constituents identified. Peaks with a signal/noise ratio less than 3 were
not considered. Peaks with peak areas less than 1000 units were not taken
into account.
The results are presented in Table 1 (Batch 1) and Table 2 (Batch 2). The
main component (Terpinen-4-ol) is highlighted in red and the main oxidation
product (para-Cymene) is highlighted in blue.
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Table 1. Results of GC-MS analysis of TTO (Batch 1)
Target Compounds

Replicate 1

"RT"
No (min) "Compound Name"

"Quan
Ions" "Area 1" Relative

Replicate 2

Replicate 3

"Area 2" Relative

"Area 3" Relative

comp. (%)

comp. (%)

comp. (%)

1

6.72 "alpha.-Thujene"

93

146079 1.321865

155492 1.347396

161728 1.300328

2

6.87 "alpha.-Pinene"

93

384938 3.483294

426218 3.693337

440248

3

7.73 "Sabninene"

93

50810 0.459778

55744 0.483042

61630 0.495519

4

7.81 "beta.-Pinene"

93

105901 0.958295

107522 0.931718

117106 0.941558

5

8.19 "beta.-Myrcene"

93

80357 0.727148

83449 0.723117

89536 0.719889

6

8.47 "alpha.-Phellandrane"

0.52932

61438 0.532383

65862 0.529545

7

8.79 "alpha.-Terpinene"

136

1096203 9.919511

1176190 10.19212

1242947 9.993565

8

8.86 "para-Cymene"

119

1691643 15.30763

1698276 14.71619

1868501 15.02316

9

9.03 "Eucaliptol"

81

229137 2.073454

252302 2.186291

270704 2.176519

9.08 "D-Limonene"

67

123427 1.116888

119257 1.033406

128063 1.029654

1295 0.011222

1318 0.010597

10

91

58495

3.53969

11

9.54 "beta.-Ocimene trans"

93

1308 0.011836

12

9.79 "gamma.-Terpinene"

136

1510619 13.66955

1541143 13.35458

136

355369 3.215724

364518 3.158684

390156 3.136939

43

3950 0.035743

3997 0.034635

4507 0.036237

93

17628 0.159515

19226

0.1666

19736 0.158682

16 11.46 "beta.-Terpineol-Z"

93

14586 0.131988

16734 0.145006

16516 0.132792

17 11.58 "5-Caranol trans trans (+)"

79

3187 0.028839

0.02831

3448 0.027723

18 12.43 "Terpinen-4-ol"

81

39.6723

4619746 40.03182

4982480 40.06023

19

81

211065 1.909921

219857 1.905143

241946 1.945299

20 12.77 "Piperitol cis"

83

3834 0.034694

4195 0.036351

4633

21 12.99 "Piperitol trans"

93

7528 0.068121

7768 0.067313

8327 0.066951

109

54312 0.491468

55470 0.480668

59303 0.476809

119

21035 0.190345

21075 0.182623

23295 0.187297

97

35353 0.319908

38975 0.337733

41198 0.331241

161

6419 0.058085

6935 0.060094

7326 0.058903

26 16.84 "Copaene"

161

28901 0.261524

31114 0.269614

33299 0.267731

27 17.51 "alpha.-Gurjunene"

204

30713 0.277921

29945 0.259485

33936 0.272853

13 10.45 "Terpinolene"
14 10.61 "Linalool"
"2-Cyclohexen-1-ol
15 11.08 methyl"

12.6 "alpha.-Terpineol"

22 14.09 "(E)-2-Caren-4-ol"
23 14.42 "Thujol"
"3-Cyclohexen-1-ol-324 15.17 methy"
25 16.31 "alpha.-Cubene"

28 17.65 "Caryophyllene"
29 18.04 "Aromadendrene"

1674569

13.4639

1

4384177

3267

0.03725

91

24763

0.22408

24723 0.214234

26552 0.213484

161

57086

0.51657

62687 0.543206

69217

0.55652

31968

0.25703

91

28498 0.257878

29406 0.254814

31 18.62 "Selina-4-(4-12) diene"

161

42231 0.382147

43720

32 19.05 "Ledene"

107

63595 0.575469

66067 0.572495

69935 0.562293

33 19.49 "gamma.-Cadinene"

161

142479 1.289289

152439 1.320941

159376 1.281418

67

3189 0.028857

3487 0.030216

3639 0.029258

35 20.53 "Globulol"

161

11289 0.102154

12431 0.107719

12797 0.102891

36 21.25 "Cubenol"

161

13691 0.123889

15775 0.136696

16231 0.130501

7183 0.064999

8303 0.071949

8885 0.071437

30 18.41 "Humulen-(V1)"

34 20.12 "Viridiflorol"

37 21.35 "Spathulenol"
Total area:

91

11050978

100 11540186

0.37885

46555 0.374312

100 12437473
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Table 2. Results of GC-MS analysis of TTO (Batch 2)
Target Compounds
"RT"
No (min)

Replicate
1

Replicate 2

Replicate 3

"Area 1" Relative

"Area 2" Relative

"Area 3" Relative

"Quan
"Compound Name"

Ions"

comp. (%)

comp. (%)

comp. (%)

1

6.72 "alpha.-Thujene"

93

82892 0.961105

93416 0.974726

100129 0.995663

2

6.87 "alpha.-Pinene"

93

271169 3.144115

297069 3.099694

319939 3.181409

3

7.73 "Sabninene"

93

23028 0.267002

24052 0.250965

26029 0.258827

4

7.81 "beta.-Pinene"

93

66585 0.772031

73406 0.765937

75926 0.754993

5

8.19 "beta.-Myrcene"

93

99516 1.153855

111488 1.163294

116297 1.156434

6

8.47 "alpha.-Phellandrane"

0.43589

41296 0.430893

43158 0.429154

7

8.79 "alpha.-Terpinene"

136

800095 9.276838

911293 9.508663

921966 9.167844

8

8.85 "para-Cymene"

119

799994 9.275667

924139 9.642702

940988 9.356995

9.03 "Eucaliptol"

81

158504 1.837802

163841 1.709559

161822 1.609125

10

9.11 "D-Limonene"

67

1194564 13.85058

1163526 12.14053

1311809 13.04436

11

9.54 "beta.-Ocimene trans"

93

2187 0.025358

2727 0.028454

2641 0.026262

12

9.78 "gamma.-Terpinene"

136

1008521 11.69347

1175126 12.26156

1238572 12.31611

136

225402 2.613462

255704 2.668081

264692 2.632044

43

10594 0.122834

11265 0.117542

11549 0.114841

93

8611 0.099842

9905 0.103351

16 11.46 "beta.-Terpineol-Z"

93

6633 0.076907

8052 0.084017

8196 0.081499

17 11.58 "5-Caranol trans trans (+)"

79

1116

0.01294

1271 0.013262

969 0.009636

18 12.41 "Terpinen-4-ol"

81

3298759 38.24802

3704540 38.65411

3882016 38.60199

19 12.59 "alpha.-Terpineol"

81

152349 1.766436

181893 1.897918

186362 1.853146

20 12.77 "Piperitol cis"

83

3153 0.036558

3831 0.039974

3983 0.039606

21 12.99 "Piperitol trans"

93

3770 0.043712

4399

0.0459

4861 0.048337

22 14.08 "(E)-2-Caren-4-ol"
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20820 0.241401

23455 0.244735

23031 0.229016

23 14.42 "Thujol"

119

4793 0.055573

5775 0.060258

97

12827 0.148725

14337 0.149596

14322 0.142415

161

4148 0.048095

4494 0.046892

4415 0.043902

26 16.83 "Copaene"

161

19430 0.225284

22084

0.23043

21921 0.217978

27 17.49 "alpha.-Gurjunene"

204

19884 0.230548

23053 0.240541

22646 0.225187

9

91

13 10.45 "Terpinolene"
14 10.61 "Linalool"
"2-Cyclohexen-1-ol
15 11.08 methyl"

"3-Cyclohexen-1-ol-324 15.16 methy"
25

16.3 "alpha.-Cubene"

28 17.64 "Caryophyllene"
29 18.03 "Aromadendrene"

37594

1
10681

5877

0.10621

0.05844

91

16100 0.186674

17240 0.179887

17043 0.169472

161

43650 0.506107

48294 0.503912

48863 0.485884

91

20447 0.237076

22928 0.239237

24106 0.239705

31 18.61 "Selina-4-(4-12) diene"

161

29526 0.342344

35674 0.372232

36485 0.362799

32 19.04 "Ledene"

107

49286 0.571455

53226 0.555374

53041 0.527429

33 19.48 "gamma.-Cadinene"

161

104493 1.211562

120437

1.25667

122115 1.214287

0

3109

0.03244

3114 0.030965

30

18.4 "Humulen-(V1)"

34 20.12 "Viridiflorol"

67

0

35 20.52 "Globulol"

161

9785 0.113454

11089 0.115705

10861

36 21.24 "Cubenol"

161

11682 0.135449

13428 0.140111

13242 0.131676

37 21.34 "Spathulenol"
Total area:

91

2745 0.031827
8624652

100

2956 0.030844
9583818

0.108

2852

0.02836

100 10056519

100
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2. Calibration of GC-MS for T-4-ol and analysis of samples A-F, X, Y
The instrument was calibrated for T-4-ol analysis using solutions of known
concentrations of T-4-ol in IPA. The instrument was operated using the same
parameters as for the TTO analysis, except the temperature profile for the
column, which was: initial temperature 45 °C for 2 minutes, then ramp at 7 °C
/min to 190 °C, kept at 190 °C for 2.29 min.
A sample chromatogram and mass spectra for the analysis of neat T-4-ol is
presented in Figure 2.
All samples were injected in duplicate and the results were averaged.

Figure 2. Sample chromatogram and mass spectra for Terpinen-4-ol
peak during calibration of GC-MS.
The relation between peak area and T-4-ol concentration is linear, with R2 =
0.9989 and calibration equation:
Y = 47.954X - 4981.6,
concentration.

where

Y

is peak area

and

X is T-4-ol

The limit of detection for T-4-ol using this method is 0.01 mg/L and limit of
quantification is 0.02 mg/L. The calibration equation was used to determine
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the concentration of samples A(1-7) – F(1-7) and X1-X3, Y1-Y3, the results
are presented in Table 3.
Table 3. Results of GC-MS analysis of samples A-F, X, and Y.
Sample

T-4-ol conc.
(mg/L)

Sample

T-4-ol conc.
(mg/L)

X1
X2
X3

34286.2
2921.8
3321.5

Y1
Y2
Y3

140695.6
3259.2
188756.6

A1
A2
A3
A4
A5
A6
A7

677.4
704.8
689.8
672.0
562.9
726.4
891.1

D1
D2
D3
D4
D5
D6
D7

769.2
793.9
830.5
663.2
814.0
883.8
974.9

B1
B2
B3
B4
B5
B6
B7

771.6
760.6
735.5
713.6
831.5
797.2
892.6

E1
E2
E3
E4
E5
E6
E7

1115.1
853.1
878.6
892.2
795.6
914.9
1277.4

C1
C2
C3
C4
C5
C6
C7

701.4
700.4
707.3
782.2
804.8
794.6
898.2

F1
F2
F3
F4
F5
F6
F7

841.4
832.0
837.3
703.2
729.6
802.3
983.0

Concentrations reported for X1, X2, X3, Y1, Y2, Y3 are for the undiluted
samples.
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